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INTRODUCING COMPUTER GRAPHICS TO THE COCKPIT 


BORGELT B-100 FMC 

FUGHT MISSION COMPUTER 

APOWERFUL, COMPACT AND PRACTICAL 

COMPUTERISEDSOARING SYSTEM FOR 


TODAY'S DEMANDING PILOTS 


AN EXCITING NEW SOARING 
COMPUTER INFORMATION & 
GUIDANCE SYSTEM FEATURING: 

o FULL SCREEN DIGITAUGRAPHICS DISPLAY 
o EASE OF PROGRAMMING WITH ON SCREEN HELP 
o INCORPORATING THE WELL PROVEN BORGELT 

PRESSURE TRANSDUCER TECHNOLOGY 
o GRAPHIC DISPLAY OF LAST TWO & CURRENT THERMALS 

SHOWING ALTITUDE vs RATE-OF-CLIMB GRAPH 
o FINAL GLIDE DETAILS (GRAPHIC GLiDESLOPE & DIGITAL DATA) 
o 	OUTPUT fOR UP TO 5 METERS. ALL PILOT CONFIGURABLE 

(IE: DISPLAY - REL. NETIO. NETIO. LIFT COEFF, S. TO FLY. U . etc) ~ 
FULL ON BOARD UK TURNING POINT LIBRARY (UPDAT.AiBLE) Is 

~~----------------~ o IN-BUILT SEnABLE G-METER (AUTO CRUISE! CLIMB DETECT) 	 -ALTITUDE_ 

o REMOTE COMPASS INTERFACE FOR AREA NAV (PROVIDES 'WHERE TO 
LOOK FOR TURNING POINT INFO') 

o IN-COCKPIT REMOTE UNIT FOR EASY PROGRAMMING 
o STATISTICS DOWNLOAD TO PERSONAL COMPUTER 
o UPGRADEABLE SOFTWARE 
o EASILY SET TO ANY POLAR & WEIGHT 

PC DEMONSTRATION DISK 
FOR FULL EVALUATION 

FOR FULL INFORMATION ON THE CAPABILITY OF THIS IMPRESSIVE & INNOVATIIVE SYSTEM. PLEASE CALL FAX OR WRITE 


FlITE LINES 32 Brislington Hill, Bdstol, BS4 5BD Tel: (0)272 710043 Fax: (0)272 721923 
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BGA NEWSLETTER 

Dear Editor, 
Having recently received the latest issue of 

the BGA Newsletter, the following 
(blasphemous?) thoughts occurred to me yet 
again ; so I feel compelled to write: 
a) There is nothing reported in this uninspiring 

publication that could not be dealt with just 
as effectively in S&G. 

b) There are presently 1719 Official Obser
vers (the stated recipients of the News
letter). With 17p for postage and (say) 3p 
for photocopying and envelopes, the 
annual cost of 12 monthly issues Is over 
£4000. 

cJ There must be more effective ways of 
spending this money. 

KEITH scon, Weiland GC 

Mike Cuming, Newsletter editor and a 
member of the BGA Executive Committee, 
replies: The Newsletter was re-introduced a 
couple of years ago (on a trial basis) because 
the Executive Committee were concerned that 
cJub members were not well enough informed. 
The cost was indeed a source of some con
cern but the feedback has almost entirely been 
encouraging and so I was asked to continue. 
This will, of course, be reviewed periodically 
like everything else and I will be interested to 
hear any significant comments (either for or 
against). 

'Incidentally the number of DOs has risen by 
about 50% since the Newsletter started and I 
presume this is some sort of vote of 
confidence. The BGA would prefer to restrict 
the circulation and hence the cost but there is 
overwhelming evidence that using olub officers 
to promulgate information is a very patchy 
means of circulation. Nevertheless, large quan
tities of bumf are constantly being despatched 
to clubs in the perhaps naive hope that some 
of it gets through . 

A glance at the Newsletter will reveal that it 
is produced! very quickly and so we can some
times use it to include urgent - or late - infor
mation which is commonly repeated to S&G. 
Not everyone gets S&G of course, so the 
" repeat " isn 't always a waste of space. 

The intention is to get useful information 
across and I would welcome input from clubs 
(or individuals) which may have announce
ments to make. I will not normally print any

thing thai I'ooks as if it should really be a paid 
advertisement in S&G unless it is of real 
interest. 

BE PREPARED TO BALE OUT 
Dear Editor, 

The Cyprus parachutist's observations, given 
in John Storry's letter in the October issue, 
p233, have foundations in fact because the ini
tial fall of a first jump can be traumatic beyond 
belief. The plunging pilot or passenger may 
totally freeze and be unable to move the right 
arm to pull the ripcord handle. 

If the following instructions were printed on 
a card it would be something to recall during 
the ghastly seconds following a mishap: 
1. Practise releasing the buckle of the airframe 
harness (outer) and quickly place your right 
hand across your chest to hold firmly, but not 
pull , the r ipcord handle. And keep it there dur
ing and after the evacuation. 
2. Easy to say, but try to keep your eyes open 
during the initial descent to ensure you are 
clear of any entanglement with any part of the 
abandoned glider before operating the ripcord 
handle. 

I also suggest that canopy jettison pro
cedure should be included within the Bronze 
badge pre-flight checks. 
TERRY POLE, Welwyn Garden City, Herts. 

WOULD I JUMP? 
Dear Editor. 

As perhaps the only glider "captain" to have 
experienced mutiny in the air perhaps I could 
comment on the question of parachute 
training. 

Like most pilots I had often wondered 
whether I would jump in an emergency and 
even went to a parachute club with my wife 
who wanted to jump, as opposed to me who 
saw it as training. Unfortunately (?) one of the 
trainees' parachutes failed to open which 
changed my wife's mind and got me off the 
hook. 

This left me with the same opinion as Keith 
Nurcombe (see the last issue, p5) that - to 
jump from an airworthy aircraft to find an 
unairworthy parachute or injure oneself would 
make me feel rather silly. It didn't. however, 

, 
answer my question "Would I jump?" 

The answer, and the mutiny, came a few 
years later when my two-seater started to 
derig itself on aerotow and gave every indica
tion of beooming rapidly unairworthy. With no 
hesitation or apprehension I told Tom we were 
jumping, unstrapped, unlatched the canopy 
and was ready to throw it open and dive out, 
when Tom (to the subsequent delight of Mow
bray Vale) said "No" in a rather aggressive 
way, I thought, slammed the canopy shut and 
kept a firm hold on it. 

This left me with rather a problem. Have a 
discussion with Tom while the aircraft con
tinued to oscillate dramatically, or reach a 
compromise and try and fly the thing to a 
much softer landing that I thought possible. 
This I did. 

What I llearnt from this was that provided 
one had rehearsed evacuation and knew how 
to use the parachute ,in theory, then in a real 
emergency leaping over the side is the easy 
option and requires lillie thought. Staying with 
it was much worse. 

Tom, on the other hand, had come along for 
the ride, could not feel how the controls were 
flailing around but could see that we were only 
750ft up. His perception was therefore quite 
different - let Ian sort this out, 750ft is a bit 
low, I'd rather stay inside than risk a jump. 

Looking back Tom made the correct de
cision as 750ft was a bit low, and I had a start 
on him, but I still feel my initial decision was 
correct as 750ft is rather high should the wing 
have come off, which it was trying to do after 
he shut the canopy. 

In other words, you don't need to have a 
practice jump, just plan what you would do in 
advance, make a habit of gelling out of the air
craft without undoing your parachute and don't 
assume an emergency will not get worse 
750ft is a beller height to jump from that 350ft. 
IAN DUNKLEY, Tideswell, Nr Buxton, 
Derbyshire 

SHOULD BE TAUGHT IMMEDIATELY. 
Dear Editor, 

Harold Dale's letter in the December issue, 
p285, and the reply by Bemie Morris interest
ed me very much. I agree absolutely with 
Bernie that the aim should be to demonstrate 
to a pupil thai (s)he could easily learn to fly. .. 

ZULU GLASSTEK LTD 

Sole UK agents for Peter Massak Winglets - Discus, Ventus, 
Nimbus 3, ASW-24, ASW-20 B & C and DG-600 
Specialising in the repair and maintenance of composite 
construction sailplanes 
ASW-20C available for long term job replacement 
All jobs completed on time 

Office: 08444 3036 
Workshop and Fax: 08444 4345 
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Apri Fool!~~ 


In fact it's no ioke when you have a bit of a shunt, then find 
your insurance policy has an escape clause, (for the company 
that is!). You could w ind up looking very foolish. 

For example, many insurance policies do not cover damage involving 
private vehicles when they are on an airfield, (not many people know 
that!). So, when you have checked the small print on your pol icy, you may 
want to talk to someone at Mowbray Vale. 

We can provide you with a policy that wi ll cover you for accidents on any 
airfield in the UK! 

Of course, chances are you are already with us, which just proves you're 
nobody's fool! 

Contact Carol Taylor or Stephen Hill on 

Thirsk (0845) 523078 - 24 hr. Ansaphone Service. 

Or write to: 

SURANCEMOWBRAY VALE 
8 Castlegate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07 1HL. 

Telex: 587470 Represented at Lloyds Fax: 0845 525483 
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do think, however, that aileron/rudder co
ordination should be taught from the start. 
How otherwise is the pupil to enjoy the experi
ence of having full control? Also, if turns are 
gentle, aileron drag is not a noticeable factor 
and need be dealt with on the initial flight only 
if the pupi l progresses suffiCiently to require it. 

There is no doubt that the average 15min 
flight allows time to demonstrate the effects of 
controls and allows practice. Most people are 
well able to accomplish gentle turns and, with 
prompting, to maintain attitude reasonably. 
Quite often, in say a quarter of introductory 
flights, pupils fly the aircraft down to the high 
key point and the instructor can then demon
strate the preparations for landing. 
ROY PALMER, Malvern, Wores 

A THANK YOU FROM WOLDS GC 

Dear Editor, 
Many of your readers gave us heartening 

support in our recent struggle to survive a hos
tile planning application for industry and 
highway construction on land adjacent to our 
main runway at Pocklington. The strength of 
feeling in their letters of objection and their 
geographical spread must have surprised the 
local planning authority, and I have no doubt 
of their influence in the successful outcome. 

Negotiations over the last two years have 
now led to us withdrawing our objections to a 
revised development proposal. In return, the 
area for industry is to be reduced; the highway 
proposals mOdified; a very substantial acreage 
of land has been made available to us by the 
landowner which we have now bought to add 
to our existing freehold; a Significant financial 
contribution ,towards our new Supercat winch 
has been promised by the developer and valu
able grants and an interest free loan have 
been obtained from two local authorities and 
the Sports Council respectively. 

As anyone who has been involved In this 
sort of process will know, it helps to identify 
the key actors on the stage early on, and then 
apply pressure at the right time. In doing this 
we now kn ow better than most how helpful the 
BGA can be, and I should like to place on 
record the extraordinary help we received from 
Bill Scull, especially in the form of his 
parliamentary contacts, his presence at vital 

At last . .. 
affordable aviation 

Why not? 
Learn to 
Paraglide 

Open 6 days a week 
.&- for tuition and sales 

Welsh Borders Paragliding Centre 
Telephone: 054421 375 or 341 

meetings - often at considerable personal 
inconvenience - and his weight of shot in 
replying to consultations by the local planning 
authority. Looking back at his article about 
protection money (August issue, p21l), I am 
left w ith the feeling he ought not to be quite so 
defensive! 

So, through your columns may I thank all 
our supporters, many of whom we look for
ward to seeing once again at our two-seater 
competition in August, and offer our experi
ence and assistance to any other club 
threatened by similar bad neighbour 
development. 
ALAN HUNTER, chairman of Wolds GC 

THE KITE 2A 
Dear Editor, 

In reply to Peter Warren's letter in the last 
issue, pl, full details of th is, and all other 
Slingsby gliders, were given in my book 
British Gliders & Sailplanes 1922-1970, 
which has been out of print for 20 years! 

The Kite 2 was one of a rush of immediate 
post-war sailplanes which all hoped to capture 
the market. It had to compete against the 
Olympia and I believe the firs! one had some 
nasty habits. All the others had altered wash
out at the wingiips, so that gives a clue to the 
problem and its cure. 

Only the first three were built by Slingsby's 
and 11 by Martin Hearn Ltd under sub
contract. 
NORMAN H. ELLISON, Bellevue, Washington 
State. USA 

EVEN MORE HANDICAPPING! 
Dear Editor, 

While reading Peter Stratten's letter in the 
December issue, p285, I real ised how he had 
just scratched the surface. 

Shouldn't the site be handicapped, eg site A 
has twice as many badge claims as site S, 
therefore as it must be easier from site A their 
pilots should have to do twice the distance. 

In fact, shOUldn't the day be handicapped as 
well with pilots with 9000ft cloud bases expec
ted to go three times as far as those flying on 
3000II cloudbase days? 

Or perhaps we should just invent thousands 

more badges for thousands more CI~s to 
keep the silverware and badge colleclors 
happy. 
JOHN ARMSTRONG, Falklands Islands 

HANDICAPPING FOR BADGE 
FlIGHTS 
Dear Editor, 

It seems rather strange that competition 
organisers go to great lengths to judge as 
fairly as possible the ability of a pilot regard
less of the glider flown. Yet for a badge flight a 
K-6 pilot has to fly the same distance as a 
Nimbus 3_It doesn't make sense! 

A handicapping system would make a 300 
or 500km more of a challenge for glass pilots 
yet put it more in reach of wood pilots. 
JULIAN F. DAY, Wakefield, W. Yorks 

GUDING HERITAGE CENTRE 
Dear Editor, 

I read with pleasure Mike Beach's article in 
the last issue, p28. I feel that the London Glid
ing Club at Ounstable is eminently suitable to 
include a Gliding Heritage Centre and the 
Vintage Gliding Club should whole heartedly 
support its members' projects providing they 
are concerned with the gliding scene of the 
old days. Some may ask, why at Ounstable? 

I feel there is enough of gliding's heritage to 
go round and that other clubs should also 
consider founding historical sections and 
archives. 

I am very glad that one of our members has 
had the initiative to try to bring this off and has 
a chance 01 succeeding. 
CHRISTOPHER WILLS, president of the 
Vintage GC 

AN EARLY CROSS-COUNTRY! 
Dear EditOI, 

A road accident having disabled me from 
gliding for some months, I've had to make do 
with reading about it. This description of a very 
earty cross-country says it all. From the initial 
psyching up to starting out with the aid of a 
convenient stubble fi re, only to be followed by 
desperate sink; a Ihennal is located in the nick 
of time, but then over fen country It's not so 
good! ... 

Hoffmann Piopellfir, Servicing 

Local Servicing 004~uicker. bNer~ostl\repair and OJerhaul_ 

() - "-J G [)

* Grab, SCheibe,~-r etc_.* factory approved* large stockofpart. '\able 

I 
r / f 

SK~..AFT SERv'JCES LTD. 
-----"~Ie: 0763-852593 
TeI~: 0763,-8~2150 
PobarTy'~~ngton,Carrbridgesli-eSGOOClE 
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Watch this space ... 

for additions to the curren,t comprehensive range of Schleicher g'liders, ASK 21, ASK 
23, ASW 24, ASW 24E, ASW 22B, ASW 22BE, ASH 25 and ASH 25E. 

At Schleichers' they know you can't just rest on your laurels. They also know that 
designing gliders is not a 'two-minute' job; it takes literally years of patient work 
to get from initial design concept to series production. 

So Schleicher's have to think years ahead. We suggest you do too. 

For more details call: 
John Jeffries Sole UK agent for 
JJ Associates ALEXANDER SCHLEICHER 
PO Box 61 
Dunstable Tel: (0525) 222111 
Beds LU6 2LB Fax: (0525) 22211 1 (new fax no) 
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. and look 'd awhile 
Pondering his Voyage; for no narrow frith 
He had to cross . . . At last his Sail-broad 

Vannes 
He spreads for flight, and in the surging 

smoak 
Uplifted spurns the ground, thence many a 

League 
As in a cloudy Chair ascending rides 
Audacious, but that seat soon failing, meets 
A vast vacui/ie: all unawares 
Fluttering his pennons vain plumb down he 

drops 
Ten thousand fadom deep, and to this hour 
Down had been falling, had not by ill chance 
The strong rebuff of som tumultuous cloud 
Instinct with Fire and Nitre hurried him 
As many miles aloft: that furie stay'd. 
Quencht in a Boggie Syrtis, neither Sea. 
nor good dry Land. nigh foundered on 

he fares . 
Granted that vannes=wings. does "pen

nons" indicate an unavailing resort to flaps? 
The pilot is. of course, Satan. Did he make his 
goal? For the rest of this eXCiting story, see 
Paradise Lost (Book 2). 
DENYS JAMESON, Warborough. Oxon 

WE WEREN'T CLOSED! 
Dear Editor, 

With reference to Alan Purnell's article in the 
last issue, pl0, where it was intimated that 
Aboyne was shut on Sunday, October 7, due 
to strong crosswinds, we would like to put the 
record straight. We launched 70 gliders that 
day when three Gold heights were achieved. 
GLEN DOUGLAS, secretary of Deeside GC a 

REVIEW 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE 
Taskmaster v 2.13 is a task setting program by 
Bruce Hodge, marketed by Pro-Glide of 5 
Hollies Walk, Wootton, Bedford MK43 9LB. It 
is available in IBM compatible and Sinclair OL 
versions at £49.95. Pro-Glide have the total 
package, including the Sinclair OL CPU. mon
itor and full software at £299.95 (printer not 
included). Also available is Taskfinder, a sim
plified version of Taskmaster but with fewer 
features. which again runs on the Sinclair OL 

and IBM compatibles and the software costs 
£24.95. 

This task setting program was used for the 
first time during the 1990 Enstone Regionals. 
The original version. which has taken over a 
year to develop, is designed to run on a Sin
clair OL home computer. The program is 
based on 180 recognised BGA TPs distributed 
over a large area of the country. 

Pro-Glide are marketing a version of 
Taskmaster which has a dedicated start and 
finish based upon any gliding club site in the 
country, or alternatively a version is available 
with both remote and dedicated start and 
finish facilities. 

The program is menu driven and extremely 
user friendly. Anyone with basic keyboard 
skills can quickly explore its capabilities and 
potential. It takes approximately two minutes to 
load and initially presents the user with a 
screen listing of all the available TPs. 

Up to four TPs may be selected for a single 
task with the distances calculated and dis
played instantly as each TP is selected. By 
using the function commands the TP menu is 
replaced on the screen by a map of the UK 
with all the TPs and relevant controlled air-

SKYVIEW SYSTEMS PROVIDE YOUR 
METEOROLOGICAL ANSWERS 

FAX srw· SYNOPTIC WEATHER DECODER £79.95 
SATELLITE· METEOSAT PICTURES £799.95 
COMMUNICATIONS· TAFS/MET FORECASTS £249.95 
LOCAL WEATHER STATIONS From £139.95 
HAND HELD WIND SPEED UNITS From £29.95 
WIND SOCKS P.OA 

~ All Prices Exclude VAT and Delivery 

I~. Call For Full Produci Catalogues 


Skyview Systems Ltd., Anglesea Rd., Wivenhoe, Essex 
Telephone: (0206) 823185 Fax: (0206,22) 5328 

SOARING EQUIPMENT LIMITED 
Exchange Propellers for Motor Gliders 
Fixed price overhauls and repairs 
Delivery and fitting included 
Quiet Propellers for Towing 
Leading-edge Protection Tape 

193 RUSSELL ROAD H FFMANN 
BIRMINGHAM B13 8RR 

PROPELLERS Tel: 021-449-1121 Fax: 021-449-9855 

, 
space displayed. Any selected task is then 
superimposed over the map and it is possible 
to see immediately if any of the track lines 
pass through controlled airspace. 

An outstanding feature is its ability to find 
tasks within given parameters. After selecting 
the first TP you are given a choice of your next 
direction, ie N, S, E or W, to complete the 
triangle. 

Having made your choice you are then able 
to select a minimum and maximum task 
length , say for example between 300 and 
320km. The program will then search the 
database for the TPs within these distances 
and list them with all the task distances. 

It will also highlight the triangles that meet 
the current requirements for the UK/World 
record attempts. Taskmaster will automatically 
calculate the distance and true heading of 
each task leg together with the total distance 
of each task. 

Another good feature is the ability to set 
triangles using th~ cursor keys which allows 
tracks to be drawn across the map at random 
in any direction, thus avoiding controlled air
space. Having completed the tracks. database 
finds the closest of the listed TPs to the track 
lines and produces the task with the relevant 
distances and headings. 

When the computer is linked to a printer full 
details of the task can be produced as hard 
copy. For competition organisers the facility 
exists for full information to be included in the 
printout. such as time of first and last launch , 
startline quadrants, direction of turning over 
site, camera mountings and both X and Y 
distances. 

Having used the system throughout a full 
competition it proved to be an invaluable aid to 
fast and accurate task setting and is undoub
tedly s"Uperior to any other program I have 
evaluated. The current versions are suited to 
both clubs and individuals who want to pro
duce cross-country tasks quickly and efficient
ly and is strongly recommended. 
KEN SPARKES a 

NOW IN OUR 30TH YEAR 

THE REPAIR SPECIALISTS 


WE REPAIR: GLASS - STEEL -ALLOY - WOOD 


TUG AIRCRAFT REPAIRS AND RE-COVERS 


VINTAGE AIRCRAFT REBUILDS 


FULLY QUALIFIED STAFF 


LLOYD 'S APPROVED 


RAPID SERVICE 


SHEPLEY LANE. HAWK GREEN. MARPLE. 

STOCKPORT. CHESHIRE SK6 7JW 


Tet: 061-4272488 
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RAY LYNSKEY 


On December 8 a moist north-westerly flow gave 
heavy rain on the west coast and hot dry fOhn 
conditions to the east of the ranges. The heat 
wave lasted five days and on Thursday the wind 
backed further to the west, there was less distur
bance from fron ts and an active cold front wasn't 
due until later on Friday. It looked a possibility for 
a 2000km attempt. At 4.30 on the Friday morning 
the wind was about 1D- 15kt, NW at Woodbourne 
Airforce base with first light showing 2/8 
stratocumulus In the tops and some scruffy roll 
cloud in !he Waihopai valley, but no high cloud or 
lenticulars. Ray thought it was worth a go, was 
launched at 0600 and took an hour to "get 
established" in wave. His TPs were Five Rivers 
Garage and Willow Flat Bridge. 

he wave clouds were aligned more to the 
wesl than north-west and did not parallel the 
upwind ridges. I flew south just west of the 
Awatere, descending to 1 0000ft before climbing 
to Fl150 over the Acheron river. Continuing on, I 
hoped that conditiOfls would be stronger to the 
south, allowing a higher average speed. 

My track took me east of Hanmer and out over 
the Culverden baSin, remaining between FL 120 
and FL 170, but it was not possible to cruise fast 
in steady lift for very long. It was necessary to 
slop and climb frequently. 

Entering lees valley c limbing slowly through 
Fl165 and above all the cloud except some 
cirrus, I suddenly flew into violent clear air tur
bull!flce. This unnerving. very Unpleasant air took 
me by surprise and for a few minutes the cockpit 
was a mess with all sorts ofthings flying around. I 
immediately slowed down but it was impossible 
to hold any set speed - it was lIuctuating between 
about 40 and 9Okt. This " rolling" turbulence 
made it difficult to descend, and in fact I was 
climbing. I guessed that it was the shear between 
two differl!flt wind velocities or interference be
tween a higher and a lower wave system. 
Whatever it was, I just wanted to get the hell out of 
it! Back down at FL150 it was smooth again. 

I followed small wisps in the lee 01 Toriesse and 
Hutt, and climbed in quite strOflg lift to FL21 0 at 
Mt Somers. This bit was good and it looked like 
an easy glide to an obviously active roll cloud in 
the north FaJr1ie basin. I mlsludged this and 
ended up using weak lift at 11 000ft behind the 
Ben McLeod range to avoid getting stUCk. This 
slow climb was frustrating, but I needed it, and SO 
soon as possible left it for the growing roll cloud 
further south. It looked great, and as I sped off 
towards it I expected to pull up into at least 10kt. 
But nol Nothing. Another small wisp was just 
forming further upwind. 

Ah, there it is! Off again, flat ou t. This time! 
Reducing speed in anticlpatiOfl as I flew just over 
the top of the developing cloud; again nothing 
except less sink. Yet another w isp was forming 
upwind, and other small douds were drifting in a 
line off Ihe top of the Two Thumbs. I was baffled 
and not tempted to continue upwind, so tracked 
south at about FL 130, trying to pick out lhe wave 
by carefully observing the scattered Wisps. Even
tual ly I stumbled into a reasonably good climb 
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2000KM BARRIER 
BROKEN 
Ray Lynskey reports on his epic 2026km flight in New 
Zealand on December 14. Flying a Nimbus 28 from 
the South Island, he took 15hrs at an average speed of 
135km/h on a triangle with a TP on the North Island 

SOUTH ISLAND 

A map of the task incorporating the weather 
chart. Drawn by Steve Langland. 

near Burke's pass, which took me to FL 170. 
From here I headed straight for a flattish cloud in 
the middle of the McKenzie, which was weak but 
allowed me to maintain height past Simons 
pass. 

lliooked pretty broken and mixed up ahead, so 
the best option, something I would have pre
ferred to avoid, was to take the gamble that the 
scruffy looking Ben Ohau wave was working. 

If the sink was any indication, it should be 
booming. I was down to 7500 west of Twizel, the 
cloud looked very rough but there was a short 
straight shadow on the ground from the cloud's 
leading edge. It took a few minutes in very tur
bulent air to climb in the strong gusts to cloud
base and then settle down in a steady 8-9kt. 
About time -too! It had reduced to about 3kt at 
FL 180, so I headed to the next well-marked wave 

west of Omarama where another good climb 
allowed me 10 fly over the top of the extensive 
cloud upwind to Merivale, and on to FL200 in the 
excellent Pisa wave. 

A Queenstown weather report passed on by 
Christchurch Control earlier said that the rain had 
stopped and the sky was clearing. Luckily for me 
it was not completely clouded in further south. II 
looked even better from FL250 in the Nevis. 

As usual, tne wind velocity in the south was 
markedly higher, and it took 10 OOOft to penetrate 
the sink to cross the next lot of cloud to an edge 
west of Kingston. Lift here was much weaker, not 
quite strong enough to maintain height at the air
speeds necessary to make any progress. 

Five Rivers Garage was under cloud but I 
pushed on further south-west until it was visible 
through a gap and took the photos. I did not want 
to descend and risk spending time trying to climb 
up again. II was 1200 and 6hrs and 650km so far. 
I expected a faster trip north. 

Once northbound, I reduced speed to 70kt, 
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making good progress with the tailwind compo
nent and climbing slowly. Near Kingston lift 
improved to 5kt and I climbed back to FL160 
before diving downwind over the cloud mass to 
the Nevis wave. This took me to FL 180. From 
there it was simple to run along the leading edge, 
go downwind into the Pisa wave, climb to FL200 
and on to the cloud west of Omarama. This was 
still working, but not as well as earlier. I lost a lot of 
height getting back into the wave at the southem 
end of the Ben Ohaus. 

Further north the cloudmass and rain had 
spread out across the McKenzie, so I stopped 
and climbed to FL170 before heading for a flat 
looking line of cloud at Tekapo. It marked a weak 
wave leading over the Tekapo ski field, but I really 
wanted stronger lift to fly faster. -It looked poor 
ahead, so I flew east to what was now a good 
wave in the lee of the Two Thumbs. FL 160 here 
allowed me to continue north-east following 
wisps to the Mt Hutt wave. To the north the waves 
were clearly marked, but not strong enough to 
climb high. At least it was warm and pleasant 
cruising along between FL120 and 1 50. 

Conditions were deteriorating further on, and 
the sky appeared to be just a jumbled mass of 
wind-blown cumulus. Wave became difficult to 
find and I kept going, thinking that the more 
defined clouds in the Clarence valley would work. 
I was down to 8000 before finding worthwhile lift, 
but once above the clouds again the lift went up 
to 8kt. I stayed in this lift until reaching FL200, 
then flew slowly on, maintaining height. 

At this stage in the flight, approaching Lake 
Grassmere, I was trying to ascertain what con
ditions were like in the North Island. 

It was 1500 and it had taken 3hrs to return to 
the Blenheim area with a little less than 6.5hrs of 
daylight left, over 700km and two Cook Strait 
crossings to go. 

It was difficult to gauge conditions because of 
the haze. Most of the 'North Island appeared to be 
covered by an extensive cloud mass, the only 
clear areas being the southern coast and a gap in 
the eastern Wairarapa, which with a large dose of 

The south TP - Five Rivers Garage on a 
clear day. 

The northern TP - Willow Flats Bridge. 

optimism took on the appearance of a roll cloud. 
A pilot report relayed by Wellington Control said 
that Napier was clear. 

To me it looked terrible, but the flight was not 
impossible to complete at that stage. I still had 
time, enough oxygen, was not cold, and generally 
it had been going quite well up to now. There 
were no high lenticulars in the Wairarapa, nor
mally a necessity to cross back to the South 
Island, so unless something developed the 
chances of finishing were remote. It certainly did 
not look inviting, but having completed the 
southern leg I decided to continue regardless, 
even if it meant gliding across Cook Strait and 
landing at Masterton. There was still a chance. 

I advised Wellington Control that I intended to 
carry on and set off for the Wairarapa. As I 
approached the coast it became clear just how 
much cloud there was; it spread right across the 
divide and out toward the east coast. Fortunately 
the gap over Martinborough was quite wide and 
looked more like wave cloud now. I crossed the 
coast at FL120 and soon found enough weak lift, 
to maintain height at 60-70kt. Approaching Mas
terton I decided that it would be better to penet
rate upwind to where a more developed cloud 
seemed to be working. This wave, the primary, 

was good for FL 140, so I continued cautiously 
northward, towards what looked like total over
cast, the plan being to turn back to Masterton 
when I became obvious that it was not sensible to 
continue. 

It was interesting that in places gently undulat
ing stratus had formed above the bubbly-looking 
cloud below, and this did mark weak but reliable 
lift. At the bottoms of the layer the cloud was quite 
thin and actually did have some small gaps, the 
main problem being that the ground was under 
heavy shadow and was quite dark, making it dif
ficult to locate features. In the lee of the 
Manawatu gorge there was an area with no gaps, 
and before turning back for Masterton I decided 
to keep going another couple of miles to a more 
lenticular-shape cloud. It worked, up to 3-4kt. 
Stopping for a while to climb to FL150, I could 
soon see that there were better gaps further on, 
within easy gliding range. In fact it looked much 
better, about 7/8 cover. Out to the east it was 
clear. I continued on between FL130 and 160, 
finding lift up to 4-5kt. This was encouraging, and 
I hoped that the cloud would tend to clear rather 
than fill in completely. 

Soon Hastings and Napier came into view to 
the east and cloud cover reduced to 4/8. Lift was 
3-4kt at best, but reasonably steady and well 
marked. Wind speed was now much lower, still 
with some tailwind component going north~ The 
sun was getting lower and the cloud shadow 
spread further east. 

I had never seen the Willow Flat Bridge TP 
before and hoped I could find it. Lake 
Waikaremoana came into view in the distance, 
and I was sure that I was flying over the Mohaka 
river, so I visually followed the winding river valley 
until I spotted the bridge. It stood out clearly in the 
sun. Great! 

I turned downwind and took the photos from 
FL130 at 1720. Four hours daylight remained - it 
was actually still possible. 

I lost 2000ft pushing back to the wave used 
earlier, and followed a similar track southbound. 
The cloud was definitely increasing. It became 
very slow going, although the lift was still there. 
When I reached the Norsewood area it was 
obviously totally closed in to the south, but I was 
in 4-5kt lift - the best for some time. There were 
two wide wave clouds with small gaps between 
them to the east, and beyond that it was clear. 

It was most intriguing that even further east a 
long thin high lenticular·shaped cloud had 
developed. Earlier it had appeared to be only a 
thin cirrus line, however now it took on the right .. 
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shape. I contemplated this cloud for a few 
minutes, but the choices were clear - return north 
to land at Hastings or take the chance on the len
ticular, and if it didn't work Waipukurau was not 
far away. 

I turned south-east, stopped briefly in the two 
waves to top up to FL 160, and kept going. The 
lennie was right over the east coast, and the 
closer I got the better it looked. Sure enough 
just like magic. Smooth and lovely, 6-8kt up. I 
could barely believe it. Maintaining a south
westerly heading at 55kt, I climbed in front of the 
best looking part to FL285. Further south it was 
not so well defined, but I was descending only very 
slowly at 80kt. The only part of the North ISland 
that I could see was the east coast. The rest was 
covered by a great glaring white mass of cloud. It 
took time to progress south and I was very 
uneasy about the lower cloud spreading further 
east. My intentions were to follow the lennie alii 
the way south, and then push upwind to Lake 
Wairarapa to see if there was any possibility of 
making a return Strait crossing, but really wanted 
to know if Masterton was clear enough to 
reach safely. 

Nothing changed for some time apart from get
ting very cold, but passing Castle Point I was 
reassured to see that the south Wairarapa had 
only 4/8 cover, and Masterton was no problem. 
Wittl a safe diversion, all concentration was 
focussed on how to "cross the ditch." 

Over Lake Onoke there was a vague roll cloud/ 
lenticular - it appeared to be "blurred" around the 
edges. I would head for that. There weren't many 
other options. Before leaving the lenticular I 
climbed slowly back to FL280.1 could not yet see 
the South Island, apart from the Seaward 
Kaikouras way off in the distance, due to the haze 
and low sun. It was almost 2ooohrs. 

After the push into wind I flew just south of the 
wave cloud and at FL 190 found lift, 3-4kt initially, 
where I stayed until it was less than 1 kt at FL215. 
I was now becoming a little optimistic because 
the upper wind was not too strong, although it 
was around to the west, and I did not anticipate 
the heavy sink associated with an upper wave 

system. There were also clouds out in Cook Strait 
which could possibly help. 

I have made double crossings previously and 
thought that FL215 should be enough to get 
home, but without my normal safety margin. To 
allow the abandon decision to be left until much 
later I requested that I be able to use Wellington 
as an alternate rather than returning to the 
Wairarapa. Within a few seconds this was 
approved and I was on the way. 

"It appeared to be caused 
by some convergence effect, 

but would it help?" 

I could see Lake Grassmere shining in the sun, 
and part of Arapawa Island, but still could not 
pick out the southern coastline. The glide went 
well for a while but soon the sink was on the stops 
down. I passed about three miles south of Karori 
Rock at FL 150, watching the altimeter unwind at 
an alarming rate, and heading for the south side 
of a line of cloud slightly lower than I was and 
aligned west-east. It appeared to be caused by 
some oonvergence effect rather than wave, but 
would it help? 

Yes! Remarkably, heavy sink turned to zero 
sink and I could even climb a little at 65kt. This 
continued for some miles and did make the glide 
look better. I was reasonably happy with how it 
looked at mid-straits, even with the headwind and 
more sink expected. But the fact remained that I 
had to reach one coast or other, and Wellington 
was gettin9' further away. Very soon I would be 
committed to continuing on to the South 
Island. 

The whole southern coast was now quite clear, 
and the surface of the sea showed a moderate 
northerly at low level. 

A final glide to the south coast remained a 
reasonable prospect and I made the decision. 

Trackling directly for the White Bluffs I could 
see several scruffy wester1y roll clouds straight 

•ahead and they worked as advertised: quite 
strong sink and rough but usable lift. I stayed be
tween 5-6000 until there were only three miles to 
go then flew at 130kt towards the northern faces 
of the Bluffs. Reaching them at 3000ft I could 
then slow down to maintain height before push
ing into wind and on to the Wither hills just south 
of Blenheim. 

I continued until Woodbourne was a very short, 
very comfortable final glide. In a couple of 
minutes I had made a finish and landed. lit was 
21 OOhrs with 20 minutes of daylight left. Done! 

John Sinclair (the tug pilot) and Jamie Halstead 
(who helped me launch) were waiting; and quite a 
number of Marlborough GC people arrived within 
minutes, knocking the tops off bottles. The party 
was about to begin. 

With the completion of this flight, I would like to 
thank all those who helped during this and pre
vious attempts, and a special thanks to the 
Wellington and Christchurch air traffic controllers. a 
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RlJEKA1956 

CHOSEN BY FRANK IRVING 

If any of the gentle readers who went to the 
World Champs in Yugoslavia in 1972 thought 
that conditions were sometimes a little primi
tive, they should have tried it in 1955, when 
Imperial College GC took a Skylark 2 to 
Vrsac. Undeterred by that expedition, or 
perhaps in the pursuit of more character
building experiences, a further trip to that 
country took place in the following year, only 
slightly under ICGe auspices, mainly to look 
into rumours of sea-gliders at Rijeka. 

It turned out that they did indeed exist and 
this is the story of how they were operated. It 
is, I suspect, the only account of such Hying 
to be written in English and therefore rep· 
resents a unique bit of history. Also, the Jad
ran must have been the only sea-glider ever 
in regular use. Before the war, Hans Jacobs 
had designed the "See Adler", test flown by 
Hanna Reitsch (see her book, The Sky my 
Kingdom). But this was a very one-off experi 
ment, whose operations were made very dif 
ficult by lauching from the water. 

The Jadran seems to have faded away very 
quickly: none were to be found a year or two 
later and, to the best of my knowledge, the 
idea has never been revived. We need a very 
rich sponsor who is interested in looking into 
the possibilities of soaring in the ,lee of cer
tain Greek Islands ... 

During the summer of 1956 seven 
Lashamites went to Rijeka in Yugoslavia, and 
would like to recommend it as the ideal gliding 
holiday. The attractions in this region are 
numerous: Opatija, a few miles away, is a first
class Iresort, food and wine are good and cheap, 
the weather is fine, the sea warm, and there is a 
gliding club with two water-gliders. (Some of the 
visitors feel that the virile instructors should be 
added to this lis!!) To make the picture complete 
there is the courtesy, friendliness, and hospitality 
which seems to be a natural attribute of the 
people. 

The five of us who were touring thought we 
might drop in and stay the night on our way to 
Vrsac. Arriving unannounced in the middle of a 
thunderstorm caused a little confusion, but the 
three women were soon established in a room 
with the only girl in the club. The men's 
bunkhouse was of the Mark I Lasham variety, as 
was the sanitation, so we felt quite at home. 

One difference was the presence olthe Military 
guarding the airfield, who were greatly amused 
by Qur presence. They did cause 'us some con
cern on one occasion by staging a most realistic 
manoeuvre on the hill behind which we used for 
our "moming constitutional". Luckily, everyone 
survived. 

April/ May 1991 

The Yugoslav water sailplane, which the pilot has to paddle to the shore, after "landing". 

The next moming was bright, and we found the 
pupils on the field, parachuies at the ready, leap
ing with gay abandon from the Pfizier, a high
powered Tiger. Among them was Marta, whose 
room the women had invaded the previous night. 
Although only 16, she spoke good English as 
well as a couple of other languages. Even those 
who didn't speak English were almost psychic 
when it came to understanding, so it only took the 
women a day to produce a basic vocabulary - un
fortunately this was so basic that it contained little 
of use on the flying field. 

"Shortly after lunch an 
incredibly ancient Ford 

staggered on to the airfield 

Jumping ceased when the wind rose and we 
waited for the CFI, due to arrive at 1 O. Shortly after 
lunch an incredibly ancient Ford staggered on to 
the field; Aco, a small grey-haired man with 
sparkling eyes, jumped out and the place was 
galvanised into action. He was very pleased to 
see us and we leamed that we were the first 
visitors to fly at Rijeka. From that moment every
thing was organised for us, and later for the 
Hamptons, who found out that Aco's well
deserved nickname is "Alexander the Great." 

The following days were spent sunbathing, 
swimming and flying in glorious weather and the 
best of company. David's check in the Kranich 
caused some amusement when he landed, to 
discover that the excesive stick forces were due 
to the reverse method of connecting the trimmer. 
We flew the Cavka, Jastreb, and finally, the Jad
ran, which is named after the Adriatic. This water 
glider is very similar to an Olympia with a hard 
chine, step, and floats which are operated 

pneumatically by furious pumping in the cockpit. 
Unfortunately the retraction, extenSion, and lock
ing mechanism for the floats is not completely re
liable, but the effect of an asymmetric float 
arrangement in flight is not serious. 

After a briefing which stretched our dozen 
words of German to the limit, Aco said he would 
demonstrate a landing. We rushed off to lJ'le bay 
and saw the tug and glider arrive, and then our 
first water landing. Then, to our amazement, the 
canopy was unshipped, out came the paddle 
from its storage on the starboard, and Aoo pad
dled himself ashore like the last of the Vikings. 

Next day Dave and I were deposited in a similar 
manner, to be followed some time later by Peter 
Hampton and Hazel Kltcat. The landing was a 
long hold-off with the wings level, a dash of'spray 
and then the slapping of the waves on the 
bottom. 

Even then, the day's entertainment had only 
started, as the Pfizier appeared a third time with 
the parachute instructor, who jumped, landing a 
hundred yards from the shore, to show that 
gliders haven't a monopoly of airbome water 
sport. 

By the time we had retrieved the gliders and 
returned to the sea, a fish barbecue was in pro
gress with the local equivalent of the "Two Bills" 
providing the music. The entertainment finished 
in time to see the landing of the night's catch of 
sardines on the beach - an unforgettable sight, 
and a grand finale to our visit. 

There is no doubt that until you have been to a 
Yugoslav gliding site, you don't know what hos
pitality is! II 

FIRST CZECH DISCUS 
The first Discus to be built by Orlican in 
Czechoslovakia was delivered to three times 
World Champion Helmut Reichmann last 
August. 
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Course direction 
1. It will frequently not be possible to set the 
ideal task length because of constraints such as 
airspace restrictions and finding good turning 
pOints. The former are the more critical because 
new TPs can, with due care, be "invented" on the 
day if necessary. Such TPs must be clear and 
unambiguous on either the half-or quarter-million 
maps. Course direction will often be governed by 
local airspace features such as other airfields, air
ways, SRZs and control zones, and temporary 
restrictions such as air displays, etc. You have a 
responsibility to the BGA to set routes which, in 
the event of an airspace incident or complaint, 
will be seen to have been prudent ,in the circum
stances. Nevertheless there are some general 
guides which should be applied: 
2. Do not set the first or last legs of a task 
into wind, unless unavoidable due to airspace 
factors. If the thermal strength does not brew up 
you may be left with a perfectly soarable no
contest day because pilots just cannot penetrate 
upwind (this has happened!) Also, at the end of 
the day when thermals are dying you want to 
allow pilots to get home, not slowly drift further 
away. 
3. Give the first leg of a task a downwind 
component wherever possible. A 45° down
wind angle is suitable if you have the airspace to 
accommodate it. This allows pilots to clear the 
base airfield and progress down the task route 
when thermals are still strengthening. 
4. Allow for safety at the finish line -with 
more than one task group finishing at the same 
airfield, ensure that their finish line directions are 
not too different, in order to reduce the risk of 
collision. Preferably, make them use the same 
finish line. 
5. Never deliberately set towards deteriorating 
weather. If the deterioration (such as a front) 
arnives earlier than expected, you can lose an 
otherwise feasible contest day. The other risk is 
unfair scoring, particularly to lower performance 
gliders or late starters. 

Turning pOints 
6. Pick easy-to-find TP features, not 
obscure ones. A gliding competition is to mea
sure soaring and is not an exercise in nit-picking 
navigation to obscure features. Turning points 
should be clearly shown on either the half-million 
or quarter-million maps; it is not helpful to pilots in 
the air if your TP is only marked on, say, the 1 :5()()
000 map. The only exceptions are where, in order 
to designate an exact point of turn for an airfield 
or a village, you nominate a feature such as the 
control tower, a particular hangar, the village 
church or railway station. 
7. Possible landings near TPs. Competition 
TPs should be close to country which is land able 
since pilots often get low near TPs. Mid-Wales, 
for instance, is not the type of country over which 
competition tasks should be set. Of course in 
general flying outside competitions, pilots make 
their own risk assessment both before and dur
ing a flight, and this consideration does not 
apply. 
8. Alternative TPs. Where conditions are 
poor, or spreading out or cu-nims are forecast, 
use alternative TPs so that if one TP is clagged 
out, pilots can go to another. Alternative TPs can 
be used in triangles, OIRs and dog-legs. Course 

TASKSEnING 
FORTHERMAL SOARING 
Part 2 

The first part of this article in the last issue gave a 
methodology for calculating the distance to be set in 
different conditions of wind, glider performance and 
forecast rate of climb. This final part considers applying the 
selected distance to the map and also covers launch 
decisions 

distances via the Alternatives should be approxi
mately the same. The Alternatives should not be 
too far apart so that pilots have a similar chance 
to make their TP decisions; if they are widely 
separated the TP decisions become more ran
dom and less dependent on judgment of 
thermal conditions. 

Fallback tasks 
9. You should have a ,fallback task for each task 
group for use if conditions do not brew up as 
early as expected, or if the forecast changes for 
the worse. The primary task is normally briefed as 
Task A and the fallback as Task B. This makes 
your decisions easier at the launch point later, all 
you then have to do is tell pilots before launch 
whether task A or task B is to be flown. With 
several task groups, task B for a high perform
ance group can be task A for a lower perform
ance Class, to minimise complexity at briefing. 
Very occasionally, conditions brew up significan
tly better than expected and an increase in task 
length from that set at briefing may be in order; 
this is rare and I, have only done it once or twice. 
Normally the problem is simply a late start, the 
predicted thermal strength and wind being the 
same as calculated before. A reduction in task 
length can be made by using the same speeds as 
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before but reducing task time by the delay in 
starting. This should be calculated using the 
methodology shown earlier, in order to avoid 
panic decisions at the launch point when sur
rounded by a group of competition pilots thirsty 
for the task setter's blood. There is no harm in 
having a task C as well. For other circumstances 
such as a significant weather change, if there is 
time, recalculate from scratch, but try and avoid 
too many changes so that pilots are not 
unnecessarily confused; you could, for instance, 
convert a triangle into an OIR, change a quad
rilateral to a triangle, or add an alternative TP to an 
already briefed one. 

Large task distances 
10. What the calculation in the first part showed 
was that even on a good day (for the UK) with a 
typical startline crossing at 12 o'clock, the 110% 
machines only cover about 435km by 7pm, 
assuming an average true rate of climb of 2.5kt. 
over 7hrs, a dolphin factor of 5% and a 15kt wind. 

500km contest task ____ 
only successful twice ___ 

Therefore, if you are going to make allowance for 
110% gliders under these conditions, you cannot 
set over this distance and, for instance, a 500km 
task set for the benefit of the hot ships would not 
be fair on the others. Indeed, there have only been 
two occasions in the UK where a 500km contest 
task has been a success (Husbands Bosworth 
1975 and Bicester 1990). 500km has often been 
set but has generally involved close to 100% owt 
landings, often far from base. The general prob
lem has been that somewhere on the route an 
unforecast problem arises which either slows 
pilots up or causes them to land. However, 
400km is clearly regularly possible as a task for 
gliders over 110% in Speed Index. If you only had 
gliders of Speed Index 130%, or could guarantee 
nil wind, or an average rate of climb of over 3kt, 
then 500-550km would be viable tasks. For 
instance, for a 4kt average climb and 10kt of 
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wind, instead of the 3kt climb and 1 5kt wind used 
in the example, the figures become 525km for the 
130% first finishers, and 539km for the 11 ()o,i, 
gliders landing at 7pm using a reduced average 
climb of 3.5kt.lf conditions were very regular with 
no slow bits, you could scale these up by 
increased dolphin factors and increase task to 
550km or over. And, you may say, pilots regularly 
achieve over 500km in the UK in non-competition 
flying, so why not regularly set tasks over 500km 
in contests? However, in addition to making 
allowance for the lower perlormance gliders in a 
task group, you have to 'allow for the extra safety 
needed in launching lots of gliders at once into a 
"held startline" situation, and the time taken for 
the competition launch and to work-up for the 
startline. This loses you between 1 and 2hrs of 
soaring time in terms of time on task compared to 
non-contest flying, and more if cloudbase and 
visibility are limiting safety factors for startlines. 
Just because it is soarable does not necessarily 
mean it is safe to launch! 

Launch decisions 
11. If you have more than one task group, each 
day you should vary which group is launched first 
so that all pilots have the maximum opportunity 
for soaring, subject to the following consider
ations: 

a. Poor visibility. If the visibility is fore
cast to be poor for the task route (less 
than 5nm, such as in anticyclonic con
ditions), launch the task groups in order 
of glider performance. In the example this 
would be Group 1 first followed by Group 
2. This is to avoid the hot ships overtaking 
the others and increasing the risk of 
collision. 
b. Stream launching. 00 not automatically 
stream a task group straight after the previous 
one, unless you are qLJite sure that the depth 
of convection and visibility make it safe to do 
so. Also, all your tugs may not be available 
because they are still airborne from towing 
the last gliders of the previous group. A short 
pause for the earlier group to start crossing 
the startline is normally desirable; this often 
takes some self-discipline, but remember the 
risk of cOllision in the pre-start melee; lives 
can be in your hands if you just throw 
everybody into the air. 
c. Visibility and cloudbase - pre-start 
safety. Collisions are one of the biggest risks 
in gliding and can lead to loss of gliders and of 
life. It is the task setter's duty to minimise the 
risk where possible. Held startlines in con
ditions of poor visibility or low cloudbase are 
potentially dangerous, and the following mini
mum criteria are suggested before it should 
be considered safe to launch a task group of 
any size; it should also, of course, be soar 
able! If conditions are clearly improving, wait 
a short time rather than launching; only use 
thes€ minimum criteria if it appears to be the 
only way to obtain a task. Visibilities tabulated 
below are air-to-ground because these are 
~dsier to measure than the air-to-air variety. 
Other factors to consider include the number 
of gliders in the task group, the decrease in 
visibility near cloudbase and poorer visibility 
when looking into sun. 

April/May 1991 

Cloudbase 	 Visibility Decision (if no 
agl 	 (Air-to-ground, improvement 

in the direction is imminent) 
of first leg) 

Below 2000ft Below 2nm 	 No launch 
not safe, even 
if soarable. 

2200 5nm and Launch with 
above care 

2500 4 Launch with 
care 

3000 3 Launch with 
care 

3500 2.5 Launch with 
care 

d. Size of task groups. 011 is an advantage to 
have task groups of different sizes, because you 
can launch the smaller group in conditions that 
would not be desirable or safe for the larger one. 
If the day is slow to brew up, or conditions short of 
the startline are not ideal, you can launch the 
small group first, holding the larger one until con
ditions improve or the earlier group has started. 
As the scrub time approaches (normally 3pm, 
see e below), you can hang on to the small group 
for longer because they will take less time to 
launch and the last glider launched will still stand 
a chance on the task. If the smaller group hap
pens to be the hot ships, t~is may help in marginal 
soaring conditions because they are more likely 
to stay airborne compared to lower per
formance machines. 
e. Late launching. On. tricky days, the last task 
group on the grid will normally be the one that is 
cancelled first if conditions do not brew. If you 
have not launched by 3pm, competition is 
unlikely to be fair unless the task is very short, the 
task group is small, or thermals are confidently 
predicted to go on into the late evening, and the 
task should be cancelled. 4pm should be an ab
solute cut-off even for small task groups in 
Regional competitions; 3pm is generally used in 
Nationals. After cancellation, gliders may then be 
able ,to soar locally and there may be some moan
ing from the pilots, but remember your respon 
sibility for ensuring fair competition for all pilots 
including those launched last. 

Conclusion 
12_ At the end of the day you should an"alyse 
how the tasks went. You can backplot gliders' 
actual speeds on the groundspeed tables to find 
the effective average rate of climb extracted by 
various pilots. This may be of use on later days if 
the conditions are relatively static. If more than 
half landed out, something went wrong ; this may 
just have been unforecast poor weather and out 
of your control, but if it was a good soaring day 
then it may have been over-ambitious task setting 
or the use of a TP too close to a bad soaring area 
such as sea air near the coast. Conversely if the 
first gliders returned too early then you did not 
fully exploit the conditions, although scoring fair
ness will not be compromised and you could say 
that the pilots should have delayed their starts. A 
successful task is where not too many pilots 
landed out (say, less than 25%), competition was 
fair with no scoring anomalies, ,there were no air
space or other incidents, and at least some pilots 
buy you a beer and say that they enjoyed it! You 
can then start planning for the next day . . . a 

BILL SCULL 

DAILY 
I .SPEC11ONS 
ANDALLIHAT 
After a recent inquest into 
an accident where the pilot 
had evidently failed to 
connect the elevator I 
wonder whether we'll ever 
get the message across. The 
following review of standard 
practices in aeroplane flying 
and gliding looks at ways in 
which we all could make 
flying safer 

Is there a difference between aeroplanes and 
gliders as far as daily inspections (Ois) are con
cerned? 'In theory the answer is "no", but custom 
and practice suggests otherwise. Why? The 
answer appears to lie in the different nature of 
their use, at least so far as club aircraft are 
concerned. 

In a power flying club the training aircraft is 
used by a succession of students or pilots, with 
or without an instructor. Each flying detail lasts, 
typically, from 40 to 50min and each sessiQn is 
preceded by a walk-round inspection which is 
the equivalent of the glider 01. I'll return to this 
walk -round inspection later. 

A glider, as we all know, is used rather differ
ently. In general the operation is fairly intensive-a 
succession of short nights. You can imagine the 
chaos if each student carried out a 01 before his 
three winch launches! The same might not be 
true at an all aerotow operation but the custom 
and practice is a 01 before starting ilying then 
nothing thereafter. 

The common ground is that a walk-round 
inspection of an aeroplane is, or should be, the 
equivalent of a 01 on a glider. Without going into 
too much detail this is a comprehensive check 
that all the parts are there and functioning cor
rectly. Glider pilots in any doubt have an aide
memoire in the front of the 01 book; aeroplane 
pilots may well have a check list specific to ,the 
type of aircraft. There are a few fundamentals; be 
systematic, avoid being distracted and under
stand what it is you are looking at. 

When a student is first shown how to do a 01 (or 
a walk-round inspection) he absorbs what he's 
told and, eventually, is allowed to do it on his own. 
At first he is slow and painstaking, taking 20 or ~ 
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DAILY INSPECTIONS AND ALL THAT 


even 30min to complete the inspection. With 
practice and familiarity he gets quicker, like 5 or 
10min - a simple case of familiarity breeds con 
tempt, more specifically complacency. Anyone 
who does II this quickly is simply not paying 
attention 10 the detail. Indeed, a first inspection of 
an unfamiliar type or example should take 30 
to 40min. 

The problems of the pre-flight inspection are 
bome out by a "competition" run by the CM at 
the Popular Flying Association Rally, held at 
Cranfield. Licensed pilois, engineers and instruc 
tors are invited to find ten faults on a Robin 0400/ 
180 w ith the following results: 
The Faults Missed by 
1. Fuselage tank labelled JET A-1 10% 
2. Rag in aileron cable fairing 69% 
3. Ozus fastener on mainwheel spat 

undone 44% 
4. Bird's nest on top of engine 53% 
5. 	Engine cowling fasteners back to 

front 50% 
6. 	 Locking wire on underbelly fuel drain 

broken 34% 
7. Missing split pin in lower flap linkage 25% 
8. 	Loose bolts on one stabilator anti-balance 

tab 46% 
9. Loose cover on fuselage strobe light 40% 
10. Fire exlinguisher miSSing 43% 

The highest figures are the failure to spot the 
rag and the bird's nest but overall the figures are 
very discouraging. There's worse; apocryphal 
stories such as the syndicate member who 
removed the rudder to do some work on it and his 
partner failed to spot this on the walk-round 
inspection! This is not a digression, it 's not really 
much different to not connecting the elevator. 
Bul, evidently there are problems in doing a 
thorough glider 01. The risk is looking without 
seeing. 

Gliders 
Here we have to differentiate between the club 

glider which Is kept rigged and the private glider 
which is rigged each flying day. For the latter the 
OJ book entry should read " rig and 0 1", or better 
still two separate entries. These really should be 
two separate tasks. Having put it together, pause, 
take a break and come back to the second taSk, 
the 0 1. I can almost hear you saying "This is too 
much, after all I know my glider, I 01 it as I put 
it together". 

If this is your case then there is enough 
evidence to suggest that sometimes pilots of 
considerable experience fail to connect one or 
other control, an airbrake, an aileron or the 
elevator. The latter may mean death unless you 
are lucky. So how do we establish a fail-safe 
practice - remembering there are several 
occurrences (of failure to connect) each year? 

There are several options. 

Fail-safe Dis 
Supposing you accept that rig and 01 should 

be separate events then I've either got through to 
you or you already have this approach. It would 
be interesting to bring a group of students to 
private owner level in a disciplined environment 
in which the two tasks were separate, even car
ried out by different people. If this were the norm 
then I suspect they would continue in this way. 
However, if you don't accept this principle 
read on. 

For a long time it has been suggested that the 
fail-safe way of checking a control is connected 
is to have someone hold the control surface while 
the control is moved so the resistance (and there
fore the connection) can be felt. This should be a 
discipline invoked from the outset of train
ing, notwithstanding that the club gliders are 
kept rigged and such practice is probably not 
necessary. But the habit, discipline or drill is 
again fundamental. 

The potential problem is most critical in T tail 
gliders for the simple reason the elevator sits on 
top of the push-pull rod and, on the ground, 
moves up and down whether it is connected or 
not. The check with a helper holding the control 
surface obviates this risk. So, why don't we all do 
it? Complacency! It can't happen to us! 

There is a further aspect of this fail-safe 
approach. Consider the club glider again. You are 
about to fly it for the first time today. Walk round 
the glider, not straight to the cockpit . Look at a 
few key points; the elevator is connected, there is 
no external damage to primary surfaces. Looking 
too closely may often result in missing fun 
damental pOints. I remember my first flying test as 
an aeroplane instructor. I was the third of three 
candidates to be tested and we are making run 
ning changeovers, ie , not stopping the engine. I 
walked the long way round to the cockpit and the 
examiner asked "why", a rhetorical question. 

The quick walk-round inspection, even if the 
glider has been Ol'd, makes it fail-safe. Can you 
equate the 30sec it takes with a life? I think not. 
It's interesting to note that this walk-round is stan
dard practice in Australia and they haven't had an 
accident through a control being disconnected 
for ten years. Need one say more! 

Tne final point which warrants consideration is 
the matter of hotelier connections which have 
widespread use in the modern glider. The spring
loaded wedge which provides the detent is 
known to be reliable so far as spring failure is 
concemed, so much so that some pilots do not fit 
the safety pin for which there is provision. Their 
reason is that the device is reliable and fitting the 
safety pin is fiddly. Others think that fitting the pin 

should be mandatory and it is impossible to 
reach agreement between the protagonists. For 
something as fundamental as an elevator con
nection I am convinced. Fit it! For other controls in 
less accessible places there may be grounds for 
not dOing so. 

But think on it! If a double check and an 
additional safeguard may make the difference 
between living and dying then the question 
"should we do it?" is rhetorical. 

In summary 
The present custom and practice regarding 

Dis and walk-round inspections could be 
improved by: 
1. 	 Checking all controls (even on club gliders 

which are kept rigged) by having the control 
surface held and "feeling" the connection by 
moving the stick or control lever. 

2. 	 In the case of rig and 01 make these separate 
tasks and entries. Rig it, walk away and then 
come back and 01 it. 

3. 	 If the glider has already flown (but it's your 
first flight) then a brief walk-round inspection 
doesn't take long and instils an attitude and 
discipline which may stand you in good 
stead. 

4 . 	 If there is provision for a locking pin in an 
hotelier connection then why not fit it. 

5. 	 Since most clubs will insist on a pilot rigging 
and de-rigging a glider before he flies cross
country then there should not be a problem of 
including rigging and Ol'ing as a part of the 
Bronze badge test. 

Regarding point (4) the lay jury at a recent 
inquest thought both this and a double/ 
independent check was a good idea. They 
wanted to add a rider to their verdict of accidental 
death but the coroner's rules did not allow them 
to do so. a 

Rlcht lg 
correct 

Kontrolloch 
check hole 

These hotelier connection stickers are being 
sold by RD Aviation and It makes sense to put 
one by the connection so that you have a 
regular reminder. 
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LIZ VEYSEY 


'hink back, when did you ,last feel passionate 
about you r gliding? Or even a small glow of satis
faction after a good landing? 11 you are trying hard 
to remember, it could be you've got stuck in the 
doldrums and are losing your lust for the sport. 

In your first honeymoon weeks of beginning 
gliding a new high came along with programmed 
regularity. Your first landing. Your first take-off. 
Stalls and spins. Planning all the flight. The ela
tion of your first solo! No wonder you didn't mind 
the tedious uncomfortable hours of waiting. 

But then what? It is nice to have the status of a 
solo pilot, of course, and the flying is stili great. 
but do you feel stuck in a rut doing circuits and 
fumbling around with thermals not reallylknowing 
what ·to do next? 

Most clubs have an excellent training pro
gramme and a set route to solo. Some even have 
fairly well structured rails to the Bronze badge, 
but let's face it, that's where you are usually 
pushed firmly out of the nest to fend for yourself. 
Now the gaps between those highs extend 
longer and longer. It only needs a bad flight 
where you frighten yourself followed by being 
told off rudely for some minor negligence by the 
club Hitler to find yourself wondering why you are 
investing so much time and money into such a 
rotten sport. 

You are approaching your first batch of the 
doldrums. It's at times like this that many mem
bers drift away from gliding. What a waste! There 
is so much more to come ... the fantastic sense 
of achievement after your first 50km, the 
euphoria of popping out of cloud at 8000ft, the 
buzz of aerobatics and the discovery that every 
cross-country is an adventure! 

The prob'lem comes when, as an early solo 
pilot, you perceive an enormous gulf between 
your skills and those required to reach the next 
set of dizzy heights. You don't know how to get 
there and no one tells you how. Some instructors 
are pretty stingy with their information anyhow 
and you 're left with the feeling that the mysteries 
of cross-country flight are given away to a 
favoured few on a "need to know" basis. I don't 
believe that this is done intentionally, but more 
because instructors are either too busy doing 
their own soaring or plugging away at the ab
initio list. 

So is there an answer? Here's one idea. To give 
yourself a sense of purpose, pinch a tip trom 
modern management and coaching styles and 
try goal setting_ 

GEIIIIG 
liTHE 
If your enthusiasm for gliding is fading and you wonder why 
you are spending so much time and money, then Liz Veysey 
suggests goal setting 

Uz was recently 
appointed manager of 
the London GC and 
has over 1200 gliding 
hours, a Gold badge 
and one Diamond. She 
flies an ASW-15 when 
not instructing. 

First, write a list of all the things you would like 
to achieve from gliding. Anything from conquer
ing your fear of cable breaks to winning the 
Nationals; if it's what you want, put it down. A 
typical list may look like this: 

Pass Bronze badge flying test and ground exam. 

Get Silver badge. 

Be an instructor. 

Enter competitions. 

Overcome fear of field landings. 


Having completed your own personal list, go 
and find your instructor. A pint in the bar usually 
enlists co-operation. What you need to do now is 
sort your list into some sort of reasonable time
scale. For instance, our imaginary list above 
could be divided into 

Two month goals (to be achieved by, say, 

March 31) 

Get through Bronze flying test. 

Sit Bronze exam. 

Overcome fear of field landings. 


DON'T DEL4Y SPRING SEASON IS ON THE WAY 
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Six month goals (to be achieved by July 31) 

First cross-country. 

Silver height. 

Complete a 5hr flight. 


Long term goals (next year or year after) 

AEI rating. 

Instructor rating. 

Enter competitions. 


Now you need to take a closer look at you r 
short term aims (getting through the Bronze 
badge and overcoming the fear of field landings) 
and break it down into much smaller areas on 
which you need to work. Our example could look 
like this: 

Aim 
Bronze 
flight 
test 

Pass 
Bronze 
exam 

Overcome 
fear of 
landing 
out 

What to do 

Arrange a dual flight with an instruc

tor 10 find out where my flying needs 

polish. 

Fly at least one hour/week to remain 

current. 

Learn to sideslip. 

Practise cross-wind landings in 

two-seater. 

Practise unusual circuits in two

seater. 

Put aside two evenings a week to 

study. 

Ask instructor(s) for help on 

ground subjects. 


Fly in a two-seater motor glider and 

practise field landings. 

Ask for a dual cross-country. 

Practise spot landings. 


The aim is to achieve at least one item on your 
short term list each week (or whatever time scale 
you choose). The time limits you set should be 
realistic and your instructor can help by knowing 
your abilities and discussing the amount of time 
you will need. It is important to have an actual 
date to complete each goal and stick to it. If you 
reassess your master plan every couple of 
months you can see what achievement you are 
making and bring new items down into your 
"short term" list. 

Don't forget that setting goals is to help make 
your flying fun and give you something to go for, 
so don't let it rule your life, nor get anxious if you 
fail to achieve a goal by a certain date - just put it 
forward to next month's (year's) plan . Soon, 
hopefully, you'll have something to look forward 
to and before long you'll experience one of those 
magic moments of which gliding is full, and you 'll 
know why you invest so much time into this won
dertul sport. II 
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HOWARD JOHNS 


me a spot height, type of crop etc and warn me of 
approaching aircraft (he has built in SunTigers). 
And we both have a wonderful time without ever ROCKY 
having to charge a battery! 

Rocky is a great family pet and wonderful com
pany, and has altered the gliding side of my life 
completely, I will explain further . . . 

My gliding weekend begins on a Wednesday 
evening. Rocky and I discuss the possible 
weather patterns. If Saturday looks like being a 
good day, the following morning my wife Bridget 
takes him up to the local pigeon fancier for the 
day. I collect him after work, and by this time he 
has got the low-down from his mates on the info 
on the forthcoming Met, plus the operating 
height. Then we sit down and discuss the pro
posed task - usually Longleat, Cotswold Wild 
Life Park, and Woburn. (We are trying to find a 
500km triangle from Aston Down using zoos and 
birdlands for TPs.) He gets great satisfaction from 
looking down on other parrots! 

ing on, then he is away. In practice, we do very 
little thermalling. The general flying consists of 
gliding along at cloudbase (we never go in - he 
hates it!) throwing an occasional tum if the lift is 
strong. I don't carry a radio anymore - there is so 
much drivel spoken these days, it completely 
spoils the flight, and Rocky gets completely anti 
and starts screeching. He gets upset whenever 
we meet a Discus (something about the 
wings). 

We have not done a final glide as such for ages. 
The whole flight seems to be one long final glide! 
There are some small minor disadvantages, such 
as should the weather change and we could 
possibly land out. Rocky would naturally prefer to 
land in woods or cornfields! He refuses to go 
into cloud (he gets lost), does not l ike wave flying 

Rocky briefing Howard before take-off. Both 
photos by S_Mantelow. 

(,too cold). He would really love to go to Spain. 
Unfortunately we cannot enter competitions with 
him (something about unfair advantage), other
wise ...?! 

We are training him for racing at the moment; 
prior to leaving we place a whole corn on the cob 
in the hangar. Once airborne we tell him the jack
daw will get it! The times are getting quite 
good. 

Parrots are expensive. The modifications are a 
bit messy, but the results are fantastic. You can 
throw out £3000 instruments, and for the cost of 
a couple of seed trays and a trained parrot - £45 
you're in business. Plus you have a family pet. A 
parrot can achieve a vocabulary of 4/5000 words 
(more than some pilots I know), costs very little to 
feed, doesn 't require recharging, lives for three 
score and ten years and is a wonderful conver
sationalist at breakfast time, usually with the wife 
(added bonus). If there is a disadvantage I have 
yet fo find one. 

Why is he called Rocky? Since he was mod
ified, he has had to walk .. . everyone has seen a 
parrot walking. So if ever you meet 585 around, 
give him a friendly wave and tag on behind for the 
best soaring you have ever had. Il:I 

SAILPLANE & GLIDING 

Almost the last word in 
Varios 

There are new models of variometers coming 
out every year, each claiming to 'be the ultimate. 
Unfortunately they can only tell you what to do 
when you have found the thermal. Rocky can 
pick out thermals from at least ten miles. How 
does it work? Rocky is a 3V2 year-old African 
Grey Parrot. He has been suitably modified, 
which means he cannot fly - but still has the urge 
to do so! (Luckily parrots don't bear grudges.) 

The idea came to me four years ago. What is 
needed ,in a glider is complete head up display 
that will give you height, speed to fly, spot on 
navigation, the positions of the strongest ther
mals, companionship, plus the ability to qiscuss 
the flight at the end of the day. 

The training programme started in February 
1989. Rocky was taught a few simple com
mands, ie right a bit, left a bit, slower, faster ... He 
then started to teach me as his vocabulary grew. 
When 'I got it right - "That's the way to do it" 
echoed through the cockpit! It was difficult 
initially to make him realise what was required of 
him. I used an llee vario for a basis (very accurate 
and pretty sounds). 

Once he realised what was necessary, Rocky 
made his own gurgles and beeps. It got quite 
confusing until I realised that all the instruments 
had to go ... I was getting too much information. 
So a new panel was fitted. Now we made rapid 
progress. Rocky will look over the side and give 

"He can spot blue holes long 
before I can, but then we go 
into blue thermal mode ... " 

Saturday morning it's up to the club, fill up his 
seed and water dishes for the trip. Rocky sits on 
my shoulder. By this time he is pretty excited, so 
we have a small litter tray for him! There is no 
doubt when to start ... Rocky knows exactly when 
to take-off and where the first thermal is. So up we 
go; as soon as operating height is achieved the 
commands start coming through. Soon you are 
following the energy - it is fantastic - we seem to 
float along, wings level for miles, the instructions 
coming through ... left a bit ... right a bit ... and 
so on. He can spot blue holes long before I can, 
but then we go into blue thermal mode, it is 
uncanny! 

Once we have reached the TPs, I have to pick 
out a definite landmark that he can get his bear-
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Stalling 
The more we pull back on the stick, the more 

work we are asking the wings to do, and there 
comes a point at which we are asking the wings 
for more than they can deliver - the stall. In fact, 
pulling on the stick increases the angle at which 
the air meets the wings (the "angle of attack") and 
the stalled condition occurs when the angle of 
attack (AoA) of the glider exceeds a certain value. 
The airflow will then break away from one wing or 
the other or both. 

Because of this, the wings' reduced lift
producing capacity will no longer fully support 
the weight of the glider, which must therefore 
begin to descend faster. The nose of the glider 
mayor may not drop during the stall (depending 
largely on how vigorously the stall was 
approached) and also a wing may - or may 
not - drop. 

Sometimes the pilot ___ 
simply does not "see" _-
the stall symptoms ____ 

Stalling is in itself a benign flight condition but it 
seems often to be a major contributory factor in 
flying accidents. Such accidents appear 
generally to involve lack of perception of the stall, 
rather than lack of knowledge of the correct 
recovery. Sometimes the pilot's attention is diver
ted at a critical moment, on other occasions the 
pilot simply does not "see" the stall symptoms, or 
ignores them for reasons of his own. It seems 
plain that the traditional stall/spin training does 
not cause enough alarm bells to go off in the 
pilot's head as a stall is approached. 

Theoretical aspects of the stall 
The slower we fly, the higher the AoA required 

to support the glider, so stalling is often asso
ciated with flying too slowly. However, it it quite 
possible to stall at almost any speed - for exam
ple by demanding too much lift from the wings (ie 
by pulling g) or even by being caught by a violent 
gust. The moment the AoA reaches the stalling 
angle, the glider has begun to stall; and the more 
the AoA exceeds the stalling angle, the greater 
the extent to which the stall spreads. 

When an area of stalled flow occurs, the lift of 
that area drops markedly (sometimes dramatically) 
and the drag rises sharply. In general also there 
will be a pitching moment change but - for a 
whole aircraft - the sense of this will depend 
upon the aircraft configuration. Good design 
practice is to arrange matters as a whole such 
that a glider will pitch nose down as the wings 
stall. 

Note that it is rare for the whole wing (or wings) 
to become stalled. On a typical glider wing 
designed to stall in a smooth and progressive 
manner - the stalled or "separated" flow first 
begins on the upper surface at the trailing edge 
near the wing root, and then spreads forwards 
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It is evident from Mike Cuming's literary style that he is 
some sort of boffin (he describes himself as a part-time 
aerodynamicist). Instructors will find his article on stalling 
and spinning has much in common with the forthcoming 
BGA Instructor's Handbook chapter on the same subject but 
it is in fact intended as a rattling good yarn for anyone to 
enjoy ... 

and outwards as AoA increases further. The piC
ture below illustrates this. 

Angle of Alfacb high :;\

5~ratl!d airflow 

Angle of Alfack ="l;her 

Angle of AI/ad< =much /00 high 

9 

In its most minor form, a small area of stalled 

airflow is merely inefficient, owing to the higher 
local drag. There is of course also that irritating 
buffeting and possibly a distracting flickering on 
the ASI or vario if the stalled air streams past the 
static pressure holes. But handling and perform
ance are scarcely affected by a little bit of buffet, 
so a wing such as this is in fact a good choice for 
a trainer - offering plenty of natural stall warnings 
and with no sudden or severe penalties. 

Ignoring the warning and allowing the AoA to 
increase still further will enable the stalled area to 
spread; the buffeting will worsen and soon there 
will be a perceptible loss of performance Oust 

look at the vario!). Eventually, the stalled area will 
include the wingtip and airleron control will be 
diminished or even 'lost altogether. 

The foregoing description applies to a "safe" 
design, using a predictable aerofoil section and 
plenty of washout (ie wing twist such that the tip is 
at a lower AoA than the root). Unfortunately such 
a wing will never win the Nationals and wings 
which are designed for performance above al l 
else will inevitably have to give up some docil ity. 
The designer is guided in his choice of charac
teristics by the airworthiness requirements, 
which prescribe minimum acceptable handling 
conditions and - in particular - lay down mini
mum allowable degrees of stall warning. 

For example, a thinner wing will have less drag 
than a thick one - but its sharper front may just 
give rise to a widespread stall originating sud
denly from the leading edge. This would have the 
same sort of effect as activating a spoiler' Alter
natively, washout could be abandoned in order to 
improve the glide angle at higher speeds -'but 
this may lead to the stall first appearing at the tip, 
with little warning and possibly with immediate 
loss of aileron control. 

The fitting of flaps will have a profound effect 
on stall charateristics and in very broad terms, 
lowering the flaps will worsen the stall/spin hand
ling while negative (cruising) flap settings will 
improve handling. The stall speeds will of course 
also be affected (lower flaps, lower stall 
speed). 

Other factors which also have a big impact 
inClude wing condition. Dirt, rain or bugs will all 
tend to promote early stalling, increase stall 
speeds (often by 5-10kt), worsen handling and 
disguise natural stall warnings. Then there's 
elevator power; a small elevator, orone with a res
tricted deflection, will possibly not be powerful 
enough to hold the glider in a sustained stall. 
Conversely, a large powerful elevator - or 
possibly one with damaged stops, and a conse
quent abnormally large deflection - will offer all 
sorts of exciting possiblities. 

Centre of gravity (C of G) location is extremely 
important in determining stall characteristics. As .. 
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well as having a huge effect on the etevator effect
iveness, it will also markedly affect the glider's 
willingness to drop the nose - or a wing, aft C of G 
(= low cockpit weights, or high placard minimum 
figure) gives sprightly stalls. 

Wing sealing, and al'so the dreaded Reynolds 
Number, have a lot to do with stalls at very low 
speeds (ie walking speed, which is just when you 
get a wing drop during the take-off or landing 
ground run) and this is because a llow-grade seal
ing job - or a low Reynolds Number - will reduce 
the stalling angle. So you stall sooner. 

There are thus lots of theoretical aspects to 
stalling, which is one of the reasons why stall 
awareness is so complex to teach and to learn. 
There is, however, only one important point 
regarding stall avoidance/ recovery: reduce the 
AoA=stop pulling the stick! 

Spinning 
Th is condition occurs when the aircraft is par

tially (or wholly) stalled and a rotation develops. 
Any stall- whether in level flight, turning or during 
aerobatics - is potentially a spin and indeed the 
term "incipient" spin has been used for years to 
describe that period of time while the glider 
decides whether just to stall or to develop into a 
lull-blooded spin. 

In fact the incipient spin concept is not particu
larly helpful, suggesting as it does the existence 
of three separate phases of spin entry (stall , 
incipient and full) and therefore possibly three 
sorts of exit. In truth there are only two ways out of 
a spin: either moving the stick forward (the nor
mal stall recovery) which always works lor stalls 
and so-called incipient spins, and almost always 
works even in well-developed spins; or the 
"classic" spin recovery, which we teach because 
SOme gliders won't come out of a spin very 
quickly without it. 

Theoretical aspects of the spin 
In a straight stall, both wings begin to stall 

evenly and progressively but what if one wing is a 
little dirtier, or has some surface damage? What if 
just a little rudder - or aileron - is being applied so 
that the "straight" stall is in fact slightly 
asymmetric? 

In this case one wing will tend to drop sooner 
than the other; the dropping wing will undergo a 
further increase in AoA owing to the very fact of 
dropping - and this will stall it ,Iurther and cause it 
to stall even more. A viscous circle. Pun! 
Meanwhile, the upgoing wing will have enjoyed a 
slightly reduced AoA which may even be just 
enough to unstall it and restore some 01 its lift. 
Thus - for one wing at least and possibly lor both 
- the very fact of a wing-drop will tend to induce a 
further wing drop. The paddle action of the wings 
as the glider rotates will stop the roll from 
accelerating indefinitely, however, and soon a 
steady continuous roll rate will develop. 

Meanwhile the down going wing - being 
excessively stalled - is producing excessive 
quantities of drag while the other wing is produc
ing much less, and this causes a marked yaw 
towards the down going wing; a yaw which con
tinues so long as the wing goes on dropping. 
Admittedly the weathercock stability afforded by 
the lin/rudder will tend to keep this is check. Thus 
the drag produces yaw which causes roll, and the 
roll produces more roll and also more yaw. The 

system continues to "drive" itself - at the 
expense of height, wtlich is lost rapidly as the 
glider descends vertically. 

Once the glider has begun its vertical spin, 
several other forces come into play. Already we 
know that there are aerodynamic "damping" 
contributions Irom the wings and tail side area as 
they effectively flail round like paddles. Also there 
is the bob-weight effect of the weight of the 
various components, which variously helps or 
hinders - depending on the glider design and C 
01 G position. 

If matters are 'I'eft unchecked, a semi-stable 
condition may develop in which all the 
aerodynamic, gravitational and bob-weight for
ces cancel out and the spin becomes "steady." 
Commonly the glider will make slow up and 
down pitching motions (at least during the first 
lew turns) and this 01 course -like the lamous ice
skaters' trick of spreading the arms in and out 
will quickly affect the speed 01 rotation, and 
hence all the other lorces. 

Learn a sequence of ___ 
control movements ____ 

If the glider pitches down lar enough, or il the 
rotation slows down enough, then the recovery 
will begin automatically; indeed this is the case 
with all modern gliders. Certainly there are very 
lew gliders that will remain even in a provoked 
spin lor more than a lew turns. On the other hand 
the glider may settle permanently into the spin! 
Since we don't necessarily know what the glider 
will do, it is therelore essential to learn a 
sequence 01 control movements that will reduce 
the rotation, unstall the glider and hence recover 
- with minimum height loss. 

Such a sequence must plainly work lor every 
type 01 glider and indeed it is a requirement lor Cs 
01 A that the glider type has been shown to 
recover quickly and reliably, even from spins in 
the worst possible combinations of C of G and 
configuration. 

It should never be forgotten that - even though 
the nose may be a very long way down (almost 
vertically in. some cases) - the glider is still very 
definitely stalled during a spin and so the nose 
will have to be lowered even further, albeit only 
momentarily, to recover. Such a callous control 
movement requires nerve and experience or, in 
the absence of these, training. Lots of it. The 
pilots who "spin in" are those who, at the critical 
moment, cannot bring themselves to push the 
stick forward. 'Indeed, since most gliders will spin 
only with the stick on the back stop, we can say 
with some certainty that such pilots could not 
even bring themselves to stop pulling! Hence 
my title. 

C of G position has a lot to do with spin charac
teristics since it effectively changes 'the moment 
arm of several of the forces involved. The further 
aft the C of G the less " laterally" stable the glider 
will be (ie keener to drop a wing or spin, and more 
reluctant to recover). By "lateral " stability I mean 
the glider's response to the coupled effects of 
yaw and roll. Further, an aft C of G location will 
effectively increase the power of the elevator (this 
time reducing the " longitudinal" stability ie the 
stability in pitch) and thus the pilot's ability to hold 

a sustained spin. ~ 

Conversely (and this is often the case with, say, 
K-13s) the combination of a plump student and a 
fat instructor may move the C of G forward to the 
pOint where the elevator lacks the power to hold 
,the AoA up, the nose drops after only half a turn 
even with full back stick - and the spin recovers 
all by itself. This does not mean that the glider 
won't spin' 

Air density and temperature (and, between 
them, our old friend Reynolds Number.) affect 
stability too. As we go higher the tail becomes 
smaller in aerodynamic terms, and a glider that 
won't spin readily at sea level will often spin nicely 
on a wave lIight at 20000ft. The Pegasus is a 
good example of this and so is the K-21. 

Undercarriage, flap and airbrake settings all 
affect spin characteristics too. A large under
carriage with big doors will have a marked effect 
on the weathercock stability Uust try sideslipping, 
gear-up and gear-down) and if the wheel is for
ward of the C of G (ie the glider sits on a tall wheel 
or skid when on the ground) then this will 
aggravate any spinning tendency. Airbrakes 
usually have a stabilising effect, and may well 
cause pitching motions - sometimes good, 
sometimes bad. 

Flaps merit a whole chapter on their own in th is 
respect! Each glider type has such unique flap 
effects that it is difficult to generalise without 
drivelling, but in general lowering the flaps (ther
mic or landing) will substantially encourage wing 
drops and spins and raising the flaps (cruising 
setting) will tend to avert them. The best example 
is the ASW-20 which will not normally spin at all 
with neutral or negative flap, spins very nicely 
indeed with thermic flap, and spins like a top with 
gear down and landing flap. The ASW-20 is a 
lovely glider but many owners who have never 
spun their machines in the final turn configuration 
will be willing to bet money that their glider will flot 
spin, Suckers. 

Designers err on the ___ 
side of caution _ _____ 

Notice that we haven 't even talked about the 
primary control effects yet. All the foregoing 
remarks apply to gliders which are spinning with 
stick and rudder neutral - at least in principle. In 
practice, glider designers err on the side of cau
tion ; and it is commonly necessary to provoke 
and sustain a spin by the use (deliberate or other
wise) of full pro-spin rudder and full up elevator. 
Although we normally fly " safe" gliders like this, 
and we all know that they will recover in a flash as 
soon as the pro-spin control inputs are even 
reduced, there are still some gliders - especially 
older types, and often Open Class machines of 
large span - which genuinely do require the 
"classic" recovery in order to get out of a spin 
quickly, or indeed' (very infrequently) to recover at 
ali. 

With this fact in mind we teach the "classic" 
recovery as well : the theory is simple. Full 
opposite rudder tends to reduce the rotation, and 
hence reduce the difference between the inner 
and outer wing in terms of both lift and drag; and 
moving the stick forward will eventually unstall 
the glider. 
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What about the ailerons? Much depends 'here 
on the nature of the wing design and hence its 
stall characteristics. If the tip is stalled and the 
aileron isn't working then trying to use the aileron 
will generate less lift (and more drag) - not more 
lift like it is supposed to' On the other hand the 
aileron may still be working after a fashion and 
this control might quite possibly be useful in a 
spin. All we can teach is that the effect of the 
ailerons is unpredictable during a spin; therefore 
leave them central and use the controls which 
are working. 

Most pilots - and many instructors - will never 
have thought about all these factors; nor will they 
have made genuinely sustained spins, even 
though they may make brave claims in the bar. 
And it is a certainty that hardly anyone has even 
noticed the aileron position while spinning, let 
alone deliberately experimented with it, for this is 
the province of the test pilot, is it not? Do consider 
steeling yourself for a "serious" look at spinning. 
Any glider with a C of A is guaranteed to recover 
from a five-turn spin within one turn, even at aft C 
of G and in the worst possible configuration; it 
says so in JAR-22. A word of advice, though 
don't begin your experimenting with a five-turn 
spin at aft C of G; work up to it' 

The only remaining major factor that you will 
(either consciously or unconsciously) have 
encountered as a matter of course while spinning 
is what are known as the "rates" - pitch rate, roll 
rate, yaw rate. In short. the more briskly (faster 
rate) you pull into a spin, the deeper into the spin 
you will get. This will magnify the aerodynamic 
forces especially and the ensuing manoeuvre will 
be sharper. This is most often demonstrated 
when trying to spin off a turn; merely inching the 
stick towards the .back stop is often not quick 
enough to prevent a nose drop and auto
recovery. As a pilot you will intuitively find that a 
sharp backward movement is heeded. Th is gives 
you the pitch rate you require for your 
manoeuvre. 

The really good pilots are those who have 
learned - through experience, intuition or (more 
usually) training - which stick positions and 
which stick rates are needed to get the results 
they want. 

Stall reinforcement exercises 
Most of the pOints I have made are well illus

trated by the so-called "stall rein forcement exer
cises" which have been part of the standard BGA 
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instructing patter for several years. This seems a 
good opportunity to remind everyone that these 
marvellous exercises exist, and indeed seem to 
be a first-class way of learning the very skills and 
expenience to which I have alluded. 

The purpose of these teaching points is to 
explore some of the more advanced aspects of 
stalling. to ensure that the pilot can recognise and 
react to a stall even in complex circumstances, 
and to explode any myths that he or she may 
have picked up - possibly from other 
instructors! 

In particular, the exercises teach the pilot to 
move the stick forwards under all loss of control 
circumstances. and to pull up with care when 
pull-ups are needed. They also accustom the 
pilot to unusual bodily sensations and aircraft 
attitudes. and disassociate weightlessness (or 
reduced g) with stalling. 

Here are the exercises, in a nutshell 

The "Spot the difference" or 
"hump-back-bridge" stall exercise 

This is a stall with a marked nose drop followed 
immediately by a pushover from the same 
attitude and is designed to show that weightless
ness proves nothing. Instructors fake the exer
cise by diving first. In real life you may 
unexpectedly encounter reduced - or even nega
tive - g at any time. But in what circumstances? 
Gusts, aerobatics, pullup/pushover manoeuvres, 
ca.ble breaks, bumping the stick while map fold
ing or peeing and, of course - sometimes 
stalls! 

The changing effect of the rudder 
The purpose of this exercise is for the student 

to see how the effect of the rudder changes from 
producing yaw to producing primarily roll instead 
as the stall is approached. More importantly, he 
will learn the habit of moving the stick forwards if 
a wing drops. Experienced pilots will have done 
th is hundreds of times while thermalling, of 
course! 

The changing effect of the 
ailerons 

All sorts of vague expressions like "the ailerons 
become sloppy" spring to mind here, but all that 
is sloppy is the exercise itself. There is no pOint 
trying to teach " the ailerons become less effec
tive" if in fact they do not! Virtually all training 
gliders enjoy excellent aileron control not just at 
the stall but well beyond it, so it is usually non
sense to prattle on about effectiveness. Stick for
ces - and displacements - do of course vary as 
the stall is approached, while on the other hand 
the ailerons usually become very heavy as 
speed increases. 

The changing effect of the 
elevator 

Every pilot should know what happens to the 
effectiveness of the elevator at the stall. The cor
rect answer is of cou rse that "up" elevator ceases 
to function. "Down" elevator remains reliable and 
is indeed the recovery action. The whole pOint of 
this exercise is to reinforce the student's memory 
of this Simple but vital pOint, which remains valid 

even if the nose is apparently ~ long way 
down. 

Stall in accelerated flight or stall 
off a stall recovery 

This exercise proves ,that we can stall at almost 
any speed, and also that - while we need to 
recover from inadvertent stalls with ,minimum 
height loss - it is still possible to stall again even 
during a stall recovery, through pulling back too 
hard on the stick. 

Stall in a turn 
This exercise demonstrates that stalling speed 

is not a universal constant and does in fact 
increase during turns or other manoeuvres. 

Picking up the wing with rudder, 
or spin left off a wing drop to the 
right 

Although the rudder will pick up the wing, we 
can very easily make matters worse rather than 
better in this way - and of course it doesn't 
address the primary problem, namely that the 
glider is stalled because the stick is too far 
back. 

Spin off a tight or thermal turn 
The glider can enter a spin quite abruptly if you 

abuse the controls enough even at an incredible 
55kt - which just shows that the way you handle 
the controls is more important than the speed you 
are flying at. Or in other words, speed alone is no 
insurance against a stall or spin. 

Spin off a shallow over-ruddered 
turn 

The nose doesn't have to be above the horizon 
at all (and hardly above the normal attitude) but if 
you over-rudder the tum and then try to hold the 
bank constant with aileron you will soon get a 
stall with a wing drop - leading possibly to a 
spin. 

Spiral dive 
There is a manoeuvre which looks rather like a 

spin but is quite different; that is the spiral dive. In 
a spin we are stalled and the airspeed is low, also 
we do not often get pressed into the seat very 
hard by g force. In a spiral dive we are not stalled; 
the speed is rising and we usually can feel the g 
since we are turning tightly. The recovery from a 
spiral dive is simply to level the wings gently - but 
probably quite firmly - with aileron and then pull 
up from the dive. 

Epilogue 
What if your home club can only offer winch 

launches to 1OOOft? Well, apart from asking the 
BGA for advice on better winches. cables or 
weak links, you can in fact do all these exercises 
without using up much height and 1OOOft will just 
about suffice for any of them ... 

Any instructor trained during the last few years 
will definitely know all these exercises, and 
hopefully most of the longer-established instruc
tors will have been brought up-to-date by their 
CFls (who are updated regular1y with masses of 
bumf from the BGA Instructors' Committee). I 
hope you have fun. a 
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Wareall aWare of the sensation of a lift as it 
starts to descend or a car going over a humpback 
bridge. On the ground it only lasts a fraction of a 
second but it can last longer and be more severe 
when we are flying. 

Since we live under the influence of normal 
gravity. Ie at 19 for virtually all our lives, this feel
ing of anything less is unusual and if unexpected 
II can be a1arming_Many associate the feeling of 
reduced gravity or row 9 with nightmare dreams 
of falling. 

The majority of us acclimatise to these sen
sations after a few flights but those who are par
ticu larly sensitive often develop a total 
abhorrence of stalling and pitching manoeuvres. 
Many give up flying but others perhaps persuade 
their Instructors to avoid pitching manoeuvres 
and may become a danger to themselves and 
others if they fail to overcome their inhibitions. 

Early flights 
It is a help it the instructor mentions the sensa

tion of reduced 9 on a first flight and links it with 
the pitching movement so the student realises it 
is quite normal. At first almost every beginner is 
unsure what is happeniti)g when they get unex
pected sensations. They are worried about the 
reduced 9 sensation and the feeling of slipping 
as the aircraft is banked over into an under
ruddered tum. 

Almost everyone dislikes these sensations 
which normally remain for a few flights and then 
gradually disappear. They occur because the 
beginner is unable to interpret what is happening 
in lime to connect it with his sensations or his 
control movements. 

After a little more experience he learns to 
recognise what is happening to the aircraft and 
an alarm signal is no longer sent to the brain. For 
example, after a short time, as the stick is moved 
forward, he sees the glider's nose moving down 
and his brain expects the sensation and 
understands what is happening. 

These unpleasant sensations often come as a 
complete surprise to the layman. It helps if they 
are warned that this is quite normal on early 
flights, particularly when starting to use the con
trols. But it is a great mistake to introduce stalling 
or any pronounced nose down pitching 
movements in the very early stages as this may 
make them more sensitive. 

Turbulence 
If there is reduced 9 because of flying through 

turbulence, there is often no change of attitude 
and therefore no visual sign of what is causing 
the sen station. This is more alarrning for the 
beginner who just gets a horri ble sinking feeling 
and the impression the aircraft is falling out of 
control. So it helps to make the first flights in 
smooth weather with a clear horizon and avoid 
unnecessary pitching movements. 

Because of the connection between sen
sations and vision, the sensations are greatly 
amplified if the visibility is poor or jf looking in the 
cockpit so there is no visual reference to help 
recognise the exact movements of the aircraft. 

Even experienced pilots get very disturbing 
sensations if taken into cloud without the help of 
instruments. Try being blindfolded for a few 
minutes in a two-seater while the other pilot 
makes a few well banked circles and then 

" 

OILOWG 
That, Derek Piggott contends, is the confusion. He was 
inspired to write this article after hearing of some low g 
accidents in Japan 
straightens up. Besides a vivid impression of a 
turn in the other direction, you will feel the effects 
of reduced 9 as you stop turning - something you 
are quite unaware of in normal flight. Even in clear 
air this slight reduction of loading is noticed by 
the absolute beginner. 

To minimise these unpleasant feelings it is best 
to start any flying training by emphaSising look
ing ahead and to avoid drawing attention to the 
instruments. Later on instructors should make a 
particular point to emphasise the need to watch 
ahead during nose down pitching manoeuvres, 
such as stall recoveries and recovering from a 
cable break during a winch launch. 

Low g sensitivity 
Some people are more affected by sub-gravity 

sensations than others. They will tend to put their 
hands out and throw their head back at the 
slightest reduction in g. 

I have noticed this response on first flights 
when they are trying out the elevator. As they 
move the stick forward a small amount causing 
only the slightest reduction in g , their response is 
almost always to move even further forward, 
making the sensation worse. This is totally 
irrational - the normal reaction would be to stop 
doing it or to move the control back in the 
other direction. 

This response to a sensation of falling is a very 
natural and fundamental protective instinct. It we 
are falling our hands go out automatically to stop · 
us hitting our face. 

Our experience in gliders has made us aware 
of many aspects of low 9 sensitivity unnoticed in 
other types of aircraft. With the much lower stick 
forces and higher rates of pitching possible, this 
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instinctive movement of the hands can result in a 
sudden steep dive which can be disastrous near 
the ground. Accidents and incidents where a 
glider suddenly and inexplicably dives into the 
ground are still occurring allover the world 
indication that some people are flying solo quite 
unaware of their vulnerability. 

'It Seems there are two distinct causes of 
these accidents: 
1. Mistaking the low 9 sensation for a stall. 
2. Reacting instinctively to reduced 9 by moving 
the stick forward and being overcome by the 
increased sensation of the even lower 9 caused 
by moving the stick further forward. 

Stall versus reduced g 
One survivor from a "dive-in" accident con

firmed he knew it was useless to try to pull out of 
the dive while he could "feel" the glider was still 
stalled. This gave us the clue that some students 
were learning to think of the feeling of low 9 as an 
indication the glider was stalled. If they do this, 
they may respond wrongly to any pitching or 
sharp descent. In making a normal stall recovery 
when the aircraft is not stalled, any movement for
ward will increase the pitching and produce a 
more vivid sensation making these pilots think 
the aircraft isn't recovering or is more stalled. This 
is a sure recipe for panic and is fatal unless there 
is plenty of height. 

I once had a student who responded with '8. 

stall recovery when the glider hit some tur
bulence on the final approach. The glider dived 
almost vertically and I was just in time to pull back 
on the stick so that we hit the ground in a level 
attitude, miraculously without damage. 

Certainly several fatalities seem to have been 
caused in similar incidents, although this cannot 
be proven. 

Since then instruction on stalls and recoveries 
has been modified to emphasise from the start 
that there is no sensation of stalling, only J 
symptoms. It is also prudent to teach the student 
to "ease forward" or "to relax the backward 
pressure" to unstall the aircraft, rather than use 
the terms "stick forward", "push forward", or 
"stick hard forward" which can result in a violent 
and uncontrolled movement of the hand if a stall 
occurs unexpectedly. 

During the early flights, any feeling of low 9 or 
even turbulence needs explaining. Also when try
ing out the controls and ,lowering the nose the 
instructor should draw attention to the sensation 
and explain it is caused whenever the nose is 
lowered. 

After the first gentle straight stalls we should 
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demonstrate that even a small movement forward 
results in the reduced 9 feeling. We should take 
good care to emphasise that this sensation. 
which sometimes occurs during a stall recovery, 
is not a symptom of stalling and can occur 
when flying normally and, in some cases, when 
flying through turbulence. Only a very slight 
amount of reduced 9 occurs during normal stalls 
and it only lasts a brief moment and wouldn't be 
felt by anyone other than a beginner or the over
sensitive. Any large amount of reduced 9 sensa
tion is caused by making far too much movement 
forward during the recovery. 

Sensitivity and instinctive 
reactions 

A common sign of still being rather sensitive to 
reduced 9 is for the pilot to repeatedly overdo the 
forward movemenl during stall recovery" in spite 
of being reminded to ease forward gently. At a 
later stage he will often insist on thermalling with 
excess speed and repeatedly poke the stick for
ward a little at the slightest gust. 

Apprehension about stalling is always a sign of 
under-training and usually a lack of understand
ing about the causes of stalling and spinning and 
of the behaviour of the aircraft. The cure is better 
ground instruction and very careful stall practice 
on every flight. Even if the rest of your flying is per
fect, it isn't safe to fly solo if you are still disturbed 
by stalls or low g. 

Pilots who dislike stalling will seldom explore 
any new solo aircraft they are flying. Then if an 
unintentional stall occurs their responses and 
recovery action will be impaired and may lead to 
an accident. 

Those most at risk 
It is often the young, above average student 

who is most at risk. They learn very quickly and 
often make perfect stall recoveries from the very 
beginning so they don't experience any Signifi
cant reduction in g. 

Pleased with their progress, the instructor is 
liable to move on quickly to incipient and full 
spins which don't normally involve low 9 sen 
sations. As a result they have far less training and 
experience than the average beginner. They may 
have learnt to associate stalling with the slight 
amount of reduced 9 they experience on 
recovery without th is being obvious to the 
instructor. 

Suddenly experiencing low 9 because of flying 
into turbulence on the base leg of a circuit, their 
response will be a stall recovery; but since the 
glider is flying normally any forward stick move
ment will reduce the 9 still further. this will make 
them think the aircraft isn't responding normally 
and they will move still further forward on the 
stick with disastrous results. 

It is remarkably easy for someone affected by 
low 9 to slip through to solo without this fact 
being noticed. Some will manage to avoid stalling 
exercises by diverting the ,instructor's attention to 
other aspects of their flying and occasionally they 
have been known to make sure they get a poor 
winch launch when they have been briefed to do 
more stalling. 

A persistent fear of stalling must be the result of 
being misinformed and of not understanding 
what an aircraft will and won't do if stal led. An 
intensive dislike of the sensation can only be 
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overcome by a proper understanding of its 
cause, ie pitching not stalling, and by gradual 
acclimatisation and training. However, it is dif
ficult for the instructor to persist with stalltng 
exercises when they are upsetting the student 
so much. 

Super sensitive people 
Perhaps most interesting and most dangerous 

are the small minority who are chronically affect
ed. Fortunately most of them dislike it so much 
they avoid flying again, but to a few overcoming 
their fear of flying becomes a challenge. In some 
forty years of full time gliding instruction I have 
come across about a dozen students severely 
affected. 

They look as though they are having an epilep
tic fit with the slightest 10werinQl of the glider's 
nose or the most gentle stall. They become quite 
unconscious of what they are doing for a few 
seconds, and yet many may still insist they want 
to learn to fly. If not spotted early in thei r training 
they become a menace to themselves and 
their instructors. 

These are the students who really do freeze on 
the controls, and with the stick pushed and held 
firmly forward, the instructor has to be quick and 
strong to prevent an accident. With very gradual 
familiarisation training spread over many months 
some have been completely cured. 

Negative g 
It is very unusual to experience negative g in 

gliders except by flying upside-down or by pitch
ing violently nose down al high speeds. Even 
zero 9 where the dust leaves the cockpit floor is 
unusual except when making a violent nose 
down recovery from a very steep attitude on a fast 
winch launch. Zero 9 is particularly unpleasant 
for almost every pilot and very alarming if it 
occurs tor the first time when a pilot is solo. For 
this reason it should be demonstrated at least 
once towards the end of pre-solo training. 

Prolonged and pronounced low 9 is a sure 
sign that the aircraft is not stalled. At very low 
speeds and when the aircraft is sinking, the 
accelerations are very small and do not continue 
for more than a few seconds. It is also important 
to realise that low 9 in any steep diving attitude 
indicates the aircraft is unstalled and can nor
mally be levelled out of the dive by easing 
back. 

There are other situations involving reduced 9 
which can be incapacitating. Reports about light 
airc raft landing accidents often say the aircraft 
bounced or ballooned , pitched nose dow n and 
then flew into the runway in a series of worsening 
crashes, smashing the nose gear and engine. 
Certainly a low 9 sensitive person is liable to 
become completely incapable of further thought 
once the aircraft pitches nose down the fi rst time 
and invariably show the basic response of push
ing forward on the slick and keeping it there. 

The sqme kind of accident used to be common 
with gilders and the pilots could never remember 
anything after the fi rst bounce. They have 
become less common since fully held-off lan
dings have been taught. With these it Is likely a 
student wil l experience ballooning a number of 
times in training and will have learned how to 
avoid automatical ly moving forward on the slick. 
Those scared of ballooning will nearty always fly 

the aircraft on to the ground inste~ of making 
property held off landings. 

Testing the student pilot 
Glid ing instructors must be aware of the prob

lems and watch for them In their students. We 
should test every student before solo to make 
quite sure they are not seriously affected by 
reduced g . This doesn't mean always pitChing 
violently to get weightlessness or negative 9 but 
introducing small amounts 01 reduced g. 

The student can be asked to pitch nose down 
gently from level ftight and from diving and climb
ing attitudes. Those who are still sensitive are 
incapable of doing this exercise and their reac
tions are obvious. They should have more train 
ing until there are nO bad reactions. 

Then it is sensible to give them some experi
ence in recovering from unusual altitudes to see il 
they remain unaffected. This must be done at a 
safe height, first explaining what w ill happen. A 
slow, steep, slipping tum; a very nose high wing 
down poSition so that a full stall is unavoidable; a 
steep diving poSition and an incipienl spin after a 
low 9 position are possible situations to try. They 
also have a confidence raising effect because the 
student finds he can make safe recoveries from 
attitudes far steeper than he is likely to get into 
by error. 

Perhaps this kind of test should be used for 
every pi lot regardless of the aircraft they are 
learning on' 

Summary 
If you disl ike stalling and the sensations of low 

9 persist with your training. Make sure your 
eFt understands your problem and get him to 
explain it. 

Instructors should : 
1. Explain to beginners the sensations Involved In 
flying. 
2. Avoid any pronounced pitching manoeuvres 
and parlicularly stalling on early flights while the 
student is sti ll sensit ive to these movements. 
3. Emphasise vislial clues on earty ftights. 
Introduce the ASI later, 
4. Explain low 9 on the same flight as stalling is 
introduced, emphasising that the low 9 ser\sa
tlon Is not a symptom of a stall. 
5. Avoid the terms " stick forward" etc for 
recoveries from cable breaks and stalls. Teach 
them to lower the nose to a certain attitude 
instead. 
6. Practise a few recoveries from unusual 
positions with every student 
7. If you have a student who is upset badly by 
low 9 or staJling, make sure he understands his 
problem and that your other Instructors know 
about it too. a 
Chris Rollings, national coach, comments: All 
01 the above is very good. However, anyone read· 
ing it casually might be misled into thinking that if 
he exp eriences reduced 9 then he cannot be 
stalled, which is of course not the case. the hump
back-bridge sensation is familiar to all of us in a 
steep stall. What Derek is saying is that the 
reduced 9 sensa lion does not necessarily mean 
we are stalled. It can and does frequently have 
other causes. Anyone who doubts this should go 
and compare stalls and unstalled reduced 9 
situations in a glider with an accelerometer. 
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In some years, especially when spring and 
early summer have been very dry, there are many 
days when the skies remain blue. The lack of 
cumulus clouds often disheartens the early 
cross-country pilot. Most people like some cloud 
to show where there may be lift. What follows is 
an explanation of why some days remain cloud
less and where one may find lift out in the 
blue. 

The evolution of blue days 
Fig 1 shows a cross section of weather follow

ing the passage of a cold front (shown moving off 
to the right). There is often a rather narrow clear 
zone just behind the cold front caused 'by air sub
siding and drying out the cloud. Then the deep 
cold air moves in and cumuli build up to give 
showers. If a region of high pressure follows, the 
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For many seasons we have tried to get more information on 
blue thermal days and how they may be exploited. Now Tom 
Bradbury tackl'es the subject to help you capitalise on these 
illusive conditions 

Fig 2 

base of Fig 1 are repeated in Fig 2 to show the 
approximate positions of the soundings. 

"A" shows the traditional cumulus sounding at 
dawn. Theverlical hatching shows how the heat
ing warms up the lower air. The straight line is a 
dry adiabat (the rate at which a blue thermal cools 
as it rises). The diagonal hatching represents the 
energy supplied by the condensation within a 
cumulus cloud whose base and top are marked. 
The almost vertical dotted line is the dew point. 
Where dew pOint meets dry adiabat is the con
densation level. 

"8" shows the first blue day when the sub
sidence has warmed up the air so much that ther
mals no longer rise to the condensation level. 

"C" shows a variant where the inversion is par
ticularly strong. This tends to inhibit thermals 
severely, especially when the lid is only about 
2000ft. Notice that ,the shaded area representing 
the heating almost reaches the top of this inver
sion by late afternoon. Next day far less heating is 
needed to break the inversion and let thermals 
rise much higher. 

The sudden breakthrough 
" D" shows how ,the lowest layer is easily 

warmed out during the following morning so thaI 
by about midday the inversion has been broken 
and thermals can shoot up. Sometimes thermals 
go so high that puffs of cu appear. (These are apt 
to disappear again soon.) Such puffs are most 
deceptive to a ground observer. Even experien
ced pilots can be fooled into thinking they are 
only scraps of low cumulus. One day last May 
several Nympsfield cross-country pilots were sit
ting about watching these feeble-looking puffs 
and saying it was too earty to launch. Then some
one spotted a K-13 from Aston Down fly 
overhead; it was a mere speck in the sky and 
must have been at great height. After the sub
sequent scramble for a launch the first off repor

air aloft starts subsiding. As it sinks it warms and 
forms an inversion which limits the top of convec
tion. At the same time the arrival of drier air raises 
the condensation level so that the base of 
cumulus becomes higher. 

There may be a stage, before the air has dried 
out sufficiently, when the cumulus spreads out 
under the inversion to form an almost total cover 
of cloud. If the high pressure last long enough the 
subsidence inversion descends below the con
densation level. Then thermals are prevented 
from rising high enough to form cloud and blue 
days arrive. 

If the subsidence continues strongly the inver
sion may sink so low that the convective layer 
becomes too shallow for proper thermals to 
develop. I recall a hot blue day at one of the first 
Nympsfield competitions when John Williamson 
was the only pilot to set off. He headed out across 
Gloucester and then went to Cheltenham and 
finally landed on Cheltenham racecourse, some 
28km away. In all that distance he found no lift, 
even over the towns. 

When the inversion sinks very low the sun
shine has only a shallow layer to warm up. One 
day of strong sunshine almost destroys the inver
sion so that next day very little extra heat is 
needed to break it. This is shown in the diagram 
by the top of the convective layer shooting up 
several thousand feet. 

At the extreme. left hand of the diagram there is 
a little intrusion of cold air. An example of this 
occu rred on Aug ust 4, 1990when north-westerly 
winds brought undercutting cold air. This ruined 
the day for the Open Class competitors; none got 
through beneath the newly formed very low 
inversion. 

Changes in the temperatures aloft 
Fig 2 shows how the temperature profiles 

change as a high moves in. The letters along the 

ted the cloudbase was 6400ft above the site. A 
similar puff appeared over Lasham in August 
while the competition director was debating 
when to ,launch his huge fleet of sailplanes. At that 
moment Alfa Lima called "Six knots with cloud
base 8000ft near Hungerford". 

The feature of such days is that once the tem
peratures have passed the critical value the con
ditions change from totally unsoarable to 
absolutely booming in a very short time. This is in 
contrast to most days when lift slowly improves 
and only becomes good two or three hours after 
thermals have started. 

Finding lift in the blue 
It used to be conventional wisdom that ybu 

were bound to find a thermal if you flew straight 
on track , just as you were sure to bump into a tree 
walking blind through a wood. Fig 3A illustrates 
this theory; the "trees" are tidily set out as ,in an 
orchard, but c!early there is a good chance of 
bumping into one or two as you fly along the dot
ted line. Unfortunately the faith and blind hope 
principle can let you down on many days. 

Streefing 
Fig 38 shows how thermals liTlay be distributed 

when there is a moderate breeze and the lift has 
formed into invisible streets. Now if you fly in the 
same direction as "A" there will either be an 
almost constant line of thermals, some bigger 
than others, or a permanent line of sink. lithe sink 
goes On for a long time the track is probably 
almost parallel to one of the sink lines. Pundits 
are quick to recognise this but lesser mortals may 
press on through the sink believing that they 
must be nearing a good thermal. One pilot told 
me he left a thermal' at 6000ft and found sink all 
the way down till he Ilanded. 

It is worth noting that true thermal streets do 
not originate from specific hot spots like towns; 
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Fig 3 

they are a feature of the atmosphere that can 
equally well develop over the oceans. Towns do 
send off a train of thermals which move away 
downwind. These behave like a short lived street 
but the effect seldom extends very far. 

Thermal clumps 
Fig 3C shows another type of distribution 

which can develop on an almost calm day after 
thermals have been going for a couple of hours or 
more. This is the "thermal clump", an irregular 
area where many thermals seem to have 
gathered together. When you reach a thermal 
clump only a proportion of the thermals will be 
active at anyone time. Approaching it one finds 
the air getting more lively with the varia giving 
encouraging squeaks well before one reaches 
the strong thermals. Leaving such a clump one 
keeps on running through quite acceptable ther
mals. Bouncing through these one can maintain 
height for some distance before the air goes 
dead. 

Sink valleys 
Thermal clumps seem to occur not far from 

valleys of sink. Unlike the better known streets of 
sink these sink valleys are not aligned along any 
particular direction. They seem to be part of a 
,larger circulation with outflows from areas of sink 
converging to boost thermals where they meet. 
On the ground one experiences light variable 
winds which unexpectedly start to blow briskly 
from the sink valley towards the unseen clump of 
thermals. Bonfires and chimney smoke occas
ionally reveal this low level convergence but in 
hot summers bonfires are rare and all the factory 
boilers seem to be out. It is extremely distressing 
to fly through a sink valley on a blue day. There is 
often nothing to show where it is or how it is 
aligned. Sink valleys seem to extend for several 
miles. Variometers indicate long periods of 6 to 
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8k1 down and flight directors scream "Faster . .. 
Faster . .. !" as you approach VNE. 

Variations of surface 
Thermals seem to be more common where 

there is a strong contrast in the surface so that 
one area quickly becomes hot while an adjacent 
region is slow to warm up. For example during 
the heat of the day wide areas of ripe corn with 
cooler woods nearby seem to be a fruitful source 
of thermals. Although woods are slower to warm 
up they do retain their warmth at the end of the 
day. Then, towards evening, one may find weak 
lift coming up from wooded areas. This lift may in 
part be due to the extra moisture. Trees transpire 
a surprising amount of water vapour during a 
sunny day and the addition of water vapour 
slightly reduces the density of air, making ther
mals possible when temperatures are a little 
lower. 

Lift over towns and airfields 
Towns and large concrete covered airfields are 

the most obvious places to look for lift. They 
become hotter than the surrounding countryside 
and so provide a steady source of thermals. 
However, they are not 100% reliable. One might 
suppose that the larger the town the better the 
chance of finding a thermal; oddly enough this 
doesn't seem to be true. Some small to middling 
towns appear to work better than the really big 
ones. One can waste a long time searching over a 
big town such as Swindon (one of the usual top
ping up places for cross-countries from many 
clubs). Although Swindon rarely fails completely 
the best thermals are sometimes right at the 
edge, or in one distant corner. Gloucester is 
another town whose lack of thermals has worried 
me. In contrast Chellenham always seems help
ful. You can make you own list. 

Fig 4 

Fig 4A shows the text book example of a nice 
thermal right over the middle of the town. Fig 48 
shows a more common variation. One first flies 
through heavy sink, then the expected thermal is 
encountered and all seems well. After heading off 
on track a better thermal comes up from the 
high ground. 

Fig 4C is the nightmare situation. The usual 
sink starts as you approach the town but, alas, 
you are just too late. The only thermal left a couple 

of minutes earlier and the next one is not due for 
ten minutes. All that is left is the wake turbulence. 
Spending too long in this leaves insufficient 
height to reach the hills beyond which still have 
good lift. 

Power-stations 
Large power generating stations with their 

collection of cooling towers, mountains of black 
coal and surrounding buildings are always worth 
a try.On sunny weekends one can almost always 
meet one or more sailplanes topping up over Did
cot; the largest number I know of was eleven at 
one time, but I suspect this was a lead and follow 
school. However, not even .oidcot is infallible; in 
heat waves it occasionally seems to take a mid
afternoon siesta. 

I williitt Up mine eyes unto the hills 
from whence cometh my help 
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The author of Psalm 121 spoke these words 
centuries ago, but they certainly seem true for 
soaring pilots today. Hills are usually good ther
mal sources for two reasons. First they are 
usually drier than the valleys and so less of the 
sun's heat is wasted evaporating moisture; 
secondly those parts which slope towards the 
sun get more intense heating. In middle and high 
latitudes a sunny slope may get at least 30% 
more energy from the sun than level ground. Fig 5 
shows some of the advantages of a hill. The.left
hand thermal rises from the plains, cooling at 
3°C/1000ft and coming to a hall at5000ft where 
it meets an inversion. The air on the right rises up 
a sunny slope and gathers extra heat from the hill 
side as it goes. II doesn't start cooling at the 3° 
rate till it breakS away at the hill top. Over a mod
est English hill this only adds a little extra power 
to the thermal but among the Welsh or Scottish 
mountains it can be a significant extra boost. 
Among high mountains such as the Alps ther
mals are almost entirely controlled by the align
ment of slopes and ridges. 

A thermal off a flat plain takes a limited amount 
of heat up and then activity ceases until that 
patch of ground warms up again. Over a sunny 
slope the thermal draws in air from several sides 
to produce much longer lasting lift. Even when 
there is a really solid inversion thermals over the 
hills tend to push up through to give extra height. 
If the inversion is weak the hills may send ther
mals thousands of feet higher than over the 
plains. In really bad years, when excessive rain 
has turned the low ground into a chain of water
meadows, thermals are largely confined to the 
hills; soggy valleys are just traps for small 
span gliders. .. 
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Even quite small and isolated hills which barely 
reach 800ft above the plain seem to attract warm 
air from the surroundings and channel it upwards 
as frequent surges of lift. Fig 6 shows an attempt 
al a 3D sketch of a pairof hills with thermals com
ing off the sunny sides and sink going down over 
the shaded slopes. 

FIg (, 

Avoiding sink 
One generally has to accept areas of sink as a 

normal hazard like bunkers on a golf course but 
there are some obvious areas to avoid. The shady 
side of a large hill , especially if this is also the 
downwind side, is likely to have sink. The region 
downwind of large lakes is (not surprisingly) a 
poor areas for thermals and may become a zone 
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of steady sink. Fig 7 shows the wind blowing 
across a lake with either no thermals or a region 
of sink for some distance to leeward. Rather sur
prisingly one may find thermals breaking away 
very close to the upwind side of a large lake. This 
is an example of a thermal developing where 
there is a big contrast of surfaces. 80th effects 
may occur near the Cotswold Water Park south of 
Circencester. 

wave effects 
There is often a vertical wind shear at and 

above the inversion. If the winds increase with 
height above the inversion there may be waves 
which interfere with thermals below. On one 
competition day an easterly wind was blowing 
across the Cotswolds. One non-competing pilot 
reported wave to about 6000ft over the 
Colswolds. Competitors flying near the western 
slopes of the Cots wolds found that thermals were 
absent or unworkable just to lee of the Cotswold 
edge but a few miles westward over the Severn 
valley was a line of regular thermals more or less 
parallel to the hills. Similar effects can occur to lee 
of any line of lhills. This effect can be baffling if one 
expects lines of sink to be due to streeting along 
the wind direction. Waves tend to produce lines 
of thennals and sink across the wind. 
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Fig 8 

Windward coasts 
It is well known that when there is a steady 

wind off a cool sea the air has to travel many miles 
across the hot land before the sun's heat sets off 
any thermals. Fig 8 illustrates how the top of ther
mals rises as the air moves inland. The example 
is taken from the southern Cotswolds when there 
is a WSW wind coming in off the 8ristol Channel. 
It is also true of the south coast of England. For 
example southerly winds at Lasham can severely 
limit thermal tops but by Newbury conditions 
become much better. 

The diagram shows no usable thermals until 
the air reaches the western edge of the 
Cotswolds. There the slopes set off quite strong 
but sadly short-lived thermals which die out, 
sometimes before reaching 1SOOft asl. A few 
miles further inland the thermals may extend 
another thousand feet higher. With such winds 
there is an enormous difference between 
Nympsfield and Aston Down. At Nympsfield it 
may be hard to stay up directly over the airfield 
but going downwind takes one into far better 
thermals within 1 Okm. The barograph trace of a 
pilot returning to Nympsfield from the east looked 
rather like a flight of stairs. The top of eaCh suc
cessive climb was stepped down several hun
dred feet and the last was barely high enough for 
the final glide. 

Lift in blue thermals 
Some thermals, usually those which are set off 

by the meeting of two opposing outflOWS, seem to 
leap off the ground as if a spring had been 
released. Most thermals start off slowly and 
gather speed as they rise. This is an excellent 
reason for keeping high; more time and perspira
tion can be lost trying to improve on a 'hktthermal 
at 500ft than is wasted by topping up with a few 
turns in mere 3kt higher up. 

OO UBLE BUBBLE 

Fig 9 

On average the higher the thermal goes the 
stronger is the lift. Fig 9 illustrates the distribution 
of lift in a blue thermal. (The omission of actual 
figures for lift is deliberate.) "A" shows a thermal 
rising into a stable layer with no marked inversion 
aloft. The lift builds up to a peak which may be 

about 2J3 the way to the top, and then·decreases 
as the thermal nears the stable layer. There is 
often a considerable depth of air where the lift 
does not alter very much. As one nears the top the 
rate of climb dwindles to an unacceptable value 
and most pilots set off on track. 

"8 " represents what a timid pilot may 
occasionally encounter. While hanging about 
wondering if an extra few hundred feet may be 
squeezed out of the dwindling thermal a second 
bubble comes shooting up along the path of the 
original thermal and suddenly there is more 
heighl to be gained. Just occasionally such timid 
behaviour pays off; the double bubble carries 
one up above the haze layer and gives a few 
miles of totally smooth glide. Then the aircraft 
sinks back into the top of the the,rmic layer where 
the remains of many defunct thermals still churn 
about creating useless turbulence. 

"C" shows what happens when there is a really 
solid i'nversion. The lift suddenly shuts off drop
ping from 4kt to nothing within a single turn. 
There is no point in hanging about hoping for a 
second bubble to take one higher. Second and 
third bubbles come to a halt at the same level. 

Fig 10 

Fig 10 shows the kind of temperature profiles 
which produce the difference. In the left-hand 
diagram there is just a slightly stable layer aloft 
and the thermal slows down gradually; some 
stop where the dry adiabat meets the tempera
ture profile while others, especially the "double 
bubble" type, can push some way into the stable 
layer before dying out. A rough indication of the 
lift is shown alongside. The right hand diagr9m 
shows a very strong inversion with the tempera
ture rising several degrees over 100ft. Thermals 
may bump into such an inversion with lots of 
momentum but they come to a halt very quickly. 
All thermals, weak or strong, tend to stop at much 
the same level. 

Working the double bubble 
thermals 

Fig 11 shows what one may find when there is 
a slight shear of wind. l'he thermal starting from 
"A" rises almost vertically (In spite of the wind) 
until it loses lift. Then it begins to tilt over with the 
wind. One does not always notice this since it is 
not necessary to shift circles to keep in the lift. 
However, at level "8" the lift is clearly fading away 
and even ,the hesitant pilot will be impelled to 
abandon it at "C". Pilots who hang on beyond 
"c" are just wasting time. 

The thermal starting at "0" behaves like its pre
decessor. At "E" it weakens and starts to tilt and 
by "F" practically all pilots would have left. 
However, the ultra-timid widens the circles more 
in hope than expectation and runs into the 
second bubble (G-H). This has come up along 
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Fig 11 

the path of the original but is still strong enough to 
resist wind tilt. Very cautious pilots usually make 
snail like progress, or so I always thought. 
However, there seem to be some pundits with the 
ability to feel that the old thermal is not quite done 
for. They are much quicker to spot the effect of 
wind shear, know where to find the next bubble 
and use the extra height to whizz round triangles 
without losing any lime. 

Reading the haze 
Although one sometimes finds exceptional 

visibility the majGrity of blue days are also hazy. 
Flying from hazy into very clear visibility may also 
mean nying from strong thermals into weak ones. 
A little haze can be useful. If you use polaroid or 
similar type of spectacles the start of blue ther
mals may be seen from the ground. The sky 
becomes faintly mottled where thermals have 
concentrated pollution under the inversion. 

Seen from the air the tops of thermals often 
produce haze caps; these are valuable guides to 
lift, especially when the thermals are part of a 
clump. If the lift under one cap has ended there is 
still a good chance of finding a new thermal 
nearby. These little domes of haze show up best 
when flying into sun. Particular1y strong thermals 
such as the "double bubble" can put a haze cap 
several hundred feet above the normal haze top; 
from along side you can see blue sky between 
this high cap and the main haze layer. 

Very strong inversions are often marked by a 
sharply defined haze top. Stable layers without 
marked inversions also have haze tops but the 
boundary between clear air aloft and haze below 
is not so well defined. If you use a powered air
craft to make an ear1y morning temperature 
sounding you may find the haze thins out 
gradually and appears to consist of several 
layers. Occasionally yesterday's hot hazy air is 
undercut by today's much cooler air. This not 
only produces a new and much lower inlLersion 
but also raises the old haze layer well above the 
ground. Then the low level visibility becomes 
good but the blue sky still looks hazy. The soaring 
is apt to be poor because there is not enough 
room for decent thermals beneath the new 
inversion. a 
AUSTRALIAN NATIONALS 
The Australian Nationals at Sportavia Soaring 
Centre, Tocumwal, from January 15 to 26 had 
seven contest days resulting in an Open Class 
win for John Buchanan with Ingo Renner the 
Standard Class Champion and David Jansen the 
15 Metre Class winner. Tanya Tracy Tabert won 
the Open Class (League 2) and Arnie Hartley the 
15 Metre Clas.s (League 2). 
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TAIL 
FEATHERS 
Pathetic is the word 

Ive already poured scorn on those out
rageously expensive telephone forecasts which 
spin out the duration, and therefore the cost, of a 
call by giving your pointless advice about what 
you might do with a sunny/wet/foggy/windy day, 
as if you hadn't already got a pretty good idea 
what you want to do, which is why you phoned in 
the first place. This time my spleen generously 
expands to cover radio and TV forecasters too. 

Radio and TV forecasters. 

I'd like to get one of these fatuous boneheads 
and crack his skull hard against a wall and say 
"Will you please (it's only etiquette to say please 
while banging someo.ne's head against a hard 
surface) stop saying stupid things like The tem
perature will struggle to reach 15° Celsius this 
afternoon' Just - bang - stop - thump - it 
please!" Poor ickle diddums tern pwatu re, stwug
gling manfully - or is weather female? (Watch it. 
'Eo) - to weach dat nice fifteen degwees, and not 
quite making it; oh it weally bwings tears to the 
eyes Twying to make life nice and comfy for all of 
us, and so fwustwated when it doesn't succeed; 
but you can't say that the poor fing didn't 
stwuggle on our behalf. 

Daft twits. The tempwature - sorry, tempera
ture - doesn't give a twopenny damn whether we 
boil or freeze. Besides, there are people who are 
very keen to see the temperature drop below 
zero: Ice skaters on the Norfolk Broads; farmers 
who want a cold snap to kill off harmful bugs; 
punters who have a bet on a white Christmas; 
homesick Eskimos and expatriate Russians, lots 
of people. Ah well, we could have special tele
phone forecasts for them: so if the thermometer is 
expected to fluctuate between zero and twelve 
Celsius in the next 24 hours we can tell one lot of 
customers that the temperature is trying hard to 

Number to dial. 

get up to twelve degrees and another lot that it's 
doing its level best to produce icicles. You'd sim
ply have to know which number to dial, according 
to your bias. 

However, it would be over-pessimistic to con
clude that these forecasters are incorrigible. I'm 
glad to say that after a great deal of well-merited 
abuse during 1990 most of the TV forecasters 
seemed to have dropped their traditional defini
tion of "nice weather", namely a fortnight of totally 
blue, cloudless sky without a breath of wind. i 
suspect it was the wrath of country folk, des
perate for a cold front - or a warm front, or any 
kind of change - that made the forecasters 
realise that the population does not spend its 
whole life, and does not wish to spend its life, 
lying naked on a beach collecting skin cancer. 

The idea that the weather has moods, or that its 
behaviour reflects human concerns, is known as 
the pathetic fallacy. It's all right for poets - Shake
speare plays are full of it - but professional Met 
men should know better. Indeed they do know 
better. It's being on the box that makes some of 
them feel they have to be coloured by doing 
violence to commonsense and the English 
language. You never hear Tom Bradbury giving 
us that kind of stuff at the Nationals. But then a 
gliding Met man gets to realise very early on that if 
the weather is interested in human desires, and if 

Dunces. 

it is trying to do anything at all, then all its 
endeavours are directed at proving that the task 
setter and his advisers are dunces. They are the 
ones that weally are stwuggling. a 
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VIC CARR 

MlIOND 

OFWALES 

Vic Carr knows Wales as well as any glider pilot and has 
exploited its wave on countless occasions. In this article he 
points out some of its possibilities 

.. 


Peter Foster photographed Vic and Frank Humphrie 
Horseshoe pass is in the immediate foreground with 
stretching all the way to Rhyl and the north coast of 

low and flat for 40km around, and much further in 
a due easterly direction. So wave soaring west of 
the airway with close to 100% cloud cover is 
exciting, but unlikely to be terminal. The west 
coast of Wales is at most only 100km to the 
west. 

Peter Foster, describing how he took 
the photograph from a Cessna 150 
flown by Alan Fowles, said there was a 
high pressure system building up to the 
west. "After set1ing course for Elles
mere, Alan handed It to me and when we 
reached Bangor-on-Dee we saw a wave 
slot overhead and noticed the climb 
indicator was showing ten up. 

"I immediately eased the column back 
and the Cessna shot up through the 
hole and we levelled out over Uangollen 
under the airway. 

"We saw Vic in the distance and 
warned him by radio of our position. As 
they were hanging in wave I was able to 
take some photographs, this one as we 
drew alongside." 

SAILPLANE & GLIDING 

Gliding at its best is an exhilarating sport. 
One way is to engage in competition. Another 
way is to explore difficult territory using skill and 
knowledge to expose yourself to tasks others 
might consider foolish but, with pre-planning and 
step by step approach, can be exciting and safe. 
This was an alternative that chose me when I 
moved to Wrexham in 1972, buying a new Kestrel 
19 in partnership in 1974. 

My Scottish experience in the late 1960s, 
using a Dart 17, gave me the grounding. It was a 
year or two, however, before I was able, flying 
from Shropshire, to venture west of Alpha 25 at 
all, let alone with confidence. 

The low lying areas 
downwind create a 
minor fOhn effect 

The ingredients which make Welsh wave are 
both geographical and meteorological, giving a 
relatively unique situation for much of the year. 
Wales is fairly low in latitude and to the south
west is unprotected from the Atlantic and the Gulf 
Stream. The result is a warm and wet airmass 
leading to much moisture over the mountains 
themselves. But with the low plain of Shropshire, 
and in some circumstances the north coast of 
Wales, the low lying areas downwind create a 
minor fohn effect. 

The second characteristic most noticeable all 
over the area is that although broad waves 
several miles wide occur, there are many more 
minor wave systems which are often no wider 
than 800 yards, even though the wave length 
may vary from two or three miles up to ten or 12 
miles, with the best around six to eight miles. This 
narrow front wave is not easily dealt with unless 
you expect it and adopt the Phillip Wills' knitting 
technique, ie wor1<. strictly up and downwind, 
circling if necessary to maintain precisely the 
same pOSition in the system. 

With the minor fohn effect on the Shropshire 
plain reducing cloud amounts such that it is 
possible to get above the main cloud sheet, an 
airfield like Sleap, 275ft asl and 30km from the 
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line of high ground, has proved to be an excellent 
place to start from and even more to the POililt, to 
finish at. 

To yo-yo without going further than 30km from 
the airfield, it is often possible to climb above 
20 000ft. However, the yo-yo soon bores. With all 
those mountains to the west, the Conway valley 
and the Ruthin-Denbigh valley are particularly 
attractive and powerful. With the airway based at 
65OOft, and hill soaring available by Ruthin, the 
most effective way to progress is the low route via 
Chir1<. and Llangollen into the Clwyd valley. The 
Berwyns, south of Llangollen, whilst going up to 
280ft in a rugged fashion, seem most times to 
produce a lot of wave muddle. 

The airway is a limiting factor, intimidating for 
those unfamiliar with the nature and roughness of 
the terrain below. Once a few miles west of a line 
from Wrexham to Welshpool, the fields available 
for landing a decent glider are few and far be
tween. There is a real need to know the ground 
from the ground. I am serious when I say that until 
you get to the coast where there is the odd airfield 
and the odd estuary at low tide, there is almost 
nowhere to have even a respectable crash. The 
problems are sharply undulating ground, with 
those half a dozen planned fields often full of 
sheep. 

That's the ground. You have no doubt heard 
that few people going to Wales actually see the 
peak of Snowdon. The bad news is that few other 
peaks are visible either with precious few identifi
able places in between. Nevertheless it is poss
ible to enjoy high wave soaring in the north of the 
principality if you can position yourself by the 
views that are open. These are often the Lanca
shire coast, the Mersey and Dee estuaries, 
Anglesey, the coast of Ireland and the southem 
part of Wales to the south-west. 

Since I started flying wave west of the airway I 
have had to land there only once. That was last 
year in the Twin Astir 258. 

The Shropshire plain, which is downwind of 
the activity most of the time, produces the most 
benign environment. 

In the beginning visual navigation into Wales 
was the sole method. Later, with a VDF facility at 
Sleap, recovery to the airfield by the more 
experienced pilots was routine. Now Deccas, 
VORs and Area Navs make everything possible. 
Of course Sleap is unique in that the ground is 
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TRAVELLER'S TALE 

les in the Sleap 'TWin Astir over Llangollen In wave. The 
th the Clwyd valley containing both Ruthin and Denbigh 
)fWales. 

Other traffic there is in Wales. During the week 
you can often count up to six Hawks skating 
about above the main cloud cover. At the 
weekend, except on Valley air days, the only traf
fic is likely to be gliders from Sleap. 

Well, that's my sort of Wales. How grateful I am 
to have had the opportunity to explore it from 
lIandudno to Brecon in these last 16 years. Of 
course now that the Rodney Witter site has 
opened at Denbigh (see the December issue, 
p339), it will give many the opportunity to enjoy 
what I have enjoyed, starting right close to the 
centre of the action and away from that Alpha 25. 
I wish all who sail from there every good fortune. 
The UK height record will be taken from there one 
day. 

What about those who went before? Bill 
Crease and Jacques Cochme flew in wave in 
North Wales back in 1947, from a bungy launch 
(see October issue of Picture Post).Ric Prestwich 
began exploring in the late sixties, but he gave up 
until 1988. Now he has started again with us at 
Sleap. Perhaps the chap who really saw the 
potential was Black Jack Harrison, who wrote in 
S&G about wave in Wales in the 19608 and said 
that opportunities would be enormous. He was 
right! a 
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IUSIRIA 


Ernst Specht writes about 
his visit with Frank Stevens 
to Trieben in Austria last 
May where they flew their 
Vega 

The field lies in a valley flanked on both sides 
by mountains of over 2000m. there is an 800m 
runway with grass on both sides. Navigation is 
easy and there are a number of outlanding 
fields nearby. 

I took the Vega and had a good scout around 
3hrs 15min. The mountain tops glistened with 
snow. Thermals were strong, 5-8k!, and cloud
base rose to 7000ft. 

During the next flight II explored a little more. 
Conditions were superb with strong thermals 
and a touch of wave which took me to 12000ft 
asl. I sat bathed in brilliant sunshine and 
savoured the view. 

The next day, May 5, ,began with clouds over 
the home mountain. The club pilots appeared 

Ernst took the photograph below of the 
mountains with the valley behind him. 

early and 750 and 500km flights ";ere declared. I 
decided I would follow them and see what the 
day would bring. 

I was in the air by 11 am. The lift was a bit 
scratchy and it took ages to get to 6000ft over the 
field, but once there things improved. I followed 
two DG-300s to Turnau. More than once I con
sidered turning back when they crept over moun
tain passes with very little air between them and 
the hard rock surface, but they knew the area 
well. 

From there I went on to Niederoblam, was al 
8000ft at Grimming, 8900 to Stoderzinken and 
was then above 8000ft all the way to Zell am See. 
Visibility was good again and navigation no prob
lem. In six hours I covered 538km. This was the 
highlight of the trip but days which didn't seem 
promising developed to give good soaring for 
hours. 

On the last day I was advised to land because 
of an approaching thunderstorm and arrived at 
the field at 4000ft - and then the fun started. I hit 
lift and I opened the brakes, which are powerful 
on the Vega, but I still had 6kt. Out came the 
undercarriage, But I was still rising. I was 10km 
from the field before there was any sink. This 
flight was a reminder that mountains must be 
treated with respect. They are all beautiful but 
also dangerous at times. 

(Aerotows to SOOm were £12 and to 1000m, 
£ 19. There is a SOp landing fee for the glider and 
for £2.S0 a day you can leave it rigged in the 
hangar. They flew a total ofS6hrs in 12 days, with 
time off for sightseeing.) lei 

FLYING IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

Glider and motor glider pilots are invited to the 
Czech Aero Club's courses at Vrchlabi airfield, 
site of many of their Nationals in the Giant Moun
tains 130km NE of Prague. For more information 
of the courses contact the company who are run
ning them in co-operation with the Aero Club -
Ingturs SO, Stnune 129, 543 52 Vrchlabi 5, 
Czechoslovakia. Tel 0438 34103, fax 0438 
34104. 





JULIAN WEST 


To my mind the best place in Europe, or 
perhaps even the world, for a gliding holiday is 
Fuentemilanos near Segovia! Central Spain con
sists of two elevated wheat plains separated by 
the Guadarrama and Gredos mountain ranges, 
which run 60°/250°. The airfield (3284ft amsl) is 
near the foot of the 90Km long Guadarrama ridge, 
and tasks exceeding 500km are usually of the 
folded quadrilateral (yo-yo) type to take full 
adva'ltage of the stronger mountain thermals. In 
fact, before 1990 all the 1 OOOkm flights in Spain 
were yo-yos. 

The few large (max 880km) FAI triangles that 
had been completed involved flying over the 
northern plain, but CFI, Ingo Renner, considered 
that a 1000km triangle was possible using the 
southern plain. This would involve flying around 
the Madrid TMA, which is of vast dimension. As 
the optimum direction is clockwise, the vertical 
rock wall of the Gredos, some 6000ft high, has to 
be surmounted after crossing the 50km wide 
citrus-planted plain between the Toledo and 
Gredos mountains. 

After arriving on Sunday, July 15, I learnt that 
Ingo had attempted a 1000km triangle around 
the Madrid TMA with a pupil in an ASH-25. 
However, a thunderstorm near Avila blocked their 
route and they landed out after 960km. Clearly a 
1OOOkm triangle was feasible for In go, even if not 
for the rest of us. 

On the Tuesday Ingo recommended the Open 
Class to attempt a 1000km yo-yo, and I flew the 
1003km quadrilateral, Rio Frio darn, Aleca 
church, EI Barco castle, Monteagudo dam at 
1 03km/h. Then on the Wednesday a mistakenly 
claimed 1000km flight by an LS-6 pilot caused 
the entire 1 5m fleet to be gripped by 1000km 
fever. 

1000km fever caused some 

late drawn pilots to 


launch rather earlier than 

recommended 


On the Thursday Ingo suggested another 
1000km yo-yo ana an earliest take-off time of 
1100hrs. After a ballot for priority, each pilot 
selects a take-off slot from those left avaJiable. 
However, 1 OOOkm fever caused some late drawn 
pilots to launch rather earlier than recommended. 
Having been drawn last, I was forced to take pole 
position at 1 040hrs. As there was little point in fly
ing yet another yo-yo, I asked Ingo for advice. He 
suggested trying a 1 005km FAI triangle using his 
TPs, Olvega, Santa Cruz de Mudela, Bejar. 

After a remote start at 11 14hrs from Rio Frio 
dam, some 15km from Fuentemilanos,I set off at 
8800ft north-east along the main Guadarrama 
ridge. A cloud street extended north away from 
the mountains and this took me to the edge of the 
dark green triangular Almazan forest. From there 
until Soria, where there were a few small clouds, it 
was blue. The clouds worked, but only gave 4kt 
climbs, so I worked up to 8500ft and headed east 
through the blue to Olvega. The town is just 
behind a row of small hills, which hold back the 
stable air leaking from the Ebro valley. The fields 
form a bright patchwork of long narrow strips, 
each with a different hue of brown or yellow. 
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Julian is making a habit of flying 1000kms. He described his 
first in Germany in the December issue, p298, and now 
writes about his successes in Spain with his Nimbus 3 
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o .. -' 100 ~ 200 Santa Cruz 
~==' -~ km de Hudela 

Actual 19 July 1990 (Thurs) 

As Julian said, would anyone expect to fly 
1000km with a weather chart like that. 
Graphics by Steve Longland. 

Olvega station was rounded at 1324, giving 
94km/h for the first leg. 

I then skirted the eastern edge of a large blue 
hole to the south and west. South of the river 
Jal6n, over a ravine scarred forest region, there 
were shallow cumulus giving 6 to 7kts to 
10000ft. The clouds stopped just belore two 
huge lakes with bright turquoise coloured water. 
Ahead over the southern plain, as far as the eye 
could see, the sky was completely blue. Flying 
towards a line of ridges extending NS, \ noticed a 
few wispy cumulus clouds above them. However, 
I was unable to get much above 7500ft. 

Ahead It again looked blue, but after a while a 
small cloud appeared on the horizon. It wasn't 
really blue at all , it was only possible to see the 
next cloud from the lasL One of the landmarks is 
a 10km long aqueduct aligned EW, which is not 
on the map. The southern plain is flatter than the 
northern and covered by huge wheat fields. As I 
flew past Quintanar the clouds increased in size. 
Two good cUmbs, 6000ft at 6kt and 4000ft at 
6'hkt, kept up the speed on this long leg. Naviga
tion was no problem. A few well spaced towns 
are connected by a simple network of roads. As 
there was a cloud near each town, I just flew 
along the road from one to the next. Santa Cruz 
church was turned at 1645hrs, giving 111 km/h 
for the second leg. 

The ground was a buff patchwork of small 
fields, each evenly dotted with about half a dozen .. 
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A VOYAGE AROUND MADRID 


trees. Following the dinner'plate cumulus took 
me south of Cuidad Real. Ahead over the Toledo 
mountains, an escarpmented area liberally sprin' 
kled with trees, there were three parallel cloud 
streets aligned exactly on course. They were so 
closely spaced they almost touched and the 
nearest enabled good progress on this into wind 
leg. Cloudbase was now 11 500ft and the ther· 
mals were yielding 6 to 7kt. 

As it was blue ahead, I climbed to cloudbase at 
the end of the street. Over the dark green plain 
between the Toledo and Gredos mountains it was 
completely stable. Nearing Almanzor (8500f1 
amsl), I turned west about 1 Okm short, and when 
it looked possible to cross I headed for the ridge. 
Just before a pass was the only cloud on the 
southem side of the whole Gredos range. After 
pulling up under it, l pressed on and crossed with 
about 100ft to spare. It hadn't been necessary to 
climb the wall . 

Quit at 9000ft for more good 
looking clouds on the mountain 

side to the north-west 

On the other side of the pass there was a valley 
leading to EI Barco. At first I tried the west side, 
but could only reach decaying cloud that gave 
nothing at all . On the east side of the valley, where 
,I should have gone in the first place, there was a 
large, well developed Cloud. This gave a steady 
5kt from 5400 to 7800f1, but then decreased to 
3%kt, so I Quit at 9000f1 for more good looking 
clouds on the mountain to the north·west. Built 
along a cliff edge near the bottom of a steep sided 
valley, Bejar resembled a linear fortress. Bejar 
station was rounded at 1913hrs, giving 112km/h 
for the third leg. 

The course now went through a blue hole filled 
with sink to the ridge 15km east of EI Barco. 
Down to 45OOft1 was rather too low over the ridge 
for comfort but found a 4 to 5ktthermal at the end 
of a dark cloud street leading over a wide rugged 
valley. However, the expected strong thermal 
under the street did not materialise, and at the 
other end it began to rain. To get away from this 
area, I diverted NW to the Avila valley, which at 
least was landable. 

After hitting more rain over the ridge south of 
the valley, I headed for Avila, a mediaeval fortified 
town, where the clouds looked belter. Just south 
of the town, a good looking cloud gave over 4ktto 
9500II for the final glide to Rio Frio dam. This was 
reached at 2030hrs, giving 117km/h for the last 
leg and 100km/h overall. With only 2000ft in 
hand for the glide back to Fuentemilanos, it was 
necessary to slow down and forget about a fast 
finish at the airtield. An hour later, while picketing 
the aircraft, I heard a rumble of thunder coming 
from the direction of Avila. 

The success of this flight is attributable to the 
perlect match between the weather and the task. 
In addition, due to a high cloudbase and consis· 
tent thermal strengths, a low cockpit workload 
led to fewer mistakes than usual. Indeed, I have 
never before encountered a less stressful or 
more enjoyable flight. 

"All flights QFE unless Quali fied. 
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PIGGOTT-=- -  -

Fluorescent Orange Windcones made 
in Nylon or Ministry of Defence 
Hypalon®. 

Flagstaffs suitable for Windcones sup' 
plied and filted. 

Landing Marker Sets in bright orange. 
All types of Flags and Banners. 

PIGGOn BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED 
Stanford Rivers. On98r. Essex eM5 9PJ 
Tel: 0277 363262 Telex 995457 (Piggotl 
Fax 0277 365162 

LIFTIN' 
ti'L" 

A n im pressive celebration 
of soaring flight, shot du ring 
the Britisll Standard Class 
National Cham pionsh ips 
at Ny m psfield,England in 1988.With its 
breathtaking aerial photography 
sharp insights into the 
att itudes th at circulate within the sport, 
thi s 5 2 minute fi lm will appeal to the 
pundit and novice alike. 

Only £20 inc. p&p 

Available in VHS and Betal11ax. 

p lease ma ke cheques payabl e to :

Aardman A ni mations Ltd. , 

14 Wetherell Place, Clifton, Bristol. 

BS8 tAR. ·1el: 
(0 272) 744802. 

- !:!.... .-please allow 2 8 
(lays fo r delivery. 

BRIAN WEARE 
GLIDER WORKS 

DUNKESWELL AIRPORT 
HONITON, DEVON 

Tel: Luppitt (0404) 891338 
Honiton 41041 (after 6 pm) 

MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON 
WOOD, GLASS-FIBRE, OR METAl. 
ALSO RESPRAVS GLIDERS AND 

LIGHT AIRCRAFT 

C of A OVERHAULS 

B.G.A., C.A.A., P.F.A. APPROVALS 

Blues 

and 
people and 

Post solo courses available from 
April. 

• Ab·lnitio & AEI courses also 

available. 


• All year round soaring jn thermal 
wave & ridge. 

• Launch ing by winch and aerotow. 

f or Details Contact ; 
The Secretary 
Scottish Gliding Un ion 
Portmoak Ai rfi eld 
Sco tlandwe ll KY 13 7JJ 
059 284 543 

GtlDEIR 
INSTRUMENTS 

(M. G. Hutchinson) 

Repairs and overhauls 
carried out 

P.Z.L. Sales 
and Service 

Barograph Calibration centre 

Write or phone: 

'Tanfield' 

Shobdon 


Nr. Leominster 

Herefordshire HR6 9LX 


Tel : 056·881·368 

(answering machine) 

STORCOMM 

TWO-WAY RADIO 

1lI7603 Air Set 

Each set fitted with all four gliding channels 
130.4,130.125,130.1 and 129.9. 

'Volmet' 128.6 optional on channel 4. 

* Full power transmitter with excellent 
speech qual ity. 

* Highly sensitive and selective receiver 
works both distant and close range. 

* Extremely rugged and reliable. 
* Full back-up service and spares available. 
* CAA and NATS approved. 

All radios supplied absolutely complete with 
easy fit connectors and all fittings. 
Details information, prices and full Technical 
Specifications FREE from 

GEORGE STOREY Tel. 0932784422 

H.T. C_municllliona, P.O. Box 4 


SUNBURY ON THAMES, Middlesex, 1W16 7TA 


SAILPLANE & GLIDING 



PHIL HAWKINS 


BIG 

or. 

The day didn't seem 
promising but Phil Hawkins 
had his Sights set on 
Diamond distance 

Phil started gliding 
in 1974, has Sliver 
and Gold badges 
and twice won the 
Enstone Regionals 
Sport Class. He 
now fties a Mini 
Nimbus so it may 
be some time 
before he can try a 
750km in a 
Standard Class 
glider. 

The queue of gliders on Keevil runway at 
1.45pm on May 27,1'990, was 1not an encourag
ing sight from 1400ft, I have to say. Presumably 
Keevil pilots are as adept as any, and it would 
have been nice to see them dotted around the sky 
rather than in l ine astern at Oft. I had just rounded 
Westbury chimney in ghastly sink and had 
become stuck in a patch of zero right above 
their heads. 

The chimney was the first TP of a 500km task 
from Weston on the Green. I liked flying the ASW
19, but I didn't think I had much chance of doing 
my Diamond distance on this particular day.Well , 
how would you feel if: 
1) You had missed the previous two days which 
had both been 500km-able. 
2) Your first leg had been in the blue, and all the 
cumulus seemed to be at the other end of the 
country. 
3) You hadn't started until 1230. 

I had rather burnt my boats heading for Keevil 
in the hope that their local soarers would hel p me 
out, but there weren 't any! Luckily by flying into 
wind I found a better thermal bubble in the wake 
of the first, and this got me back to the high 
ground and better thermals. 

The second leg up to Bedford was in gradually 
improving conditions. Clouds were visible in the 
far distance from around Membury, but I didn't 
reach them until Milton Keynes. TP2 was at 
Bromham about two miles west of Bedford. 
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where the A428 trunk road crosses the river 
Ouse. Heading west after that the sun was in my 
eyes and the visibility was poor, but for the 
moment I was enjoying myself. 

Olney, Chipping Warden and Stratford passed 
by very quickly. These long high glides were a 
good opportunity to relax and have a drink. I was 
hungry but hadn't yet eaten my sandwich : I had 
promised it to myself if I reached Ludlow. 
However, conditions were changing again and I 
began to feel concerned about the amount of 
cloud development. The visibility had deteriorated 
so badly that at times the whole sky seemed to be 
filled with solid cloud and the ground was 
noticeably darker. It was reaching the stage 
where I knew from experience that some pilots 
would have given up, but maybe I have the 
advantage of persistence. 

A long way off track to the left, towards Wor
cester, I saw a large ragged black cloud. I turned 
for it, hoping that it would give me plenty of height 
to find Ludlow. Fortunately there was strong lift 
here to the highest point of the day - 7000ft. I 
estimated that Ludlow was 20nm away on a 3000 

course and set off at 60kt for a 20min glide. The 
ground from this height was barely visible in 
the haze. 

Virtually on cue a large town appeared dimly 
ahead, but the road and railway patterns didn't 
look right and there was no castle to be seen. I 
didn't take long to realise that this was 
Leominster and I was about 9 miles south of 
where I should have been. Perhaps the compass 
needs adjusting! The sky was a bit brighter here 
but generally speaking it looked rather dead. The 
only cloud mass visible (you wouldn't have de
scribed it as a single cloud) was to the north-west 
and I headed for that to top up my height. 

II spoke to Chris Reynolds on the radio, local 
soaring at Oxford in his Skylark 4. I told him I 
hadn't yet been round Ludlow, but I didn't tell him 
the reason, which was faulty navigation. I also 
heard from Jane Randle flying her Nimbus out of 
Aston Down, who told me that conditions ar Wor
cester were still good. 

The hanging edge was 
frothy and rimmed 
with riSing tendrils 

Following a curving path more and more 
northwards towards Ludlow I wandered under
neath the blackest parts of the cloud but could 
not immediately find any lift. Then I noticed that 
the hanging edge of the cloud to my left was 
frothy and rimmed with rising tendrils, dark 
against the sun-bright haze in the background. I 
made an abrupt 90 0 left tum and within a few 
seconds there was 8kt of lift. This took me to just 
over 6000ft once more and I knew that I just had 
to follow the cloud north-eastwards until Ludlow 
came into view. The last ramparts of this enor
mous floating structure in the sky coincided with 
the end of the hill as it sloped down to Ludlow 
ahead. The correlation was not lost on me. 

The cloud was like a fertile island in an endless 
grey ocean. I took advantage of the last dark 
edge to climb to 6800ft before venturing out in 
the calm air beyond. The sandy brown castle at 

Ludlow was clearly visible now~and I took my 
pictures. 

At last I could eat my sandwich! Cruising 
homewards I munched it gratefully as if savour
ing a hard-won trophy. The sky ahead was quite 
grey for a while but gradually some weak looking 
lumps of cumulus came into view. All climbs were 
slow on the way home and I was staying high. 
The little gremlin on my shoulder whispered in my 
ear about landing at Bidford but I didn't need his 
advice. Eventually I had a comfortable final glide 
from 6200ft near Evesh~m. 

As the miles drifted by I was nervously measur
ing and remeasuring the remaining distance, but 
I need not have worried. As is usually the case I 
had lots of excess height which I burnt off in the 
last few miles after passing Enstone. Nearing 
home I detoured slightly to avoid over-flying the 
hangars, and then made a pretty good finish over 
Ithe heads of a small group of spectators at the 
launch point. At the risk of understating the 
obvious Ican report that this was quite a nice feel
ing! My task time was 6hrs 46min for a handicap 
speed of 83.2Skm/h. The flight was worth over 
3000 ladder points. 

I believe that every flight should teach you 
something and this one taught me two things: 
1) It is a complete myth that you need thermals by 
lOam and fair-weather cumulus all day long in 
order to complete a task of this size. 
2) On a day which does start early and provides 
more uniform distribution of clouds in the classic 
pattern, 750km is possible in a Standard Class 
glider. I shall do it. II 

COF A OVERHAULS 
TO ALL TYPES OF SAILPLANES 

FULL TIME SENIOR INSPECTOR 

JOHN SMOKER 
9 ANSON WAY 


BICESTER, OXON 

Tel: Bicester 0869 245422 


RESTORATIONS 
and repairs to wooden gliders 

of all ages a speciality 

SKIDS 
Laminated ash skids 


for most of the 

popular gliders supplied 


from stock. 

Others made to order 


FABRIC 
Ceconite Fabric any 

Quantity supplied 
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BGA & GENERAL NEWS======= 


S&G YEARBOOK 
The 1991 S&G Yearbook, which is a cross be
tween a gliding, reference book and a 7th, but 
much larger, issue of S&G, will be available 
from the BGA towards the end of April at 
£3.50 with free postage for S&G subscribers. 
Alternatively, clubs may order it in bulk at the 
same generous discount rates offered by the 
BGA shop. 

It will be vital reading to get you ready for 
the season with the annual records, statistics 
and an airspace update as well as having a 
good mix of articles from some of our top 
writers. 

Make sure of getting your copy now, either 
through your club or the BGA. 

PHILIP WILLS MEMORIAL FUND 
Several recent loans to gliding clubs having 
temporarily reduced the fund, the Trustees 
were particularly delighted at a recent gesture 
from the Cotswold GC. 

Cotswold members were grateful to receive 
financial assistance from the fund in 1981 
when they were buying the freehold of Aston 
Down and the original loan has now been fully 
repaid by the club. Members have now 
decided to acknowledge their gratitude by 
making, a donation of £1 .00 each to the fund 
for the next five years based on the number of 
members in the club on September 30 each 
year. 

This gesture is much appreciated by the 
Trustees of the fund who hope that other clubs 
who have benefited from loans may feel that 
this is a suitable action to follow. 
Barry Rolfe, BGA administrator 

BGA LIST OF TPs AND CLUB SITES 
The Competitions and Badges Committee has 
produced a consolidated list of Turning Points, 
formed by amalgamating several lists from in
dividual clubs. The list gives grid references, 
lal/long, and a description of each point, and 
also includes BGA club sites. This is being 
sent by the BGA office to all member clubs, 
and the list will be revised and circulated each 
March. 

Use of TPs on the list is entirely voluntary 
and pilots and clubs retain absolute freedom 
to use other points, subject to the rules on air
space and taking other air activities into 
account. 

One advantage will be that the BGA list will 
be used for on a number of computer pro
grammes which calculate distances and leg 
percentages (generally USing grid references 
and Pythagoras for distance in kilometres). The 
BGA badge and record checkers will use such 
a programme in order to speed the processing 
of claims using TPs and sites on the list. Such 
programmes may also be on general sale to 
interested Clubs and pilots. 

In addition, copies of the list will be available 
in Word Perfect 5.0/5.1 , ASCII and maybe 
other systems, to clubs and individuals who 
can provide the BGA with a 3.5in floppy disc 
and the postage for return. The list can then 
be adjusted locally to contain the TPs and 
sites required for particular activities such as 
competitions or club tasks. 
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As the system develops, it may be possible 
to produce photocopies of A3 or A4 size TP 
briefing sheets for pilots, with current 
photographs of the TP. In any case, a standard 
list will make it easier to share such infor
mation between clubs to avoid duplication of 
work. 

It is hoped that the list, which will contain 
about 500 TPs and sites in England, Scotland 
and Wales, will be a help to cross-country 
pilots, clubs and competition organisers. 
Ian Strachan, chairman of BGA Competitions 
and Badges Committee 

WOMEN IN GLIDING 
Because they feel that some women find the 
idea of gliding daunting, and this may be 
exacerbated by male chauvinism, the recently 
formed Women In Gliding Working Group are 
experimenting with some special courses for 
women. They are from May 13-17 at Dartmoor 
GC (contact Karon Corley on 0752 848278); 
June 3-7 and July 22-26 at Coventry GC (con
tact Harry Middleton on 0858 880429); August 
5-9 and September 2-6 at London GC (con
tact Liz Veysey on 0582 663419): August 11
17 at Derby & Lancs GC (contact John 
McKenzie on 0298 871270) and August 27
30 at the Midland GC (contact the course sec
retary on 058 861' 206). 

Some clubs may be able to offer child mind
ing facilities. 

We are sending a questionnaire to as many 
women pilots or ex-pilots as we can track 
down to find out their training requirements 
and what help they need to make better pro
gress. If you don't get a copy, please speak to 
your club secretary. 
Diana King, chairman of the Working Group 

IMPROVING AIRMISS REPORTING 
An airmiss report should be made whenever a 
pilot considers his aircraft has been 
endangered by the proximity of another; to the 
extent of risking a collision. 

The primary reason for investigating airmiss 
reports is to determine the cause of an inci
dent, leading to action to reduce the possibility 
of a recurrence, or worse, a collision. The con
clusions reached by the Joint Airmiss Working 
Group have no legal Significance and 
anonymity is preserved throughout the inves
tigation. When completed the pilots involved, 
or their clubs, are advised of the findings and 
any remedial action taken. 

Prompt airmiss reporting is vital if the other 

BGA ANNUAL STATISTICS 

1983 1984 
Clubs 95 96 
Flying Members 9550 9669 
Ctub two-seaters 239 229 
Club singte-seaters 205 206 
Privately owned gliders 1189 1180 
Launches (in thousands) 402 457 
Hours flown (in thousands) 123 146 
Gliding certificates issued 1898 1859 
Bronze badges issued 430 446 
Silver badges issued 223 296 
Gold badges issued 58 76 

~ 

aircraft is to be traced. If in radio contact with 
an air traffic unit report to them at once or, if 
not pOSSible, telephone straight after landing. 
Either call the nearest ATS unit or Freephone 
2.230 (on Monday for a weekend inCident) to 
speak to AIS (MIL) at LATCC West Drayton 
who will start trace action at once and tell the 
Joint Airmiss Section (JAS). Follow up with a 
written report on form CA 1094 to JAS within 
seven days. In all reports use GMT (UTC is the 
same) as an hour adrift fouled up tracing 
several times in 1990. 

The address for JAS is on the CA 1094 but if 
you haven't a form or have any other queries, 
ring them in working hours on 0895 76-121, 
122 or 125 or use their fax on 0895 16124 
and leave a message. 
John Maitland, chairman of the Joint Ainniss 
Working Group 

LAUNCH SIGNALS 
Max Bacon recently suggested at the BGA 
Executive that the preferred method of Signall
ing to winch or towcar drivers or tug pilots 
should be by land line or radio as appropriate. 
Whilst most aspects of gliding operations have 
been improved by modern technology, in the 
UK the use of bats and flashing lights for 
signalling from the launch point remain 
unaltered from the 1930s. 

Although these methods are inherently 
simple, confusions can arise in some light con
ditions and accidents have occurred when the 
winch driver may not have appreciated a 
signal has been changed to "Stop". 

Some countries in Europe insist on voice 
launch signals and RfT is used widely in the 
USA, so perhaps it is time to revise our ideas 
in Britain. 

If you have views of the subject, please write 
to the editorial office at Cambridge, marking 
the envelope "Launch signals" and we will 
send them on to Max. 

INTER-UNIVERSITY TASK WEEK 
Following last year's very successful event, 
Bristol University GC are again hosting the 
task week at Nympsfield from July 21-27. 

This is a friendly, low key competition with 
the emphasis on meeting other student glider 
pilots and having lots of fun. Any students at 
UK universities, polytechniCS and colleges of 
higher education are eligible and two-seater 
entries are actively encouraged with non

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 
99 99 99 96 99 101 

9999 9845 10121 9892 10296 10586 
264 267 274 275 278 280 
223 211 249 228 242 242 

1277 1300 1303 1375 1434 1508 
407 433 449 420 487 452 
153 145 151 144 192 170 

1625 1522 1706 1373 1719 1368 
419 384 433 423 519 471 
261 240 222 204 418 282 

75 54 59 53 82 116 
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student Pis to give cross-country training and 
experience. 

For further details contact Chris White, Cap
tain, Bristol University Gliding Club, Athletic 
Union, University of Bristol Union, Queens 
Road, Clifton, Bristol BS8 1 LN. 

EUROPEAN WOMEN'S 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 
The European Women's Gliding Cham
pionships are to be held at HusbandS 
Bosworth from August 3-18 with the week 
before as the practise period. 

A number of countries may need to hire a 
Standard or 15 Metre glider and if anyone is 
prepared to loan their glider would they please 
contact John Cadman on 021 455 7433. 

AN INVITATION FROM POLAND 
Std Jantar pilots are invited to the Polish Aero 
Club's One Design Soaring Competition at 
Leszno Soaring Centre, western Poland, from 
June 2-15. 
~hey are asking for 500hrs and offer a two

week package which includes a loan of the 
aircraft, aerotows, retrieving, food and accom
modation on the airfield. The competition aims 
to be fun and friendly. For further details apply 
to the Leszno Soaring Centre. 

COMPETITION BARTERING 
Any private owner interested in competing in 
the booming prairie-like conditions of the great 
Hungarian plain this summer might like to res
pond to an appeal from the recenUy formed 
Hungarian Gliding Federation, which has now 
taken over from the former government-linked 
body which ran the sport ,in Communist days. 

The Federation is anxious to enter as many 
as four pilots in the European Women's Cham
pionship at Husbands' Bosworth, for which the 
practice week begins on August 3 and which 
runs to August 17. But it is strapped for hard 
currency so is making barter offers to obtain 

Edited by JOHN SHIPLEY, BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY 
Chairman, BGA Safety Panel 
Compiled by David Wright 

Dale PiloVCrewReI Glider 
BGA No. Damage Time PlaceNo. Type Age InJury Hrs 

111 Bocian N 29.7.90 Kee\lil 39 N 
1400 P2 0 N 

P2 Hew a normal winch launch until release when the glider started to oscillate wildly with pre-stall buttet. P 1 look control and started a gentle lum while 
hofding lull forward slick to keep flying speed. After a loud bang from the tail, normal control was resumed. A second cable had hung up on the tail skid lug. 
The guiJIotine failed to cut the cable. 

112 Fauvel1e 2617 WIO 11.8.90 Lyveden 42 95 
1405 

This was a fatal accident. The pUOI signalled lake-up slack and suddenly found himself being launched. The glider was seen 10 rotate into the climb Ihen Ihe 
cable went slack and back released ataboul50tt. The glider's nose was not lowered for several seconds and it then stalled inlo Iheground. Signal con
fuSion had lead 10 an ear1y "all oul". 

113 Blanik 2263 WIO 11.8.90 Culdr,,"e 62 M 285 
1630 P2 36 S 0 

P 1 flew upwInd of the airfield, possibly to show P2 her house. and became 100 low to return to the airfield. A field was chosen and during the approach to the 
field Ihe glider entereel a spin and crashed from aboul 50ft. 

114 Puchacz 2854 WiO 4.8.90 Usk 34 F 1545 
1205 P2 46 S 495 

This fatal accident occurred during an inslruC10r training flight. The glider was seen in a continuous spin from 1400ft agl until impaC1. From about 700ft it 
was seen to oscillate in pilch and yaw. This normally occurs jusl prior to spin SlOPping. HowENer. in this case il continued to the ground. 

115 K·13 M 12.8.90 Wormlnglord 45 N 
1548 P2 26 N 

Fo*lowing a normal landing Pl was discussing turning techniques while moving Ihe stick when he noticed that full movement was not available. Inspection 
revealed a broken fuselage longeroo Just fQfWard of the tail skid. The tube was 3/4 rusted through and this was not seen during the DI due to the 
fabric covering. 

116 T-2 1B 1000 14.7.90 Gamston 52 N 470 
1400 P2 43 N o 

In a crosswind the cable broke at about 1 Ski during awinch launch. The glider ran on its nose skid at an angle despite PI using full rudder. Just before com
ing to rest the skid hit a raised section of runway concrete and broke the front mount bracket. This bracket was found to have been previously 
repaired. 

117 Berglalke 4 2993 M 7.8.90 Rivar Hill 37 N I I 5 
2100 P2 0 N 0 

In failing light, about 20min atter sunset. the PI decided that this flight was to be the last and chose to land near the hangar. As the glider sklwed down It 
struck a grey open trailer wh6ch the piklt had not seen u.ntll too ta'8. _ _ _ _ _ ___________________ 

118 L-Spatz 3407 WIO 2.7.90 Anckwer Down 44 N 14 
1700 

During Competition Enlerpri:se, his first Silver distance aMempt, the pilot had to make his lirst field tanding and chose a meadow surrounded by trees. He 
madea sideslip approach, normal on this type. but flew base leg too close In. Speed was also allowed to build up and so he found hecoutd nol land. He then 
pulled up. tried to tum but hit a tree and crashed. 

119 K-2B 3569 WiO 12.8.90 Edge Hill 59 s 21 
1105 

When tuming on to base leg the pilot found he was too high to land short of a glider that had just had a failed winch launch and so did an S tum to loseheighl. 
He then encountered turbulence which made him lose futl control. He crashed into a steeply sloping lield and was seriously injured. 

120 Pegasus 3599 M 1.8.90 Husbands Bosworth 34 N 105 
1430 

This was to be the pilot's firs! night on type and, atter a briefing, took an aerotow launch. Shortly after becoming airborne the glider drifted to one side and 
high, CorrecHng this Iheglider touched the ground and bounced higher. After hiMing hard and bouncing again the cable back released and the gtiderlanded 
in an adjacent field . .. 

Rough winds have shaken the Darling Buds 

of May (and April!) sufficient to arouse even 

the most in ,temperate ancient aviators. They 

rush to the BGA Shop for all the latest glid

ing books and accessories to make the most 

of another glorious summers day - or some

thing like that. 

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION 

SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE1 7ZB 

or ask us la send you aur complele soles 1;51 Telephone 0533 531051 
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Lrecent years, we've become better known for that are not in our line ofwork. Give us a repair job of 
our experience in glass fibre composite materials than tubular steel constmction or involving wood, plywood, 
for our long held skills in more traditional wood, steel fabric, glue or modern GRP materials, and we are ~ 
tube and fabric constmction repair work. Yet our really in our element. We handle everything from 
repair support is behind a large number ofgliders, minor repairs to major rebuilds. 
motor gliders and light aircraft constmcted in these It is traditional as well as modern GRP skills that 
materials, whose owner/operators bring them to have helped to win Chiltern CAA, PFA, BGA and 
Chiltern for service and repair. recently our AQAP 4 approval. Equipping us to accept 

After all, our policy ofconsistently high quality work at most levels and to maintain ~ 
work, backed by our comprehensive stock ofparts and affordable prices. ¥,,~\L E:~ 
materials and a customer protection policy with full So don't flyaway with the idea Q(IJ -

product liability cover, is a comfort whatever your that Chiltern are only at home with ~: , . ""7: I.~ S 
aircraft is made o£ composites. We like to exercise our 1~~ ,-,+. 


To enable us to maintain these high standards, we other skills, and its worth talking to ES 


do not accept work on sheet alloy or aluminium us when you have a service need or Th best. 

d k· . c. h . 11 c . .. kill . bi 	 And It shows.stresse s m arrcraIt, were reparrs ca lOr nVltmg s s a reparr pro em. 

Booker Airfield. Nr. Marlow. Bucks, SL 7 lOR. 0494 445854 (works) or 0865 890517 
(outside office hours). Access and Barclaycard accepted with pleasure 

Not.surprisi~gly, there .are 
hnnts to Chdterl! repaIr 

support se!v~ce. 

~ij \q~ 

Mainspar Spigot 

change modification. 


REPAIR. S ERVICE & S I'ARES SI II'I'ORT FO R: CROB. SlIIUBf: & 1I0 1· F:l1Ai' ,Expert service  CA A Approval No AMR1286 	 RANGE O F GI.I OERS. i\JOTORGU[)tR' A ' I) I.I GIH AIR 'R FT. Tosr 
ACO:SSORIES & lIMllAnl Er.'CI'I[S. E ' 1' .RU-:NO:O IN OVF.:lUIMJL. ER In: &at competitive prices. MOD AQAP 4 Approval No. 3lHCOI 
REPAIR O F MOST OTHER TVI' . 
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the use of up to four competitive 15m or Stan
dard Class machines. Leading pilot will be Ilona 
"Ica" Benke, who has all three Diamonds, over 
3500hrs in gliders and has previously flown in 
three European championships - at home, jn 
Jugoslavia and in the USSR. 

The Hungarians will not require crewing or 
vehicular support for any gliders loaned. In 
retum, owners making aircraft available can 
choose one of two options. The Federation is 
offering the free use of a Jantar 26 or Std 
Jantar for two weeks at the big 6cseny com
petition in southern Hungary, from August 9. 
(In this event last year no fewer than 28 
750km tasks and 75 of 500km were com
peted in only two days, which may qualify for 
a Guinness mention. A car and crew will also 
be provided - all the obliging British pilot 
needs do is fly over with toothbrush and all 
else will be arranged. 

Alternatively, he or she may opt to take their 
own glider to Hungary to fly in the Pre
European Champs (which will also incorporate 
the Hungarian Nationals) at the huge airfield of 
Szeged, also in southern Hungary, from July 
19 to August 3. In this case, all entry fees and 
aerotow charges will be waived and free 
accommodation with all meals provided for the 
partiCipating pilot and a partner. 

Offers can be made direct to Ilona at: 1016 
Budapest, Aladar utca 18, 111/5, Hungary, by 
post, or by fax on (36) 1 1663 430. Further 
details from Bob Rodwell on 0232 790666 
(fax: 0232 792996), who was asked to relay 
this appeal while on a wave expedition to 
Hungary in January. 

COVENTRY GC'S EXPEDITION 
As mentioned in the last issue, p56, Coventry 
GC are hosting an Alpine task week at 
Kempton, Bavaria from May 5-18 in the han
dicapped Classes for mountain novices and 
pundits. There are still a few places left and 
anyone interested should contact Nick Hac
kett, tel 0509 890469. 

SAILPLANE 

& ENG. 


SERVICES LTD. 

C's of A 


REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE 

STEEL TUBE & WOODEN AIC 


FOR SALE 

DART 17R £7550 


K-4 TWO-SEATER £2300 


WRITE OR PHONE: 

KEN BLAKE 

BUXTON 24365 
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Date Pilot/Crew Rei Glider 
8GA No. Damage Time Place

No. Type Age Injury Hrs 

121 Nimbus. 2 2243 S7 31.7.90 8asingstoke 48 N 3233 
1600 

Af1:er a cros.so-country lIighllhe pilot had \0 make a field landing. The landing, in a grass field was normal until the rtght w ing suddenty dropped and 
caused a vlc.nf groundloop, damaging the glider. The pilol found thai although all walerbaHasl had gone from the lef1 wing, the right stili 
contained water. 

122 ASW·2o.. 2551 W /O 7.8.90 N, Long Mynd 50 641 
1800 

This was a fatal accidenl due to the ehwator not being connected. After a shallow Winch launch the glider flew unusually low and fast along the ridge 
with occaSiona.1pull ups before diving into trees. The locking pin was found on its string and there was no sign of it being fitted on this flight. (00 we have 
independent rigging and positive control checks?) 

123 K-13 1650 M 18.8.90 Us!< 28 N 3JO 
1230 P2 25 N 124 

PI pulled a simulated cable break at 250ft and P2 started an S tum up wind. PI took control as he realised that he had to land in the overshoot field. This was 
done successful1 until, at the roundabout a sheep ran in front of_lhe :.l,.:..:,' . nd hil_lhe ,a,.:_ane_. _________________ :...g ide_ :...,.:_ :... _ _ _ iIDl _ _

124 Falke M/GG-AYYK S? 31.7.90 Perranporth 63 N 1150 
1530 P2 40 N 0 

After a norma/landing the motor glider was back track.ing to the threshold when the pilot heard a scraping noise from the mainwheel. Before he could stop 
th e mainwheellocked and the aircraft tipped on to its nose, shattering the propeller. The two halves of the wheel had separated, due to wear in the circlip 
retaining groove and bearing collapse. 

125 StdCirrus 1915 M 11.8.90 Doddington 41 N "70 
1430 

After attempting to ridge soar the pilOI had 10 make a fietd landing and chosea large stubble field. He decided to land "wlth Ihe cut" aJlhough this was at 45 0 

10 the wind and this would not normally present problems. However, as he tanded the glider's tail tifted and groundlooped. (Wheel brake applied in 
the crosswind?) 

126 Skyla<1< 38 870 N 29.7.90 Parllam 50 N 30 
1813 

The piiot joined the circuit after seeIng another Skylark join ahead. Flying a fast, wide circuit he caught If up from bEMow and behind. All ClOft on linals, in look
ing in towards the field , he had failed to see the traffic. Theother pilot took avoiding action to the left. closed the brakes, turned away trom trees and landed to 
the right of the glider. 

127 DG'202'1 7c 2910 S 17.8.90 Ledwell .Oxon 41 N 5 10 
1726 

After ftying Into light rain the pilot had to land In a field. Concerned about the effect of weI wings the ptlot appears not to have used land flap and kept his 
speed up. He found that an undershoot was developing so increased speed but as the pi~t pul~d up to clear the hedge a htgh speed stall developed 
and he hit it and cf"ashed Inyerted. 

128 Pegasus and LS, 7 2936 M 14.7.90 Newbury 35 N 832 
1800 

This mid-air collision took ptace at 1200tt during a competition. There were four aucraft shanng a weak thermal when one pilOt lOst sight of the 
glider below him. This appeared rising in front of him and his left wing hit the ot her glider's rudder. The other pilot was told by radio at the extent 
of the damage. 

129 K'8e 2435 M B.8.90 North Weald 54 N 1.5 
1615 

Aher a norma/landing the glider hit a manhole cover and damaged the nose skid mountings. The manhole had been recently installed and had been left with 
soh ground around it with the cover proud of grass level. This had since been rectlfted. 

130 Bi;a.e 3404 M 26.7.90 Galewood 55 N 983 
1459 P2 16 N 0 

AfterenSllring Ihe canopy locks were secure the pilot commenced the aerotow. At about 100tt there was a bang as the canopy trame appears to have failed, 
The tug had 10 release because of the increased drag and the glider landed salely in a field. The canopy frame had been made of rather rtimsy glass-fibre 
and this had now been replaced by metal frame. 

131 Skyla<1< 4 1095 M 7.8.90 Nr Chepstow 27 N 58 
1530 

After a normal approach and circuit the glider was landed normally in the cut com field. However, the left wing dropped as the ground speed lett and struck 8 
Slone that had been hidden by the slraw. This damaged the wing 0 box. 

132 Neukam Elfe-32 3374 S? 10.8.90 Morndge 44 N 5~ 
1738 

The winch driver was briefed on the characteristics of thegUder prior to the launch. The iaunch started slow and as the pilot "held Ihe nose down" to indicate 
this the lightly loaded winch ran at high rpm but the glider still did not climb. The pilot pulled off at about 150ft and landed on rough ground next to the land ' 
ing strip causing serious damage. 

133 IS· 290 2030 M 12.8.90 Lyveden 44 N 550 
1600 

The pilot decided thaI the winch launch was 100 slow so pulled ott al about SOft. A firm landing was made with loero flap and during this the undercarriage 
collapsed. The over centre stop bar had failed at a weld. 

134 K· 13 S 23.8.90 Partlam 63 N 1779 
1805 P2 63 N 93 

PI pulled a simulated cable break at 70ft on the wmch launch and P2 lowered the nose to land straight ahead. At the same time he also opened the air
brake. and the glider descended rapidty In a Hmi-staUed conditton. P1 had difficulty closing the atrbrakes quickly enough 10 prevent a heavy landing. 

135 K·21 287 1 M 25.8.90 Dunstable 34 N 
1030 P2 0 N 

The gilder was being towed to the launCh point by a tractor. As it waS belng manually pulled up a slight Slope into hne the left wingtip hit and damaged 
another glider's rudder. 

136 K· 13 3493 S1 31.7.90 Dunstable 51 N 275 
1840 P2 23 N a 

PI flew Ihe approach at about 45"t uSing airbrakes until he began 10 round out at abou-l4Okt. The calm conditions and upsloping landing area combined 
with low aIrspeed resulted in the glider dropping heaVily on to the ground. The undercarriage collapsed and the fuselage structure was also 
damaged. 

137 K·21 2612 M 25.7.90 Dunstable 0 N 
0915 

The holiday course member was asked by his instructor to reverse the tractor up 10 the glider's tail ready to tow 11!0 the launch point. Going down a slope the 
driver put his foot on the brakes but could not stop the tractor, or tum away, before hitting the rudder. 

138 K·23 2997 M 29.7.90 Ounslable 26 N 13 

After a normal approach in turbulent conditions, when there were restrictions on early solo flYing, the pilot touched down hard and bounced. The brakes 

__'e c'0~ 10 _________~d_lhe gl;de__ 1 _e g____. no_ _ _own. ~e'~ _meS befOCe commg IO ,eS1. '"w~________P'~la s~' __ _ ____' hi_1h_~'ound _ _ s. d ________I i ______ _____~____________________________ 
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THE NEW LZ3 "SUPER BLANIK" FROM CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

A superb trainer 

All metal construction 
Easy ground handling .. 
Empty weight 310kgs 

Fully instrumented 

Certified to]R ZZ and OSTN-X 


Delivery ex-s tock 

or within 4-1 Z weeks 


Demonstra tor available 

SOLE UK AGENT - PETER CLIFFORD & Co., 
15 Home Farm, Cl'owmanh GlfIom, WalliDgford, Oxon, OXIO BEL. Tel: 049139316/680420 Fax 049139316 

LAK-12 
From Lithuania - a new sailplane for the Western market: 
20.5m span - 2 piece wing - flaps. 
Rbreglass & carbon fibre construction. 
Max LID 48: 1 Tail dolly etc. Rigging aids 
Fully instrumented 42 gallons water ballast Full C of A. 
Superb fibreglass trailer Empty weight: 820lb 

Ideal for cross-country minded individuals and clubs 
Price: £18,400 plus freight & VAT. Delivery: 2-4 weeks 

Demonstrator available, contact agents: 

BALTIC SAILPLANES Ltd. 

Bahlc Sa.~ Ltd., 48 The Woodlands, Market Haroorough, 

leIcnt.,.hlra L.E18 7BW 

Tel: 0858 487723; 053685552 (office hours); 0536 81777 (evenings) 


(P.S. WatchoutforLAK 17 (15-17m "apped) available mid 1991. Send now lor Techn ical 
Data Sheet. GET YOUR NAME ON THE LIST SOONl) 

EB80: THE GLIDER PILOT PARACHUTE OF THE NINETIES 
• Competitive price includes travel ling bag 

• Designed and built for long-duration comfort 

• Clean, contour-styled pack and harness giving snag-free cockpit entry-egress 

• State-of-the-art, fast opening canopy w ith optional steering 

• Chosen by the RAF for ATC cadet glider training 

For details contact: 

Sales Department, IRVIN GREAT BRITAIN LIMITED 
Letchw orth, Herts SG6 1 EU 
Tel: ((462) 482000 Fax {0462} 482007 Telex: 82198 (IRVLET G) 

Master the elements: 

with the Ultra-Pro Weather Station ,, 


Ultra-Pro Weather Stations give pilots all the vital information 
they need at, a glance. Features include: wind direction, wind . <• • 
speed, wind gusting, barometric pressure, time of day, outside 
temperature, maximum and minimum temperatures, dew 
pOint, rajnfal~ hours of sunshine, all clearly presented 
in a superb mahogany and glass cabinet. 
Units are powered by mains, 12 V or 24 V. 

CALL: (0926) 420200 orFAX: (0926) 450366 lor more details, or write to: 

Ultra·Pro, Toolcraft Building. Queensway Trading Estate, Leamington Spa CV31 3LX 
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BGA & GENERAL NEWS 

GLIDING FOR THE YOUNG 

Young British pilots are again invited to join 
the subsidised gliding courses run by the Ger
man Aero Club's youth organisation for 16 to 
25 year-olds at Hirzenhain, near Marburg. If 
you would like more details, write to S&G 
enclosing a sae. 

CAPTAIN TED STARK 
It is with great sadness we report the death of 
Ted Stark after a long illness. I first came 
across Ted when we were serving together in 
an Army unit in Shropshire. Our mutual 
interest in gliding became clear when we met 
on a very wind swept bungy point at the Long 
Mynd. 

I had done a bit of gliding, but Ted was then 
working his way up through the Tutor stage. 
He was clearly destined for high office, as he 
managed to land the Tutor on ,the only tree on 
the Mynd! Joining the Blue Skylark 2 syndi
cate with Colonel Geoffrey Benson and 
Charles Green, he quickly established himself 
in the competition field. 

During the 1950s and 60s, when the Army 
Gliding Association took part in strength in 
those glorious Easter rallies from the Mynd, 
Ted was always there helping, encouraging 
and organising. His skill in public relations, 
became evident during the time that he, 
together with others, were marooned in the 
Mynd clubhouse in December - even The 
Times ran a report on this episode. 

Ted flew for many years in the Nationals as 
a member of the Army team. He was a 
dedicated pilot and meticulous in everything 
he did - he was always "fettling" his aircraft. 
As the AGA developed with the setting up of 
Army gliding clubs at Watchfield and 
Netheravon, Ted was always energetic and 
resourceful in ensuring that these projects 
were carried out efficiently. 

Ted was a well known character throughout 
the gliding movement and we have lost a 
friend and an officer to whom the AGA owes a 
great deal. 
TED SHEPHERD 

GLIDING 
CEIRTI,FICATES 
ALL THREE DIAMONDS 
No. Name Club 1990 
339 Richie, Edwina lasham 7.8 
340 Smart. A. M. B. Bannerdown 7.8 
341 Phillips. D. J. Lasham 7.8 
342 St Pierre. A. H. G. Yorkshire 18.8 
343 Le Coyle, J. W. Vale of WH 2.9 
344 Arthur. E. A. Norfolk 17.9 
345 Hawkins, R. W. Southdown 17.9 
346 Reading, P. T. Lasham 28.9 
347 Rice, J. W. Trent Valley 28.9 
348 Bradney. of . G. Surrey & Hants 28.9 
349 Aveting, A. R. Lasham 28.9 
350 Gardner, O. H. Cotswold 4.10 

DIAMOND DISTANCE 
No. Name Club 1990 
t / 51 0 Winning, E. J. Vale of WH 6.8 
1/511 Richie, Edwina Lasham 7.8 

April/May 1991 

Date Pilot/Crew-
BGA Nc. Damage Time Place

Ref Glider 
No. Type Age Injury Hrs 

13Q Olympia 419x 1051 M 31 .7.90 Ueweni Pare 42 N 89 

Dunng the winch launch the pilot found that the rudder was jammed. A circuil was flown. al a higher speed than normal, and during the approach the pilot 
was told by radio that his lail skid had lallen off. The g lider was landed safely. The fairing had jammed the rudder. 

140 Vega Sport 2792 S 5.8.90 Lleweni Pare 43 M 325 
1410 

The pilot dnfted too far downwind in broken lift. He then realised that il was nol wort<ing so headed back. Encountering sink he could nol make the airfield 
and the nearest fields were small and surrounded by trees. He was seen to ny straight for the airfield al high speed. He landed short of the airfietd and went 
throu.gh a fence. 

141 Olympia 28 508 S 2.9.90 Waldershare Park 54 N 110? 
1435 

After an apparently normal approach the pilot hit sink and anepted 10 stretch the glide to clear part<ed aircraft. As a result the glider stalled at about 3ft and 
landed heavily tail lirst. breaking the rear fuselage and damaging the cockpit area. 

142 ASW·15A 3363 S? 5.7.90 Duxford 44 N 150 
1530 

The previous w inch launch had been aborted due to yaw but the glider ran into standing crop and rough ground. After an Inspection the glider wal 
launched again. The undercarriage collapsed after a lairly heavy landing. The forward bulkhead 10 which Ihe undercarriage was anached had s~it and 
was detached. 

143 Janl.r Sid 2 3282 M 27.8.90 Westbury 50 N 137 
1500 

The pilo! ~ected a large nat stubbte held and made a normal approach and gentle landing on the mainwheel. The undercarriage rolapsed and the glider 
came to a halt on its belly. A number of small pieces of rock and half a brick were lound in the wheel track. This was the second time the undercarriage 
has collapsed recentty. 

144 Olympia 2. 1059 M 21.8.90 Loog Mynd 53 N 300 
1511 

After get1ing low in weakening rid.ge lift the pilot turned to cross the ridge to the airfield. He found sink during Ihe tum and had to force land on rough ground. 
He could have tumed away from the field and made a landing in the valley. 

145 vega 2729 M? 2.9.90 Loog Mynd 65 N 435 

While soaring the pilot's leg started to ache. After losing the lift he joined the circuil but realised when he turned on to base leg that the wind had 
strengthened and he was too far downwind. He put on speed but encountered sink and landed short in bracken. groundlooped and cracked the 
fuselage. 

146 Pegasus 3561 M 20.8.90 Nr Loog Mynd 37 N 86 

While anempting a field landing the pilot crossed a hedge low and the tett wingtip touched a tree. This distraC1ed the pilot who then made a heavy landing 
which damaged the fuselage. 

147 K·8 M 29.7.90 Bum 50 N 27 
1830 

In detertoratlng weather an Inexpenencltd pilot was asked to make a hangar night. landing on the crosswind runway. After a normal flight the glider 
was hit byagustat about 300ft on the approach.He found thai he could not get back on track so made a 45" tum to land downwind on the main runway. The 
glider landed heavily and groundlooped. 

148 Skytarl< 3G 1016 WIO 13.9.90 Feshiebridge 44 N 234 
1100 

The aerotow rope was hooked on before the canopy was closed or the brakes locked while the pilot waited for a radio. When the tow commen
ced the airbrakes opened and the combination flew towards the hill. Off tow. sinking rapidly. he decided to make a dovmwind landing but could not make 
the l1e1d and stalled into trees. still with the brakes open. 

149 K· 7 S 1.9.90 Feshiebridge 46 N 
161 5 

While making figure 8 turns in weak hill lift the pilot found that he waa rapidly being blown Into a gully behind the hill. He tried to tum out of il but could 
not, so had 10 make a forced landing on the hillside. The right wing dropped. stalled. touched The ground and swung the glider around breaking the 
fuselage. 

150 Kestrel 1854 S 13.9.90 Portmoak 59 N 425 
1430 

The PIlot flew a curved approach on to the finals and Ihen. with landing flap and about half airbrake. encountered heavy sink. He did nol close lite airbrakes 
or reduC6 flap and undershot into a fence. The right wing was broken off. 

151 K-10 5? 16.9.90 Gwemesny 40 N 46 
1520 

At the end 01 a 5hr night and close to the airfield the pilot Ioond he had to make a field landif1g. He overflew 8 good lIekt end chose to lend In a ameli one. After a 
cramped cirCUit he 10lXld he was too high so opened lully airbrakes. The glider Iosl speed and the pilot was \Jlable to avoid a heavy landing. The glider then 
grOlmdlooped. 

F= Falal; S",Senous: W/O =Write-ci.f; M = Minor; N= Nil. 

SCHEIBE "FALKE" SF25C 2000 

Superb Touring and Training 
Excellent Take-off Performance 
Improved Handling 
Classic Construction 
Tricycle under-carriage available 
Every School in Germany uses one 

SOARING EQUIPMENT LIMITED 

193 RUSSELL ROAD 


BIRMINGHAM B13 8RR 

Tel: 021-449-1121 Fax: 021-449-9855 
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BGA & GENERAL NEWS 


1/512 Smart, A. ~. B. Bannerdown 7.5 
1/513 Beer, C. N. Kent 7.8 
1/514 Phillips, D. J. Lasham 7.8 
1/515 Webber, P. G. Surrey & Hants 26.5 
1/516 Howes, N. J. Derby & Lancs 17.7 

(in Spain) 
1/517 St Pierre, A. H. G. Yorkshire 18.8 
1/518 Le Coyle, J. W. vale of WH 2.9 

(in Spain) 
1/519 Toon, R. J. Wrekin 7.8 

DIAMOND GOAL 
No. Name Club 1990 
2/ 1905 Large, R. J. Weiland 58 
2/ 1906 Pratt, D. J. Four Counties 6.8 
2/1907 Hams, T. D. Bicester 6.8 
2/ 1908 Thomson, I. R. Derby & Lancs 6.8 
211909 Pike. M.I. Fenland 7.8 
2/ 1910 Noad, S. Kent 7.8 
2/ 1911 Richie, Edwina Lasham 7.8 
2/1912 World, T. M. Portsmouth Naval 10.7 

(in France) 
2/ 1913 Owen, B H. Booker 7.8 
2/1914 Hibberd. Kiera Porismouth Naval 8.8 

(in France) 
2/1915 Williams, D. COlswold 8.8 

(in France) 
2/ 1916 Smith, R. G. Fenland 11.8 
2/1917 Webb, C. Anglia 12.8 
2/1918 Milchell, T. J. Booker 12.8 
211919 Fendt, R. S. M. Lasham 12.8 
2/ 1920 Marriott, R. J. Cranfield 12.8 
2/ 1921 Chamberlain, G. H. N. Rattlesden 12.8 
2/1922 Farmilo, Elizabeth Coventry 17.8 

(in France) 
2/1923 Burgoyne, P. Coventry 17.8 

(in France) 
2/ 1924 Boyd, R. Yorkshire 18.8 
211925 Wilson, F. Cotswold 17.8 

(in France) 
2/ 1926 Pilgrim, C. Bicester 30.8 

2/1927 Bailey, J. C. 
2/1928 Blundel, S. G. P. 
2/ 1929 Birch, M. J. 
2/1930 Brennan, P. M. 
2/1931 Mann, Judy 
2/1932 Keates. G. H. 
2/1933 Housden, S. R. 
2/ 1934 Burgoyne, R. S. 

2/ 1935 Baker, A. A. 
2/1936 Heys, P. J. 

DIAMOND HEIGHT 
No. Name 
3/965 Richie, Edwina 
3/966 McWilliam, J. 
3/967 Phillips. D. J. 
3/968 Angell, Julie 
3/969 Benson, M. J. 
3/970 Bradley, B. P. 
3/971 Brain, D. G. 
3/972 Towson. D. S. 
3/973 Arthur, G. A. 
3/974 Atkinson. Jill 
3/975 Danbury, A. J. 
3/976 Johns, R. S. 
3/977 Horsman, N. 
3/978 Gatfield, J.E. 
3/979 Mummery, R. C. 
3/980 Turner, Jane 
3/981 Kent, M. P. 
3/982 Pridal, Brenda 
3/983 Hinder, Sue 
3/984 Pringle . N. C. B. 
3/985 Stoward. R. R. 
3/986 Walker, R. A. 
3/987 Hawkins, 'R. W. 
3/988 Smilh, G. C. 
3/989 McCullagh, J. S. 
3/990 Cooper, R. J. 
3/991 Wren, D. J. 

Kent 
Herefordshire 
London 
Avon 
IBM (Lasham) 
Deeside 
Cotswold 
Colswold 
(in France) 
Lasham 
Phoenix 

Club 
Lasham 
Ulster 
Lasham 
Booker 
Lasham 
Cambridge Univ 
London 
Hereford 
Nortolk 
Lasham 
London 
Devon & Somerset 
Lasham 
London 
Lasham 
Soulhdown 
Lasham 
Lasham 
Lasham 
Lasham 
London 
Soulhdown 
Southdown 
Lasham 
Lasham 
Soulhdown 
Culdrose 

7.8 
30.8 

1.8 
8.9 
8.9 

17.9 
9.9 

17.8 

5.8 
6.5 

1990 
28.9 
1.11.89 

2.9 
8.10 

21.9 
2.9 

14.9 
14.9 
17.9 
17.9 
17.9 
14.9 
14.9 
18.9 
21.9 
21.9 
21 .9 
21.9 
21.9 
21.9 
21.9 
21 .9 
17.9 
28.9 
28.9 
28.9 
28.9 

3/992 Reading, P. T. Lasham 28.9 
3/993 Rice, J. W. Trent Valley 28.9 
3/994 Tierney, M. J. Trent Valley 28.9 
3/995 Williams, D. Essex 28.9 
3/996 Bradney, F. G. Surrey & Hants 28.9 
3/997 Rollason, J. A. Essex 28.9 
3/998 Aveling, A. R. Lasham 28.9 
3/999 Baker, A. A. Lasham 28.9 
3/ 1000 Wiliamson, M. B. Booker 4.10 
3/ 1001 Gardner, D. H. Colswold 4.10 
3/1002 Hindmarsh, G. J. Lasham 7.10 
(All but one of the heights were lIown at Aboyne. the last 
being at Fbrtmoak.) 

GOLD BADGE 
No. Name Club 1990 
1490 Pratt, D. J. Four Counties 6.8 
1491 Thompson, I. R. Derby & Lanes 6.8 
1492 Pike, M. I. Fenland 7.8 
1493 Noad, S. Kent 7.8 
1494 Richle, Edwina Lasham 28.9 
1495 Owen, B. H. Booker 7.8 
1496 Williams. D. Cotswold 8.8 
1497 Smith, R. G. Fenland 11.8 
1498 Mitchell, T. J. Booker 12.8 
1499 Fendt, R. S. M. Lasham 12.8 
1500 Marriolt, R. J. Cranfield 12.8 
1501 Chamberlain, G. H. N. Raltlesden 12.8 
1502 Falcke, G. Cambridge Univ 7.5 
1503 Phillips. D. J. Lasham 2.9 
1504 Wilson, F. Cotswold 17.8 
1505 Chalmers-Brown, D. Booker 20.8 
1506 Pilgrim, C. Bicester 30.8 
1507 Angell , Julie Booker 8.10 
1508 Roff-Jarrett, M. A. Surrey & Hants 14.9 
1509 Johns, R. S. Devon & Somerset 14.9 

GOLD DISTANCE 
Name Club 1990 
Gordon, J. S. Oxford 28.5 
Large, R. J . Weiland 5.8 

EW Barograph: A superb newly developed fully electronic barograph 

With the launch in early 89 in the UK, of our new digital barograph, EW Avionics have been surprised by the response to this exciting new product. 
Already units are being used by pilots at national competition level as well as regional level. Many badge claims have already been made with many 
pilots commenting that they probably WOUldn't have carried a barograph except for the convenience and user friendliness of the EW 

Barograph. 

No sealing Auto height scale selection to 1r2km 1 -255hrs recording time 
Light weight 225 gms Full camera and motor detection Multiple traces 
Calculator sized 150x80X30mm COl'I']puter analysis available 

At last a barograph small and light enough to fit into your pocket 

EW AVIONICS 
1st Floor, Green Jackets 'Building, 32 St Mary's Road, Ealing, London W5 5EU. Tel: 081-566-4122 

SUNTIGER SUNGLASSES 

• IMPROVE VISIBILITY IN HAZE. MAKE OTHER AIRCRAFT EASIER TO SEE • 

• IMPROVE CLOUD CONTRAST. ELIMINATE HARMFUL UV • 
"Sun tiger . _. sunglasses are the greatest contribution to airsafety for many years, .. these . . _sunglasses should 
be made mandatory for all pilots" 
(Comments by Diel< Johnson reported in PILOT. Feb. 1989) 

Used by many of the world's leading glider pilots - Ingo Renner and Hans Werner Grosse are two 
of our customers. 

We can supply glasses or clip-ons. For further details write to or telephone: 

SUNTIGER (EUROPE) LTD" 9 Knoll Road, Fleet, Hants GU13 8PR. Tel: (0252) 615365 or 


5 Hampton Close, London SW20 ORY. Tel: 081-947 4870 
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Pratl, D. J. 
Harris. T. O. 
Thompson, I. R. 
Pike, M. I. 
Noad, S. 
Owen, B. H. 
Hibberd, Kiera 

Williams, D. 

.. .Smith. R. G

White. M. D. 

Webb. C. 

Mitchell. T. J. 

Fendt. R. S. M. 

Marriott. R. J. 

Chamberlain. G. H. N. 

Falcke. G. 

Farmilo, Elizabelh 


Burgoyne. P. 

Wilson. F. 

Pilgrim, C. 
Bailey, J. C. 
Blundell. S. G. P. 
Birch. M. J. 
Brennan. P. M. 
Mann. Judy 

Keales, G. H. 
Housden. S. R. 
Burgoyne. R. S. 

Baker. A. A. 
Heys, P. J. 

GOLD HEIGHT 
Name 
Heriz·Smilh. N. 
Richie. Edwina 
Minary. M. W. 

Utlle. R. A. 

McWilliam. J. 

Phill ips. D. J. 

Chalmers-Brown. D. 

Currie. D. S. 

Meddens. L. 

Angell. j ulie 

Aikin. P. 


Jones. R. S. 

Roff·Jarretl. M. A. 

Johns. R. S. 

Davis. R. 

Arthur. E. A. 

Turrell, R. 

Horsman, N. 

Gartield. J. E. 

Mummery. R. C. 


Four Counties 
Bicester 
Derby & Lanes 
Fenland 
Kent 
Booker 
Portsmouth Naval 
(in France) 
Colswold 
(in France) 
Fenland 
Bum 
Anglia 
Booker 
Lasham 
Cranfield 
RatUesden 
Cambridge Univ 
Covenlry 
(in France) 
Covenlry 
(in France) 
Cots wold 
(in France) 
Bicester 
Kent 
Herefordshire 
London 
Avon 
(IBM (Lasham) 
(in France) 
Deeside 
Cotswold 
Colswold 
(in France) 
Lasham 
Phoenix 

Club 
Midland 
Lasham 
Clevelands 
Clevelands 
Uisier 
Lasham 
Booker 
Booker 
Booker 
Booker 
Cambridge Univ 
(in France) 
SGU 
Surrey & Hanls 
Devon & Somersel 
Northumbria 
Norloll< 
COlswold 
Lasham 
London 
Lasham 

6.8 
6.8 
6.8 
7.8 
7.8 
7.8 
8.8 

8.8 

11.8 
31 .7 
12.8 
12.8 
12.8 
12.8 
12.8 
7.5 

17.8 

17.8 

17.8 

30.8 
7.8 

30.8 
1.8 
8.9 
8.9 

17.9 
9.9 

t7.8 

5.8 
6.5 

1990 
5.8 

28.9 
12.8 
12.8 
1.11 
2.9 

20.8 
8.10 
4.10 
8.10 
7.8 

9.9 
14.9 
14.9 
17.9 
17.9 
17.9 
14.9 
18.9 
21.9 

• David 

Goodison 


INSTRUMENTS 


CALIBRATED, SERVICED 

AND REPAIRED 


PZL WINTER AND SMITHS 


CALIBRATIONS RETURNED 

WITHIN THE WEEK 


4 BROAOACRES AVENUE 

CARLTON, Nr. GOOLE 


NORTH HUMBERSIOE ON14 9NE 


Tel. GOOLE (0405) 860856 

April/May 1991 

Paddison, R. H. London 
Kefford, A. G. London 
Benson, M. J. Lasham 
Smith, G. C. Lasham 
Laylee, Ann Lasham 
Worrell, Nan Lasham 
Hayden, R. B. Essex 
Tierney, M. J . Trent Valley 
Williams. O. Essex 
Umbo R. J. Booker 
Matlhews. L R. East Sussex 
Aveling. A. R. Lasham 
Baker. A. A. Lasham 
Turner, S. M. P'boro & Spalding 
Cockburn, Jane Essex 
lealand. M. N. Booker 
Wrighl. J. S. Booker 
Cotler. S. D. Essex 
Darby. R. L. F. P'boro & Spalding 
Chaplin. G. Lasham 
Barrie-Smith. N. J. Lasham 
Sinc lair, D. A. Lasham 
Hindmarsh, Sheila Lasham 
Hindmarsh. G. J. Lasham 
Glennie. P. F. SGU 
Brown. S. Lasham 

SILVER BADGE 
No. Name Club 
8546 Martin. A. B. Pegasus 
8547 Vivian, D. J . Nortolk 
8548 Goodband, R. P.. Weiland 
8549 Brown. L. J. R. Coventry 
8550 Bennetl. D. R. Siratford on Avon 
855 t 
8552 

Minary. M. W. 
Kahn. D. L 

Clevelands 
London 

8553 
8554 

Pryce. J. M. 
Howeli. P. 

SGU 
London 

8555 
8556 
8557 
8558 

Thompson. M. C. 
Benson, M. J. 
Walker, E. R. 
Burton. M. 

London 
Lasham 
Colswold 
Brislol & Glos 

8559 Noble. G. Soulhdown 
8560 Hanks. R. Bristol & Glos 
8561 Minogue, Claire London 
8562 Beli. G. C. London 
8563 Oswald. D. G. H. SGU 
8564 Moore. K. C. Midland 
8565 
8566 
8567 

Crisp. L. D. 
Burgoyne. R. S. 
Ki rton, G. W. 

Avon 
COlswold 
Buckminster 

UK CROSS·COUNTRYDIPLOMA 
Complete 
Name Club 
Jones. R. A. Wrekin 
Bourne. D. R. Nene Valley 
Part 1 
Name Club 
Pryce. J. M. SGU 
Evans. M. Bicester 
While. C. J. Brislol & Glos 
Edwards. S. London 
Feliender. G. S. Cotswold 
Slone. R. C. London 
Entwistle. M. G. Buckminster 
Bell. G. C. London 
Noble,G. Soulhdown 
Barral. G. M. Oukeries 

21.9 
21.9 
21.9 
28.9 
28.9 
21 .9 
28.9 
28.9 
28.9 

1.10 
2.10 

28.9 
28.9 
3.1 0 
3. 10 
3.10 
4.10 
4.10 
4.10 
7. 10 
7.10 
7.10 
7.10 
7.10 
7. 10 
7.10 

1990 
15.5 
24.7 
5.8 
7.8 

10.9 
18.8 
12.8 
17.7 
21.9 
28.7 

1.9 
8.9 
9.9 
2.9 

18.11 
9.9 
7.9 

18.7 
27.9 
23.7.89 
17.8 
8.9 

1990 
8.9 
9.9 

1990 
19.7 
20.7 
20.7 
18.7 
7.8 
7.8 

12.8 
7.9 
9.9 

16.9 

USING THE VARCOM AS A 
BAROGRAPH 

Notes for Official Observers and 
Competition Organisers 
The Varcom vario system has within it a 
height/time recording facility (ie a barograph). 
The Varcom has now been approved for use in 
competitions (subject to the director's agree
ment) and for badge, diploma and UK record 
claims. 

These notes are intended to help compe
tition organisers and official observers use the 
system to give the evidence required. 

The Principles 
The Varcom 's barograph data is very hard to 

tamper with. It is self-sealing, so long as the 
0/0 actually watches the trace coming from a 

printer attached directly to the instrument. 
The requirements for badge and record 

claims are very simple. Those for competitions 
require some preparation, so that the trace 
need not be observed every day. Handing in 
one observed trace is enough to ensure that 
every trace came from the instrument installed 
in the glider . 

Procedure for using the Varcom in 
competitions 
1. The organisers must inspect the instrument 

before the first day's flying and ascertain the 

following: 

(a) The software version is acceptable (252 or 

above). 

(b)The difference between the Varcom's date 

and time, and official date and time. 

(C) The owner's 10 on the instrument. 

(d) A trace to give a hard copy record of the 

above. 

Either (b) or (c) may be changed at the 

organiser's request. 

2. Before each flight, the barograph must be 

cleared by the pilot (a) special function is 

available). 

3. After the flight, the pilot prints out the 

barograph trace and hands it into control. It 

does not have to be observed, but for an 0 /0 

to sign it they must watch it being produced. 

4. Control must verify that the trace contains: 

(a) The correct owner's 10. 

(b) f light and print dates and times corres
ponding to the day's flight. 

In addition, control may verify the fol/owing : 
(C) The barograph was cleared before the 
flight. 
(d) Any occurrence of invalid in history 
records is explained by agreed changes in 
owner 10 or the clock. 
(e) That the history ties up with previous 
traces. 

Of the above, (a) and (b) are essential. The 
others are added information which can later 
be referred to. 

If void appears on the trace, it means that 
the clock or the owner's 10 have been • 
changed. This may requ ire explanation and/or 
penalties. 
5. The organisation may ask for an observed, 
repeat trace at any time until the end of next 
briefing. If it can not be produced, a suitable 
penalty may be awarded. To be "observed", an 
0 /0 must watch the trace being produced. 

For badge and ,record claims 
The official observer need take no action 
before the flight. 
The pilot should clear the barograph by the 
Varcom's function. 

After the flight, the % must: 
1. Witness a trace being produced from the 
Varcom. 
2. Ensure that the software version is 252 or 
above. 
3. Compare the time with the Varcom's clock. 
4. Accounting for discrepancies, verify the 
start and finish times on the trace with those 
claimed and that there are no landings in 
between. 
5. If the above is in order, the trace may be 
Signed and used like a Winter trace thereafter. 
EO JOHNSTON, National Ladder Steward a 
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Copy and photographs for the June

July issue of S&G should be sent to the 

Editor, 281 Queen Edith's Way, Cam

bridge CB1 4NH, tell 0223 247725, to 

arrive not later than April 16 and for the 

August-September issue to arrive not 

later than June 11. The fax number is 

also 0223 247725. 


GILLIAN BRYCE-SMITH 
February 12 

ANGLIA (RAF WaNisham) 
We have a thriving membership, good facilities 

and a club fleet of a Discus, Astir, K-8, two K-13s 

and three winches. We operate at weekends and 

welcome visitors. Our CFI is John Hicks. 

J.R.C. 

ANGUS (Arbroalh) 
Once again we were visited by New Year wave 
with soaring flights on the first day of the year. An 
engraved decanter was presented to Mike David
son, who has resigned as chairman, as a token of 
his good work over the years, and to Bill Buchan, 
our tireless technical wizard without whom we 
would never get airbome. Our new chairman is 
George Nelson who in 1990 celebrated 40 years 
of Hying T-21s. 

Congratulations to Bob Welch on his Bronze 
badge; Gordon Clark on gOing solo and Malcolm 
Watson, Martin Clark, Steve Ingram, Jim Forbes 
and Alex Mcinnes on Bronze legs, Malcolm and 
Martin having recently gone solo. 
O.P. 

AVON (Bidford) 
Despite the snow and gales we had good wint
er's soaring, operating on a six day week basis 
instead of our usual seven. With the improved 
drainage, the field stayed in good condition. 

The new hangar was commissioned with 
space for an extra 12 gliders and tugs and a new 
extension to the clubhouse, to take the pool table, 
was opened. 

Congratulations to the winter solo pilots 
including Andy Scafe and David Lloyd. 

There are still a few vacancies for the cross
country course on May 13-17 and we are taking 
bookings for the annual expedition to Chauvigny 
from June 7-22. The Feshiebridge trip is in 
danger of being oversubscribed. 
R.Y. 

BATH & WILTS (Keevil Airfield) 
We are negotiating a move to a splendid 1400 
yard hill top site with ridges on two sides. 
Hopefully the planners will be kind to us. 

The Gulf was hasn't affected us directly as a 
MoD site but Bannerdown have dropped out of 
the South West Inter-Club League. However, we 
welcome Vale of White Horse GC. 

The Bronze and pre-solo courses have con
tinued through the winter despite the weather, 
with unwavering enthusiasm and solos by James 
King and Dave Gibson, Dave in a minimum num
ber of nights to set a club record. Well done. 
B.H. 

eric Shore (left) being presented with a decanter and glasses from Leslie Hill, chairman of the 
Devon & Somerset GC (see report). 

Gary Uvings of lWo Rivers GC after going solo on his 16th birthday. 

Above: Lee Gorley of Four Counties GC who went solo three days after his 16th birthday with 
his instructor, Bob Rae, at the front. Lee's father, Trevor, is standing on the right next to his 
grandfather, Malcolm, and they both soloed on their 16th birthdays. Below: Doug Sadler of 
Coventry GC with the control wagon he helped to build. 
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BLACK MOUNTAINS (Talgar1h) 
We are under a foot of snow but looking forward 
to the season with many expeditions booked. 

Congratulations to Tony Burton on reaching 
24500ft in SW wave over Brecon and Bill 
Morgan on his Gold height. 
J.P.G. 

BORDERS (Galewood) 
Our wave weeks in November produced three 
Diamond climbs and generated so much interest 
we hope to have two weeks in October and!wo in 
November. Congratulations to Andy Henderson 
who gained a Gold height. 

We have delayed buying a club two-seater in 
case the Gulf situation affected interest rates and 
fuel availability - one benefit though has been the 
lack of low Hying military aircraft! 

Bad weather curtailed Hying during December 
and early January but although we only had ten 
flights on one Saturday 24hrs were flown. The 
following Sunday gave wave up to 11 000ft. 
A.J.B. 

BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE (Nympsfield) 
We are hosting ·the Western Regionals and 
University task week. We have out of season 
soaring on our ridges with frequent flights of 
200km. 

Our new accommodation is revamped for the 
season - fully central heated and with more dou-

Below: Reflections. A fascinating photo
graph by Bill Barwell of Lasharn GC which 
would have made our cover had it b een the 
right shape. 

Our photograph is of Stratford on Avon GC's 
ex Air Cadet syndicate owned T-21 with the 
beautiful 1/6th scale model Iby Neil Camp
bell. 

ble bedrooms, we believe, than any other 
British club! 
HE 

BRITISH FORCES GERMANY (RAF Bruggen) 
Now that running courses for the army adven
turous training scheme has taken precedence 
over weekend activities, our name has been 
changed from Eagle GC to the British Forces 
Germany Gliding Centre. 

In 1990 six courses at Achmer airfield near 
Osnabruck resulted in 37 solos, Liz Schwarzer, 
Neill Cockburn, Pete Cant and Adrian Scar
borough completing Bronze legs. 

Brian Trotter, a new instructor, has been 
seconded to Achmer as a permanent member 

which should be a great help. More than half the 
members are at the Gulf but a small group 
operates at weekends and a full summer course 
programme is planned. All helpers are 
welcome. 
E.p. 

BUCKMINSTER (Saltby Airfield) 
Congratulations to Russell Cheetham (all three 
Diamonds); Mike Entwistle (Part 1 of the 100km 
diploma) and Martin Looms (going solo). 

The Rallye has had its annual, thanks to Phil 
Walsh and Dave Upton, and the K·1 3 is back 
after its little accident. 

Wednesday flying this winter has been very 
successful and we will operate seven days a 
week in May with the start of summer courses. 

Nottingham University, part of our cl.ub for 
many years, has now joined Syerston - we wish 
them well. Nottingham Polytechnic continues to .. 



Grob G103 Twin III A ero built to 
Grob high standards for spring 
1989 delivery 
Excellent for basic training through to 
performance training 

Send for details: 

JOHN A DAMS 
SOARING (OXFORD) LTD 
Hoo Mill, Ingestre, Stafford 
Tel: 0889-881495 FAX 0889 882189 

NOW APPROVED BY 
UK Importers 
Peter Clifford & Company 
as sale UK Repair Agent 

(Pro;,.. T. Cox) 

for all Blanik Sailplanes 
HIGH QUALITY SPECiAlIST WORK IN 
Glassfibre, carbon, kevlar, wood and metal inc. alloy 
All types of repair undertaken - Motor glider engine approval 

Kestrel/Libelle aileron drive rebuilds, also rudder drive NOT testing 
Full machining facilities for oversize wing pins, axles, control rods etc. 

Phone or write 
Tony Cox (Senior Inspector) LLOYDS APPROVED 
18 Stanton Harcourt Road CAA APPROVED COMPANY 

Witney, Oxon OX8 6LD 0993774892 anytime AI19182189 

JOHN EDWARDS 
BGA Senior Inspector 

C ofA Inspections 

Repairs & Restorations 


Watermill Industrial Estate 
Aspcnden Road . Buntingford 

Herts. SG9 91S 
Tel : 0763 71612 (works) 

0763 89460 (home) 

The Sabre-AAV range 
of oxygen equipment. 
for gliders 

mask set 

t 630 litre 2000 psi 

2. 630 litre portable 

3. 540 litre 3000 psi 

4. 370 litre 2000 psi 

5. 540 or 370 litre portable 

6. 230 litre 2000 psi 

7. 230 litre portable 

Exclusively dislrib
utedby 

U. Z1 A VIA TlON 

LIMITED ~ 
Unit 25, Banksid '. 

Oxford e, Kldlington
Telephone (08 OX51JE 
~ 65) 841441 ( 
ax (0865) 842495 ( 24 hours) 

24 hours) 
We are ope

MondaY-Frida n to callers: 
Saturday y 0930-1830 h 
Other times by .1030-1230 h;s. 
~ apPOintment pleas s. 

l...--________--=~.qISL ~ [§i • 
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fly with us and we thank them for their 
support. 
DH 

Obituary - Richard Tomlinson 
It is with deep regret that we record the death of 
Richard Tomlinson, son of Ray, one of our 
instructors, and Dorothy. 

Richard, a 21 year-old solo pilot who was full of 
promise, died as a result of a motor accident. Our 
deepest sympathy goes to Dorothy and Ray. 
Buckminster GC 

BURN (Burn Airfield) 
Our recently acquired K-21 is popular and our 
two winches have been restored and given a 
major overhaul. 

The Christmas dinner was a great success 
with a record attendance enjoying the panto
mime, "Robin Hood". 
D.G.K. 

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY (Dux ford) 
We now have planning permission for all our 
buildings, and the hangar and Romney huts have 
been dismantled ready for erection at Gransden 
Lodge, which now looks like an airfield with the 
grass runways becoming established. However, 
our move is unlikely before late summer. 

Congratulations on going solo to John Watson, 
Michael Mcintyre and Julian Bayford. 
J.L.B. 

CLEVELANDS (RAF Dishforth) 
Not a good winter; Christmas was all wind with 
little wave and we are now snowed in and 
reduced to tobogganing on old glider skids! At 
least some have done their Bronze papers. 

Congratulations to our chairman, Gp Capt 
Peter Gooding, on his rapid solo and also 
(belatedly) to Dennis Renton. 
JP 

COTSWOLD (Aston Down) 
Geoff Lloyd is our new chairman with Mike Bar
ney as the new secretary, Fraser Wilson as tech 
member air and Bill Dalimer, 7th member. We 
thank the retiring committee members for their 
hard work. Ex-chairman Chris Clarke was pre
sented with a pair of binoculars in recognition of 
his outstanding efforts. 

Two members have BGA awards - Ed 
Johnston the Weekend Ladder trophy and Ger
alyn Macfadyen the California in England trophy 
for the longest flight by a woman in the UK in 
1990. 
G.M. 

COVENTRY (Husbands Bosworth) 
Prizes were awarded at our annual dinner to 
Keith Nurcombe, Paul Crabb, Mal Guard, Ron 
Davidson, Carl Buzzard, Di Spalding, Les Craw
ford, Colin Bigwood, Alan Kangurs, Nick Hackett, 
Andrew Spalding, Doug Sadler and Liz and 
Dave Farmillo. 

Our task week will be from May 25 to June 2 
and visitors are very welcome. 

We have a new Junior and a Puchacz in our 
fleet and a new sight on the airfield is "Doug's 
Diner", our new control wagon built by Doug 
Sadler and others. 

April/May 1991 

Saturday nights are being enlivened with 
regular quizzes. Our AGM will be on April 20 in 
the clubhouse. We thank Di Spalding for the 
many years she has compiled our club news 
she retires from the job this month. 
T.C.W. 

CRUSADERS (Cyprus) 
Our refurbished Falke has a red, white and blue 
scheme. Ian Foster has gone solo, we welcome 
Mark Minary from Clevelands and John Morris 
is back. 

The Christmas party was well attended and 
very enjoyable. 
A.D.S. 

DARTMOOR (Brentor) 
At the annual dinner Paul Rowell was awarded 
the trophy for most improvement and Dick Toop 
for the biggest contribution - he planned and 
supervised the clearing of rough moorland, laid 
drains and tons of concrete foundations for the 
hangar. Don Puttock, who sadly is leaving Devon, 
was given a tankard in thanks for his tireless work 
as an instructor. And we thank the tiny band, like 
Dick, whose skill and hard work in all weathers 
make it possible for the other 90% to fly. 

Andy Coles and Alan Wright have gone solo 
and we have another club glider on the way. 
F.G.M 

DEESIDE (Aboyne Airfield) 
We are now on Telefax with the fax No. the same 
as the workshop - 03398 85236. 

Congratulations to Marcel Zeestaten on gOing 
solo and Ian Robertson on finally completing his 
Bronze some 25 years after going solo - he did 
have a break of 20 years! 

f o encourage junior members we have 
introduced free glider time for 15 to 17 year-olds. 
Our famous blue Capstan has been sold and is 
going south while an Aboyne syndicate has 
bought our Open Cirrus. Mike Law is our resident 
instructor after a sabbatical in Australia. 

We finally have permission for sign posting at 
our entrance and half a mile each side of the 
site. 
GD. 

DEVON & SOMERSET (North Hill) 
We had interesting and enjoyable flying in 
January with good ridge and thermal soaring. 

At our December AGM eloquent tribute was 
paid to our preSident, Eric Shore, on his retire
ment after more than 25 years as treasurer. He is 
also a tug pilol. We are grateful for his tireless and 
capable tending of our finances and his astute 
guidance. The presentation (see photo on p98) 
was a small token of our appreciation. 

Prizes were awarded to Sarah Baldwin (best 
progress); Dave Reilly (best cross-country/ 
Comp placing/Club Ladder); Rex Grayling (best 
wood cross-country) ; Ian Mitchell (best 300km 
attempt, an O/R to Lasham); Peter Craggs and 
Rod Ward (winning the task week); Tom Towers 
and Tim Gardner (Two-seater trophy) and Brian 
Weare was the "Wily Old Bird". 

Our first home-grown all three Diamonds pilot, 
Mike Fairclough, received a speCial award and to 
make up for the cancelled Enterprise prizegiving, 

John Bally received the Ente~prise Challenge 
plate as jOint winner with Dave Reilly. 

Another immaculate DG-300 has arrived and 
more K-6s brings their total to seven. The task 
week is from August 12-17. Come and join us. 
/'oX 

EAST SUSSEX (Ringmer) 
We had a quiet winter with just the ticking over of 
training. Congratulations to David Shepherd, 
Ross Clifton and John Dove who have gone solo 
as a result. 
LM 

ESSEX & SUFFOLK (Worming ford) 
In anticipation of our revised operations, we have 
l1ired a winch. Our Tost winch should be com
pleted for this season and the Condor is being 
refurbished before being sold. 

Peter Codd now has a Kestrel 19 and Mervyn 
Gooch and Martin Field are awaiting their 
LAK-12. Congratulations to Brian Maclain and 
Doug Gray on going solo. 

As a result of our restrictions, we have flown on 
various Sundays at Rid.gewell. Membership con
tinues to grow despite the site problems and poor 
weather. 
c.J.P. 

FENLAND (RAFGSA) 
We had a very successful year meeting our 
launch target and having five first solos. Notable 
achievements included Ron Smith's 300km to 
complete his Gold badge, followed by Diamond 
height, and Rhod Evan's 500km and Diamond 
height to be the first name on our Diamond bell 
for all three Diamond pilots. 

Paraplegic Gary Bennett now has a specially 
modified K-6E in which he gained his Silver 
badge, UK Cross-Country diploma and we've got 
our K-1 3 back! Gary's exploits were in the 
newspaper and resulted in Ms A. Musk foresak
ing her wheelchair for a glider and we warmly 
welcome her. 

Mick Owen is now the aircraft member and 
Ken Sharp the MT member. We have two double 
drum winches and a single drum winch . We sold 
a retired winch and a tractor to buy a Land-Rover 
for towing. 

We hope to move very soon from RAF Marham 
to RAF Swanton Morley, north of East Dereham. 
To -our members in the Gulf, we wish luck and a 
safe return. 
MI.P. 

FOUR COUNTIES (RAF SYERSTON) 
We had a good year with many badge claims. 
Our CFoI, Ben Beniston, is a senior regional 
examiner and Alan Garrity (now in the Gulf) is 
representing the UK at the Junior Europeans. 

We have many first solos and special con
gratulations to Lee Gorley who went solo three 
days after his 16th birthday - both his father and 
his grandfather soloed on their 16th birthdays. 

We welcome Nottingham UniverSity GC on 
their move to Syerston. We held an instructors' 
course over Christmas/New Year and presented 
the annua'i awards on New Year's eve. Con
gratulations to them all . 
~a ~ 
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Muscle men rig Trent Valley GC's K-7. 

GLYNDWR (Denbigh) 
The winter gales damaged some gliders in their 
trailers but during the lesser windy periods we 
have had some excellent ridge soaring. After our 
first year the site's potential is proven. 

Robert Vaughan has his AEI rating. 
T.K. 

GRAMPIAN (By Laurencekirk) 
We had the happy experience of our first solo 
flight at Grampian, by Dave Smith. Con
gratulations also to AI Eddy, CFI, on gaining all 
three Diamonds. 

We have a money making scheme planned 
and know the glider we will buy. The Capstan 
continues to give sterling service. 
R.J.S. 

~ : ••~'!' Ji - •. '.. • ; 
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Chris Edkins of Stratford on Avon GC photo
graphed by his mother before his first solo in 
the K-13. 

HEREFORDSHIRE (Shobdon) 
We had a number of good height gains recently 
with Mike Dodd and Les Kaye going to 1'6oooft 
on what, from the ground, seemed a very 
unpromising day. In December John Warbey got 
to 17 oooft. We have a wave week in March with 
the London GC visiting. 

We have spare launch capacity, especially at 
this time of year, and visitors are always 
welcome. 
R.P. 

Obituary - Brian Sedgwick 
Brian died at the end of January after a short ill
ness. In addition to being our treasurer he was an 
enthusiastic tug pilot and a popular instructor. 

His gentle personality may have belied the 

passion he felt for flying, but his unselfish, helpful 
spirit was obvious to all. 

The suddenness of his death has been a great 
shock to everyone at Shobdon and we extend 
our sympathy to Shirley, his wife, and to his 
family. 
Roy Palmer 

KENT (Challock) 
A series of Bronze badge lectures have been well 
attended. We have a task week in August, 
neighbouring clubs being welcome. 

Another turbo Ventus and an Astir from a Ser
vice club in Germany have increased our syndi
cate fleet. 
A.R.V. 

LAKES (Walney Airfield) 
We were delighted to welcome our new presi
dent, Noel Davies, chief executive of Vickers 
Shipbuilding & Engineering, our friendly land
lords, at our very successful annual dinner. He 
succeeds the late Sir Len Renshaw. Among the 
cup winners was our hard-working secretary/ 
treasurer, Dick Redhead, who collected two. 

Jason Fleming and Philip Gilbert have gone 
solo. We had some interesting February wave 
flights with Neil Braithwaite reaching 10 500ft in 
the club K-6. Weare hopeful the summer courses 
will again be well supported. 
G.J. 

LASHAM (Lasham Airfield) 
We have had an excellent year of progress. Mem
bership has increased and we have upgraded 
our training fleet with a K-21 and another K-13. 
Our chairman, Tony Mattin, is retiring after seven 
years' dedicated, hard work. He has never 
missed a committee meeting and we have 
appreciated his valuable direction and service. 
M. T.C. 

MARCHING TON (Marching ton Airfield) 
Following the sale of our site last year we are 
moving to a temporary site at Tatenhill. It has been 
necessary to buy a hangar and clubroom and a 
K-23 and a DG-5oo are to be added to the fleet, 
the DG delivery scheduled for May when it will be 
the first in the UK. Meanwhile we continue to 
search for a permanent site. 

An influx of new members has increased 
activities - congratulations to Dave Evett on 
going solo. 

Obituary - Alf Newman 
It is with great sadness that we learnt of the sud
den death of All Newman on December 8. 

All's cheerful and helpful presence will be 
greatly missed on the airfield. A former member 
of Stratford GC, All joined Marchington four years 
ago and was one of the faithful, always ready to 
DI at the start of the day and help pack the hangar 
at the end. Our sympathies go to his wife. 
A.Roberts 
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MENDIP (Halesland Airfield) 
Congratulations on going solo to Sally Carter, 
Mel Smith, Pete Dunlop, George Whitcombe
Smith, Rob Ware and Roy Millward and to Mike 
Ponting on his Bronze badge. 

Our Christmas dinner was well attended and 
very successful. 

In January Dave Townend (the elder) reached 
13000 launches, achieved in ATC and club glid
ing. He is now our safety officer. 

We have installed a generator for a permanent 
power supply and are looking into the feasibility 
of sinking a borehole to give us our own water 
supply. 

A syndicate Falke will be available for club use 
and field landing training and Peter Turner, CFI, 
has his SLMGPPL. Our second Bocian should 
be here in mid February. 

Our new ploughed and re-seeded strip should 
be operational by Easter, which should ease the 
strain on both aircraft and instructors' backs. 
T.A.D.H. 

Open cockpit in February? Mary Meagher 
and Paul Gibbs risk frostbite in the 
Shenington GC's T-21. 

MIDLAND (Long Mynd) 
We celebrated Christmas with a fine lunch for 
about 60 members and members from Imperial 
College, Surrey & Hants and Booker helped us 
see in the New year. One intrepid hang glider 
pilot soared in the New Year in brilliant moonlight 
and a gentle westerly. 

We have continued weekend flying throughout 
the winter. with the exception of two. Simon 
Adlard and Jonathan Ballard took a K-21 to 
10oo0ft in wave on December 23. Soloes were 
achieved by Jonathan Blackhurt, Richard Hinley, 
Lucy Underwood, Jim Wotton-Davies, John 
Warren, Sid Glazzard, Guy Hartland, Richard 
Swift and Simon Jackson. 
A.RE 

NENE VALLEY (RAF Upwood) 
The Christmas dinner was most enjoyable. Chair
man, Roger Emms, has planned a club visit to 
RAF Cranwell in March and CFI, Horace Bryant, 
is running Bronze badge classes. 

Congratulations to Gary Evans, Graig 
Gorowsky and Mel Bain on going solo. 
RE 
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NEWARK & NOTTS (Win thorpe) 

The annual shutdown for refurbishing aU equip

ment is thankfully over. The parachute storage 

cupboard built by Andy Summerfield and Dave 

Kassube is a work of art and Dan Goldsworthy 

has improved the kitchen electrics. 


Congratulations to Roger Starling on his full 
Cat. We are hoping to get a second K-8. 
M.A. 

NORFOLK (Tibenham) 
Great efforts have been made on the runways 
and general environs. There is a great clubhouse 
improvement with Terry Jeffery taking over the 
catering and caretaking. 

Our bonfire and Christmas parties were winter 
highlights. We are hosting the Eastern Regionals 
from May 18-26 and there are still some 
spaces. 
R.J.H. 

NORTHUMBRIA (Currock Hill) 
We have a suspended ceiling in the clubhouse 
thanks to Rob Thompson, Alan Scot1 and 
helpers. Work also continues on painting, install
ing new lighting and improving workshop 
facilities. 

Generally poor flying weather has been 
relieved by some good wave days. On December 
23 the club two-seaters, the Pirat and several 
privately owned aircraft were at 10-11 Oooft in 
superb wave which stretched for many miles. A 
fortnight later Martin Fellis and Kevin Clements 
achieved 13000ft in the K-7. 

Our new Puchacz two-seater is being fit1ed 
with instruments. 
RD. 

OXFORD (Weston on the Green) 
Members are fettling a second-hand motor 
caravan to replace our launch point caravan and 
a replacement Land-Rover for on-field duties. 

We congratulate Gary Smith and Andrew 
Bames on going solo. We have a Mini Nimbus 
syndicate on site. 
FB. 

PETERBOROUGH & SPALDING (Crowland) 

Cs of A on the club fleet are proceeding apace 

and the blue Bocian has recovered from its mis

hapl Tony Fidler has bought a pret1y K-6E. 

M.J. 

PORTSMOUTH NAVAL (Lee-on-Solent) 
Congratulations on going solo to Michael Ren
dall and Caroline and Nigel Gilkes, our fifth hus
band and wife team to show that gliding can be a 
family sport. 

December saw a successful Christmas dinner
dance, and the opening of our new clubhouse 
after much effort by members, led by Martin 
Heneghan. Our thanks also to John Hale who 
prepared a computer system for club flying 
statistics which now produces a competitive 
soaring ladder, annual summaries for individual 
pilots and much else. 
Y.c. 

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION (Portmoak) 
Roy Dalling has set1led in as our professional 
CFI. Many thanks to Brian Scougall for filling the 

April/ May 1991 

gap. We welcome Graham Niven as our course 
assistant/tug pilot for the season and the new 
winch will soon be operational. Book your 
autumn wave expedition nowl 
M.J.R. 

SHALBOURNE (Rivar Hill) 
Geoff Nicholls retired as chairman at the AGM 
our thanks to him for all the time and effort he put 
into the club. The annual dinner was a great suc
cess and our thanks to the organiser, Gillian 
Brind. 

We have expeditions, a task week, the Inter
Club League, AEI training and an ab-inilio course 
planned for this season. 
S.e.O. 

SHENINGTON (Edge Hil/ Airfield) 
After a troubled end to flying in early 1990, a new 
club was formed by some members of the old 
club. Flying started again last April, initially with a 
club K-2 and syndicate gliders launched by a tug 
from Avon. 

Now, after hard work, we have a olub K-7 and 
T-21 , atug and an excellent twin drum winch built 
by Graham Colledge. He modified a tractor unit of 
an articulated lorry and Dick Strat1on, BGA chief 
technical officer, considers it the best home built 
winch he has seen. 

Two successful Saturday morning ab-inilio 
courses resulted in new members. Peter Roberts, 
Alan Seeds and Adrian ludlow have gone solo. 
Membership has increased substantially and 
facilities are constantly improving with another 
two-seater planned. 

Our thanks to several people for their help and 
hard work in forming the club and making 1990 
very successful after a difficult beginning. 
G.C. 

STAFFORDSHIRE (Morridge) 
Charles Wiggins has succeeded Colin Ratcliffe 
as CFI. Congratulations to Charles and many 
thanks to Colin for his services - good luck in 
France. 

Part of our workshop is being converted to a 
clubroom and bunkroom. We are grateful for the 
efforts of the building crew. 

Well done to Ted Hobby on his Silver height 
and to Chris Harris on his instructor's rating. 

Additional midweek flying on Friday nights has 
been arranged from April to September and club 
expeditions are being considered. 
K.A. 

STRATFORD ON AVON (Snitterlield Airfield) 
We saw 1990 out with a special flying day to get 
16 year-old Chris Edkins solo on his birthday. He 
has now converted to the K-8 and is flying the 
syndicate T-21. Chris was also featured on our 
local radio highlighting youth enterprise. Well 
done also to David Johnson on going solo. 

The club K-21 is a real winner. The K-7 has 
been sold to Dartmoor GC. 
HG.W. 

TRENT VAI,..LEY (Kirton in Lindsey) 
Malcolm Carpenter, whose photograph was in 
the June issue, p152, died in December after a 

long illness. He spent many hours watching at 
Kirton before jOining us in 1979. 

In his wheelchair or invalid car our legless pilot 
became the regular signalman. His frustrations 
were countered in 1987 when John Cook adap
ted the rudder controls of the K-13. Malcolm then 
demonstrated his undoubted skill by gaining a 
Bronze leg on his second solo flight. 

This year is our 25th and we invite all our 
friends and old members to fly with us. We plan to 
have some special events. 
M.P.G. 

TWO RIVERS (RAF Laarbruch) 
Congratulations to Nigel Hobbs and Chris Gilbert 
on becoming instructors. We wish all the best to 
Barney, Gary Livings and John Hill who are in the 
Gulf. Gary's son Richard went solo on his 16th 
birthday on Christmas Day. 

The Laarbruch mini Camp is May 18-20 and all 
entries are welcome. Contact Ian Smith on Laar
bruch Mil 5712 or 01049 2837 9472. 

Our new K-13 arrives in March and two 
members have an ASW-22. 
L.F. 

ULSTER (Bel/arena) 
A high pOint was the weekend with Derek Piggot1 
who capped 8hrs of Ilectures and discussion with 
an enormously entertaining speech at the annual 
dinner. We were also visited by a large group 
from the Dublin GC who plan to come to our 
Easter week. Mainland pilots who fancy an early 
holiday near a very nice ridge would also be 
made very welcome. 

We are giving the Capstan its C of A and the tug 
has gone away for its annual. 
B.T. 

UPWARD BOUND TRUST (Aylesbury/Thame 
Airfield) 
This is our 30th year at Haddenham and 50 years 
since the Glider Pilot Regiment started flying here 
with Kirby Kites and Tiger Moths. We are cele
brating both occasions on April 27 by inviting 
everyone who had anything to do with the Trust to 
the airfield. For more information contact Peter 
Chamberlain, 32 Fyne Drive, Linslade, Leighton 
Buzzard, Beds LU7 7YQ, tel 0525 378901. 
P.e. 

VINTAGE NEWS 
The 18th International Vintage Rally will be at 
Schaffhausen, Switzerland from July 13-20 and 
the Rendez Vous Rally at W1ichtersberg, near 
Calw in the Black Forest, from July 7-1 2. 

As it is get1ing difficult to find large enough 
sites for the International Rally, this year the num
ber of gliders will be restricted, preference being 
given to the oldest ones. 
C.w. 

WELLAND (Lyveden) 
The clubhouse has new floors, a re-tiled roof and 
is being re-wired. Our thanks to the helpers under 
the direction of Norman Martin. Erection of the 
hangar has been delayed awaiting calculations 
for strengthened steelwork. 

We have bought a K-8 from Switzerland to 
replace the L-Spatz, and two SF-27s have been .. 
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GLIDING HOLIDAYS 

IN ntE 


scomSH HIGHUlfDS 


ARGYll. & WEST HlGHLANIl GLIDI NG C ENTRE: 

Canne.! Ai rlield. Nonh Connl"! , 8 \' Oh'-1 l1. 

Argyll. S~o t land . Tel: Connt:! ((}hJ i 71) 24.1 

We o pr.:.ral!.= from Cunn",'1 A/F north or Ohan. (sec: 
Poolcys) launching g.liders fro m l400m runways into 

hrca thta king mounw in ~oi.l ring co nditions. 

I Or ~ Jay <':O llr~c:s April to Oi.:toh l.:f. Vbiti ng gl itler'\ ,-tnL! 
lugs WI.;"\ COl1ll' , 

ON!:: IlAY COLRS!:: £65 

FIVE: IlAY CO URSE FROM £260 


ACCOMMOIlAllON r .O.A. 


For ,.,~r(Jrmat;'m (lml fret' hrochures, ('ollf (1f"i . 

TRALEE BAY 

HOLIDAYS 


Phone 0631 72 255 

COME 

GLIDING 

with the 

CORNISH GLIDING CLUB 

Perranporth, Cornwall 


5 da)' Course. £180 
Ma)' 10 September 

ll nder BGA in strut: tors. Beginners wclco Ilh..'. 

Trevellas Air fie ld i s only one mil l' from 
Perranporth 's gold en sa nd". one of 
Cornwall 's favourite family holid ay centres. I 

RUTH PHILLIPS 
BOSWENS. WHEAL KITTY, ST. AGNES 

(0872) 552430 

added to the private owner fleet. Congratulations 
to Paul Warburton and Richard large on their AEI 
ratings. 
R.H.S. 

WEST WALES (Templeton Airlield) 
We are recovering from a pretty traumatic year 
when we were without a CFI and with an adminis 
tration of early solo pilots getting to grips with the 
world of gliding. We are now fortunate to have 
Neal East as CFI and Frank Dassens as DCFI- all 
happening within a month. 

We fly a K-7 conversion (K-1 0), a K-8 and T-21 
at our site near Tellby - Clai1< Gable flew Thun
derbolts from here! Our thanks to everyone who 
has helped. 
J.B.R. 

YORK GLIDING CENTRE (Rufforth Airlield) 
Ken Deane and Kevin Millar have gone solo, 
Kevin on his 16th birthday. We have had a series 
of useful talks on a wide range of subjects in con
junction with visits to the Leeds Weather Centre 
and Leeds Bradford Airport air traffic control. 
A.w. 

YORKSHIRE (SuNon Bank) 
We have replaced our 150 Super Cub with a 
second Pawnee and our 180 Super Cub is being 
overhauled and re-covered, giving us three tugs. 
The Falke has a new engine and our DG-200 is 
being replaced by a new DG-300. 

Our task week is from May 25 to June 2. 
CL a 
Please send all editorial contributions to the 
Cambridge address and not the BGA office. 

BOOKER 


All types of course from absolute beginners to 
experts. All aerotow launching for longer flights 
• We are open every day all year including 
summer evenings until sunset· Only 35 mins 

from London (M40 junction 4) 

Write or phone for our colour brochure: 

BOOKER GLIDING CLUB 
Wycombe Air Park, Marlow 


Bucks SL7 3DR 

Tel: 0494 442501 


IN RIDGE. THERMAL AND WAVE SOARING. 

Soar the Cotswolds and into the Welsh 
mountains. Come for a day or a week. 
C lubhouse' or caravan/camping 
accommodation. Holiday COurses. AEI 
courses by arrangement. Easy access 
M4/MS 
Details and brochure from: 
The Manager. Bristo l & Glonce,tc rshirc 
Gliding Club, Nympstield, 
Nr. Stonehouse. Glos . GLlO 3TX. 
~ 0453 86042/86006() 

BUCKMINSTER 
Open 7 da)'s a week May-September and ever)' 
weekend and Wednesda)' throughoul Ihe year. 

One to Ihe day courses a.'ailable from May to 
Septemher. tailored to meet your needs. 

Mini C ourses available at weekends unlil I pm 
where you will share a glider with Ihe same 
instructor and a maximum of fhe other 
students. 

Aerotow and Winch launches a"ailable and the 
Club neet eunsists uh "uehae,. K 13. Kg and K6. 

E.'e rybody welcome - you " 'i11 find us 5 miles 
sout h of Granlh.m a nd 3 miles wesl of tM AI . 

EAST MIDLANDS8udc,...,.., GlIdIng Club 
SllllbyAktfeId {Ilk CdnfhamJ, ~ 

lW. BII (05331 303804 
or IIIIIttIn (Of02I 307737 

The club is open to everyone. 

We winch and aerotow from Duxford through
out the year. mostly at weekends. We run 3 day 
" Introduction to Gliding Courses" in April. and 
full 5 day courses for Ab-/nitios and Solo pilots 
from the end of May to the end of August. 

For genera/ information write to 
The Secretary, Chris Sullivan 
10 Kentlngs, Comberton 
Cambridge CB3 7DT 
Tel. 0223-263480 

For Course details write to 
The Course Secretary 
PO Box 16, Royston, Herts SG8 7TY 
Tel. (0763) 208340 

COVENTRY 

GLIDING 


CLUB 


1-5 Day Courses for Ab-initio or 
early solo held each week, 
March-October 
Advanced Soaring or Cross 
Country Courses held May-
September 
Field Landing and AEI Courses 
also available 
Visiting pilots on summer camp 
welcome by appointment 

COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB 

Husbands Bosworth Airlield . Lutterworth 


Leics. LE17 6JJ 

Tel : (0858) 880521 . (0858) 880429 


KENT GLIDING CLUB 


Challock, 
Ashford, 
Kent 
TN25 4DR 

Courses available for beginners 
and early solo pilots, April to 
October. Inclusive of instruction, 
meals and 
fully licensed clubhouse. 

accommodation in 

For FREE 
phone: 

brochure, write or 

Challock 307 or 274 
(Std 023 374) !Zl 
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LASHAM 

Does your home club operate only at weekends? 
AI Lasham we operate all week, every week which 
means we could provide a useful supplement to your 
Iraining. Whether you are not yet solo and would 
benefit lrom a week's consolidated instruction, or a 
budding cross-country pilot needing S08Iing or field
landing training, we have the expertise and facilities 
to help. 

Apart from our large Iwo-seater fleet and excejlent 
aerotow and winch launch facilities.. we have a 
comprehensive briefing room for lectures or 
instructional videotapes if bad weather prevents 
Hying. 

On·site accommodation for club expeditions is 

always available by arrangement. 

Absolute beginners are of course always wek:ome 
we have a large choice of courses and types of 
membership to suit your needs. 

Lasham Gliding Society 

Nr Alton, Hants 

1el HerrliHO 1025 683) 322 ur 270 

LONDON GLIDING CLUB 

0582663419 

7 Jays a week. year round 
operation 

Thermal. Hill and Wave 
soaring .2&5 

DayModern all glass 
solo and C JUrses 

2 seater • AEI 
ratings

!leet 

Full c<Jtering. licenced 
har and H(;commodation 

Details from: 
LONDON GLIDING CLUB 

Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds LU6 2JP 

THE LONDONGLlD\NG CLUB 

ADVANCED 

TRAINING COURSES 


Courses from mid March to 

Bronze standard or Cross Country. 


Ab initio courses also always 

available. 


Detail from: 
DAVE SPRAKE 


Midland Gliding Club 

Long Mynd, Church Stretton 


Shropshire SY6 6TA 

Tel: Linley (058861) 206 


THE LONG MYND 

April/May 1991 

MARCHINGTON GLIDING 

CLUB 


Situated in the Midlands. Offers Holiday 
courses from April to September. 

Good local soaring and 
cross-country. 

Private owners welcome. 

Please Contact: 

Course Secretary 

Marchington Gliding Club 


Marchington Airfield. Morton lane 

Marchington. Nr Uttoxeter ST14 8lP 


Telephone: 0785-51570 


Holiday eouraes from June to September 
beginners to Silver C. Book now! 


Motor Glider Courses throughout the year 
Bronze or Silver C to PPL (SLMG). 


Visiting Aircraft _leoma - ideal cross-country 

site - cheap aerotows and temporary member

ship. 


Friendly club - accommodation on site 
licensed bar. 


Write to: The Course Secretary, Mrs G. Edwards, 
Gt Stones, Hare Str..t, Bunllngford, Herts SG9 OAD. 
Tel: 0783 89480. 

NORTHUMBRIA 
GLIDING CLUB 
Currock HNI, Chopwell, 
Newcastle upon Tyne NE17 7AX 

Holiday Courses 1991 

May-Sept. 


Soar the beautiful Northumbrian country

side. Many local places of interest to visit. 


Winch and aerotow launches. 


Club expeditions welcome. 


Contacl: 
The Course Secretary 


5 The Oval, Houghton Park, Houghton'Le-Sprlng 

Tyne & Wear. 091 5843011 


SOUTH WALES 

GLIDING CLUB 


U5K, GWENT 

COURSES FROM APRIL TO SEPTEMBER 

UNDER BGA INSTRUCTORS 


AEROTOW LAUNCHES 


BEGINNERS WELCOME 


TASK WEEK, ALL LEVELS OF PILOTS, 

JULY 20th-27th 


WAVE, MOUNTAIN AND THERMAL SOARING 


LIZ PHILLIPS (COURSE SECRETARY, 

9 TRELAWNY CLOSE, USK, GWENT NP5 1SP 


(02913,3477 or (0291) 690536 (Club) 


LEAAN 
TO GLIDE RANGE OF 

COURSES AT THE 
DESIGNED FOR YOAII 
BEGINNERS AND 
EXPERIENCED ~ GL.IDING 
PILOTS CENTAE 
ADVANCED WAVE 
SOARING 

SEVEN·DAY 
FACILITIES, 

PRICES FROM 
£190 FOR FUU 5 
DAY COURSE. 

RUFFOR1H AIRFIELD 

YORK · Y02 3QA 


TEL: 0904 • 83694 


STAFF 

REQUIRED 


A 
Course 


Instructor 

1991 Season 
April-October 

Can be Assistant 
Rated, preferably, but 
not necessarily Tug 

Pilot/MGPPL 

For further details apply: 
Manager 


Wolds Gliding Club 

Pocklington 


E Yorks Y04 2NR 

Tel 0759-303579 

If THIS SEASON doesn'l match your HIGH HOPES 

then dream of summer in Australia, and especially 


BENALLAI 

where you can pack a year's soaring into a few 


weeks' 

We run courses for all standards of pilot - Ab-initio to 

Advanced Cross Country - plus comprehensive daily 

met and lask briefings for those operating on their 

own. Australia's widest-ranging sailplane charter fleet 

includes Junior, Homet, Mosquito, LS-3 • 17, ASW· 

20, Nimbus 28 and 2C. plus opportunities for high 


performance training in our Janus. 

Write or phone John Williamson for details 

GLIDING CLUB OF VICTORIA 

Box 48 Benalla, Victoria 3672, Australia 

Tel: (0) 57 821058, Fax (0) 57 825599 


Special rate travel and details of altemative 

Aussie holidays from 


TRAVELBAG, 12 High Street, ALTON, 

Hants GU34 8BN. Tel: 0420 8'::724 
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The YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB 

Our superb glass fibre fleet caters for absolute beginners or pundits. You can be assured of the best opportunities for 

gliding in this most beautiful county. 


With over fifty years of successful soaring at one of Europe's foremost panoramic sites, the YORKSHIRE GLIDING 

CLUB welcomes visitors from all over the World. 


Why not join us at the Yorkshire Gliding Club - There is no other club quite like it! 


Full residential and catering facilities. 


The Yorkshire Gliding Club (pty) Ltd, Sutton Bank, Thirsk, N. Yorkshire 
(0845) 597237 

FOR SPECIALIST REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE 

ROGER TARGEIT 
Offering outstanding workmanship, efficiency and 
service in :Sailplane Services * All glass, carbon and kevlar repairs 
* Wood and Metal repairs 

* All modifications 
* Motor Glider engine approval 
* C of A Renewals 
* General Maintenance 

Tel: Office (0453) 86086 1 (including re-finishing and wax polishing)
Home (0453) 860447 (0453) 545316 

Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club 
Nympsfield, Nr. Stonehouse 
Gloucestershi re GL 1 0 3TX 

COME MOTOR-GLIDING AT ENSTONE 

TO CONVERT YOUR BRONZE/SI LVER TO SLM GPPL* 

DO FIELD LANDINGS/ NAVEX EXERCISES FOR YOUR 
BRONZE 

AS- IN ITIO TRAINING (NO LAUNCH QUEUES) 

Ring Oxfordshire Sportflying Club on 0608·677208 
for more information 7 days a week operation 
'Self launching motor glider private pilat"s licence 
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X-COUNTRY 

TASK PLANNING SOFTWARE 
Comprehensive Task Data & Printout 
Declaration Sheet Printout 
National Ladder Score of Task 
BGA and Custom Turning Points 
Forecast Task Duration . . . And More! 

PC Compatible (min 512K) 

Price £35+ VAT 

CRABB COMPUTING 
1/2 Hall Rd, Wolvey, Leics LE10 3LG 

0455 220899 

WINCHING WIRE 
• 	 Available in stranded cable 4mm. 

4.5mm and 5mm diameter 

• 	 High tensile galvanised steel 
• 	 Special coated wire for use on 

runway 

• 	 lost release rings and weak links 
and splicing ferrules available 

• 	 Also cable parachutes and shock 
absorber ropes 

BEST PRICES for gliding clubs 
supplied by glider pilot 

DAVID GARRARD 
Bridge Works, Gt Sarford, Bedford 

Tel: 0234870401 

GLIDER SncKPINs, ~ 
8ROOCHES AND 

Can be :::=~n lapels and hats. or 
as pendants and brooches for the ladies. 
Chains for pendants can be supplied if necessary. 
Available in get gold £34.H, and silver t tLIS, 

inc lusive of VAT. 


All hallmarked and delivered to you in a presentation box. 

Price includes all above plus insurance and postage to 


ensure safe delivery of your gift. 

Cheques payable 10 

BON ACCORD JEWELLERS 
4 ~c:-t, ..........k '1r_1, 


&..a.......- .... w..wtc;........ 

Please allow 28 days for deliw:ry. urgent requests can 

be comple/ed jf you le/ephone 0lI2'l ~ZllT7 (answer 

machine). Please leave a message and we wilr get back 


to you. 



Make Insurance problems 

just plane sailing . . . -~ 


~~~ 
CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECIALISTS 

FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTATION CONTACT: JOHN MARTIN 

LOWNDES LAMBERT 
GLIDERS. SAILPLANES. 	 AVIATION LIMITED fJ.:
AND POWE RED AIRCRAFT 	 Lowndes Lambert House, 53 Eastcheap 

London. EC3P 3HL 
FACILITIES AT LLOYD'S Tel (081) 283-2000 Telex 8814631 

Mcmhcr of I-U.LB .A Fax 283-1970 

VARCOM SAILPLANE COMPUTERS 

IMPROVE YOUR CROSS-COUNTRY PERFORMANCE 


THROUGH BETTER VAR IOMETRY, BETTER IN FORMATION 


SYSTEM INCO RPO RATES: VARIO, AVERAGER, 
AU DIO-DIRECTO R, FLIGHT DATA RECORDER, 
DISTANCE AND FINAL GLIDE CALCULATOR 

EASY A ND INTUITIVE TO USE 

BAROG RAPH AND STATI STICS PRINT-OUT 
NEWFOR '91: BAROGRAPH APPROVED BY BGA, 
CAMERA CONN ECT, FINAL GLIDE AROUND A T.P. 

LET US SEND YOU DETAILS OF : * SYSTEM OPERrATI ON * BA ROG RAPH * PRICE AND DELIVERY 

CONNEVANS LTD .. REIGATE, SURREY RH2 9YR TEL: 0737247571 FAX: 0737223475 

.......... ,.,.... 

for Glider Pilots by Chris Robinson 

only £8.50 

is an exciting new book for all Glider Pilots containing hundreds of interesting questions 
related to Gliding. Topics include Theory of Flight, Navigation, Air Law and Meteorology. 
Of interest to all levels of pilot from ab initio to instructor, the wide range of questions are 
structured in many cases. The answers are comprehensively illustrated with diagrams 
and the explanations are hopefully easy to follow. 
An ideal way to revise those forgotten points or to learn the basics for the first time. 

Prices INClUDE 
VATandP&P. 

III 01 NOW ONLY £79 
Automatic Electronic FINAL GLIDE Computer 
based on the powerful CASIO FX 730-P. 

Microsoft FLIGHT SIMULATOR V4.0 
Now with Gliding, Ridge and Thermal 
Soaring. Experiment with designing 
your own Gliderl Random Weather 
and Dynamic Scenery. Superb 
comprehensive documentation 
IBM Compatibles only £45 
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"You can bank on us" 

RADIOS 

ICOM A2 Tx/Rx. £294, ICOM A20 

Tx/Rx, VOR £344, Inc. accessories. 


INSTRUMENTS 

Latest zero resettable PZl Sensitive 

Variometers complete with speed to 

fly ring and flask. Standard size 

£148, Miniature £178. PZL expan

ded scale sensitive ASI 0-140 kts in 

1'12 turns or 0-200 kts in 1% turns 

£88. PZL TE Capsules £27. Recon

ditioned Sensitive IFR Altimeters 

£149. Reconditioned 12V T /Slips 

£135. Reconditioned Miniature 

T/Slips £199, Reconditioned NHs 

and Inverter from £299. Recon

ditioned Airpath Panel Mount Com

passes £42. Ex Ministry Accelero

meters Standard Size £82, Miniature 

Size £95. 


NEW PARACHUTES 

SP6, Steerable, 18 year life, Bag & 

Manual. £320 


AIRFRAME SPARES 

Cadet, Tutor, Sedberg, Prefect, T.31, 

Grasshopper, Swallow, including 

some large components. 


ASH SKIDS 

K-7 & K-13 £65, other types from 

£59. 


OTTFUR RELEASES 

We own the design and manufactur

ing rights of the "Ottfur" release. New 

releases £99.50. Exchange recondi

tion service £39.50 


T,RAIl!ERS 

Superior well engineered metal 

trailers for the discerning glider 

owner. Complete or in kit form, 

from £1,800. 


GLIDERS 

Swallow, T-21 c, Foka 5, Choice of 

K-6s. 

*SZD-51-1 Junior £15,500, with 

Trailer £17,800 

*SZD-50-3 Puchacz £22,000, with 

Trailer £24,800 

*New gliders in conjunction with Anglo Polish 
Sailplanes Ltd. Prices subject to revision. 

THE NEW "XK 10" VARIOMETER 
Standard or Miniature Instrument 
sizes, Dual Range, Dual Response 
Rates, Up and Down Audio with 
Variable Thresholds, Dedicated Con
tinuous Reading Averager, No Flask 
required, Very low power consump
tion. £297. Repeater Meter £79. 
Prices shown exclude VAT and carriage. for full 
details of our competitive prices please send 
for brochure 

COLIN D. STREET 

"Yewdown House", 7 Sharpthome Close, 

Ifleld, Crawley, Sussex, RH11 OLU. 

Tel: 0293 543832, FAX 0293 513819 24hrs 


PROPELLERS 

, • 

Neogene 

Pa,ints 

Your specialist pai,nt 
manufacturer 

C664 High Tautening Dope To 
C/E DTD 753 

C665 Aluminium Surfacer To 
C/E DTD 753 

C666 Scheme"Z" Type 
Enamels For Unsupported 
Fabrics 

C667 Scheme "z" Type 
Thinners 

C668 Low Tautening Dope To 
C/E DTD 751 

C965 Fabric Adhesive 

C966 Fabric Adhesive Thinner 

C762 Transparent N/C Non 
Tautening Dope 

The above have been selected 
from our range ofAircraft 

Finishes. 

Colour Matching Service 

Large or small quantities 
supplied 

Consult our Technical Advisory 

Service: 


Print. Inks Ind Plints Limited. 
Neogene Wolts, 65 Alfred ROld. 

London W2 5HQ. ... 
Telephone 071 289 2271 ~ 

Industrill Plint & Powder Ltd .• 

45 Lanllt Road, Edinburgh EH1 41TL 


Telephone 031 443 8793 

HOFFMANN 
4-l:>lade propellers for towing: 

dramatic noise reduction 
• excellent engine cooling 
• improved cloo/descent 

o 

SKYCRAFT SERVICES Ltd 
Albany House, Litlington 

Cambridgeshire I 

Tel. 0 763 852150 
Fax.0763 852593 

CA OPIES 

& 


SCREENS 


* 

LARGE RANGE 


OF SHAPES 

AND SIZES 


FOR GLI DERS 

A ND LIG HT 

AI RCRAFT 


* 

GOOD OPTICS 


* 

FROM MAKER 


* 

REMATIC 

School House 

Norton 


N r Worcester W R5 2PT 

Tel/Fax Worcester 


(0905) 821334 

9am-5pm 
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PHIL JARVIS 


1HE 
300KM 
Flown from Le Blanc, France 
in a DG-300 

Phil started gilding in 

1979 and lllea his 00· 

300 lrom Booker GC. 

He has a ,Silver badge, 

Gold distance and Dllt· 

mond goal and a PPl. 


My first thoughts were "It lOOks reasonable 
but I'll take a high tow anyway." However, after 
passing 2000ft and finding myself going up 
ratherfaster than the tug alone could guarantee, 
natural meanness overtook prudence and I 
pulled off. 

This was the first error as the lift proved difficult 
and I struggled to 2500ft, thinking if this was the 
best I could do the 300km was off. 

However, it was my last day in France and thus 
my last chance, so I went off on Irack to a slightly 
promising cu. It was beller than the last but hardly 
heroic stuff at 2kt. I decided to go for broke and 
setoff again on track determined to goor land in a 
field. 

Ten miles down track I found a good thermal 
which quickly took me to 3500ft. Ever mindful of 
the time that had already evaporated I pressed on 
and I was soon at 4500ft with my firstTP, Poitiers, 
visible ten miles away. On arriving I wasted a cou' 
pie of minutes trying to spot the major airfield to 
the west until it suddenly leapt into view from a 
cloud shadow. 

Now into wind for the long leg to St Floren!. 
Navigation was no problem in the excellent 

visibility; not so progress into wind. It was 2hrs 
before I passed Le Blanc - l 00km in 2hrs with a 
fu rther l 000km to go into wind! 

No streets, lift well spaced but at least the 
cloud base was now above 5500ft. I really 
remember very litlle detail of this slow leg. I finally 
arrived at TP2, photographed it and took a high 
climb in what was beginning to look like a 
dying sky. 

At this pOint I was amazed to see several towns 
beyond the TP. I couldn't identify any as the TP 
was on the edge of the map and represented to 
me the edge of the known world! 

The return leg, although assisted by a tailwind, 
looked distinctly unhealthy. The closest cloud 
was a good 15 miles away but en route I spotted 
a good stubble fire some five miles off track. It 
cost me a lot of height to get there but at least it 
was still going strongly and took me to 6000ft on 
a parallel track. 

With 25 miles to go a promising cloud 
appeared just ahead. I milked it dry and 
calculated I had a sporting chance of gliding out 
the remaining 25 miles. Ten miles further on I 
turned three times in a blue thermal just to be sure 
and then called "FGT final glide." 

I arrived at 1200ft and l00kt and landed tired 
but happy - 5hrs 15min is hardly impressive for 
300km and I resolved to aim for 4hrs as my next 
target - but first some beer! a 

OVERSEAS NEWS 

ERNST GERNOT PETER 
"Pit" Peter, the well·known German competition 
pilot, was tragically killed on December 5 in a 
gliding accident in New Zealand. A member of 
the German team at the 1987 World Cham' 
pionships in Benalla (8th in the Open Class), "Pit" 
devoted much time and energy to promoting the 
activities of the Akaflieg student gliding group in 
his home town of Freiburg. - Der Adler. 

TURBO CHARGE 
German manufacturers are working on the basis 
that 70·80% of all new gliders w ill be delivered in 
future with some form of engine. 

Overseas news here and elsewhere in S&.G was collec· 
ted and translated from foreign magazines by Max 
Bishop 

TO PlACE AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE CLASSIFIED SEC' 
TION, pluM ..nd your r.mlttlnCll logelhJwIth your word· 
Ing 10 CHEIRON PRESS UMITEO, H_w, Healhfleld Road, 
High Wycombe, Buck. HP12 4DQ (Tel 0494 442423 or 0860 
510407), belore the 4th of the monlh 01 publcalion. Rales 
65p per word with a minimum of £13.00. Black & While 
photographs accepled £5.50 exira. Box No. £2.75 extra. 
Price. Include VAT. 

FOR SALE 

ASW·24 Comp No. 247, May 1990, 70hrs only. Fully equipped 
for competition. Many extras. Tel 0372 275274 (eves) 0372 
223411 (work). 

KESTREL 19 comp~te outfit with AMF trailer. 2x 1/:, shares avail
able £4350 each. Based Bldford. Nr Stratford, 7 day week club. 
Tel 0905 67 227. 

ASW-17 refinished in acry1ic, metal trailer, Ban variO and M20 
radio. Tel Slmoo Adlard 058 861 206/405, 

VENTUS C (17.6m) 1987, 80 starts, 240hrs, privately owned, 
never damaged. competition glider, Cobra trailer, with or without 
instrumen!s, Tel Belgium 32 15 51 28 95. 

PtRAT Excellent condition. Recent respray. PZL and electric 
variometers. Aluminium trailer £6900. Tel 0302 786360. 

NIM8US 30T. Up to 'f, share available in thiS Cambridge based 
self·suslaining high performance two'seater. Tel 0279 850713. 

COBRA 15 with AIT and winch hooks, fu il instrumentation, radio, 
oxygen, parachute, good trailer, riggIng aids, tow-out gear. 
£8750. Tel 0482 861509. 

K·4 two-seater, open trailer, basic instruments, g<X>d condition 
£2000 as is where is. Tel 0203 317080. 

NIMBUS 3 TURBO 1984 (25.5m) complete with Cobra trailer, full 

high specification competition panel, many extras. Whde outfit in 

"as new" condition. 

INSTRUMENTS. BORGELT varia system (821, B24 and 825), 

Ferranti horizon with inverter. ASI, NC, TN62 radio. Tel 044 

284 2445, 


JANUS CM 1985. Total time 677hrs. Completely refurbished to 
high standard. New engine to current specification. UK export C 
of A available. Complete with closed trailel £50000, Southern 
Sailplanes, Membury Airfield. Lambourn, Ber1<s Tel 0488 
71774. 

JANTAR 2 Va share in underutilised 4 man syndicate based at 
Booker. Good trailer, basic instruments and parachute. Good 
value at £2700 including 1 years insurance. Tel Sant Cervantes 
0344 862207. 

VENTUS CT (TURBO) Lasllam based. Either 'h or 2 X V. shares 
available for start of 1991 season. Fully eqUipped. Tel 025126 
3956 (eves). 

KESTREL 19 CaE. BeSi value for money soaring you can get. 
Superb conditioo, glider and trailer, Periect for club llying and 
regional competillon. £13 SOOono. Tel Ed Johnston 00344 
489913. 

ASW-1Sa with closed trailer. Very good condition. Instruments 
including etectric varia and radio. New C of A £ 11 850. Tel 
0636 626624. 

SCHANZE SK80 compass. Panel relit forces reluctant sale. Tel 
0400 81648. 

GLIDER TUG HIRE 
If you need a tug urgently we'll be here 
with a 180hp tug to tow you out of your 
problem. 
Tel: 0737 8222 12 
We also arrange g lider tugging instruction, tail dragging conversion and touring hire etc. at Redhill 
Aerodrome in the heart of the Surrey countryside 
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ANNOUNCE 

~~;;;ER fOR 'ORooP 10uttlOPGUOER lR~\LtR 
lHE G12~~.~15~En\EGUOERS -
NEW CONCEPl run" ~-~~-----------; 

Comes Fully-fitted with adjustable fittings Recessed rear light array • Powerful gas struts • 
• Etch-primed & painted synthetic white gloss· Light Internally-stored 7 -pin plug· Capacious storage area 
alloy roof skins prevent ultra-violet penetrat,ion • 
GHP aerodynamically-styled nose and fin box .. "'r FULL SPECIFICATION· PRICE LIS

• Concealed tie-down points • 'Roll-off Roll-on' for 
neighbour-friendly rigging/de-rigging away from trailer 

TS· OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT: 

ft. MEMBURY AIRFIELD • LAMBOURN • BERKSHIRE RG16 7TJ -== ENTERPRISES Telephone/Fax 0488 72224 

VEGA flapped, full panel, horizon, oxygen. Trailer, AMF fitted. 
Easy wife/husband geriatric rig. One pilot from new. £ 14500. 
Parachute, radio available. Tel Tony Burton 0544 3 1819 I (work) 
0544 318126 (home). 

ASW-20FL 'I 03' full competition panel. Rigging and tow out aids. 
+f- 6OOhrs. C of A, good condition, Lasham based. Tel Chris 
Mayhew 0420 478291 or (office) 010 32 I I 439302. 

VENTUS BT Wks No. 51. 620hrs. 170 launches. 10 engine hrs. 
TIS, Cambridge, no accidents. excellent condition. Kamet trailer, 
C of A to 92. £34OOOono. Tel 0482 445451 or 0482 849552 
(eves). 

TRAILER. Steel frame, aluminium skin, fitted ASW-20BL Good 
order £1500. Seen Sleap or NW. Tel Prestwich 0260 2242 I 7 
(home) or 06 I 834 2332 (office). 

K-8CR_ Fully enclosed trailer, parachute, barograph, 760 radio, 
gCX>d instruments. good condition , Current C of A. based at OUX~ 

ford, Cambs. 'f, share £3250 or 'I. share £1625. Tel 0223 
210674. 

TRAILER suitable for 15m glider, steel frame, plastic covering, 
compact design. Tel 0949 837867 (eves). 

PlRAT good condition, Includes parachute and oxygen. 
Aluminium Irailer. £59OOono. Tel 0277 200715. 
UNIQUE 1957 FAUVEL AV38 "Flying Wing" ex-RAF, Bicester. 
Semi aerobatic. stunning for displays or vintage rallies. Only air
worthy example in the UK Fully documented history £2750. Tel 
0485 600260. 

JASOLKA 1958 vintage glider. Well maintained, excellent 

instrumentation incl. electric vario and A/H, enclosed trailer. 

Based Sussex £4400. Tel Hodge 0323 24167. 


SF-25B FALKE, Good condition. Offers 10 E Room, 0759 

318383. 

PYE WESTMINSTER base station and aerial £1 l 00na. Tel O. T. 

Wright 0245 400634. 


K-6eR_ New C 01 A, AfT hook, covered trailer £6250. Tel 0602 
301531. 

BREUGUET 905 FAUVETTE aero and winch hook litted, basic 
instruments and compass. Performance equal to K-S. All metal 
trailer. Offers around £5000, Tel 0507 606995 or 0472 
77136. 

8G-13S fully instrumented , new C of A, covered trailer, tow out 

gear £5200. Tel 0602 30 I 351. 


ASW-20BL 'f, share, based near Oxford . Peschges, ATR720B, 

Drager oxygen system, EW barograph, Cobra trailer, immaCulate. 

Tel 0636 706890 (eves). 


PlRAT in very good condition comp~tewith trailer. No parachute 

or barograph. Offers over £6000, Tel Bill Buchan 024 I 73566, 


BLANIK based at Sutton Bank, baSic instruments. Offers to 

Adrian Hatton Tel 0638 708663 (eves). 


SKYLARK 3B, F-Mods, comptete with C 01 A, barograph, 

parachute, audio vario, trailer. Offers around £3900. Tel 0670 

731701 (eves). 


T-218. Only one owrter. Usual instruments, very nice Condition 

and great lun. New C 01 A £2000 ono. 

SKYlARK 4 with trailer. Instrumentation includes radio and audio 

vario. Needs wing centre section recovering. Soars beautifully. 

£3500 ono. 

T-49 CAPSTAN. Instrumentation includes radio , Tough and 

comfortable side-by-side trainer. New C of A £4500 ono. 

All these aircraft are hangared in Hampshire and are good value 

lor mcney. Don't miss an oppor1unity for Ihe 1991 season. Tel 

Derek Ballard 0329 663234. 


THE EUROPEAN 
FIRST SOLO 


FALKE SF2SB (molor gliderj is being syndicated in Midlands 
area. Excellent coodition, current C of A, privately hangared and 
own air strips or prepared to sell . Offers Tet 0283 215667 
(ansaphone) or write P Hexta" , 16 Heanhcote Rd, Swadlincote, 
Burton-on-Trent, Siaffs DEI I 9DR. 

AsnR CS. C of A, instruments, trailer, new gelcoat, ideal lirst time 
buy. £1 30000no. David Richardson 0494 29263. 

'HUSHED' SUPER CUB, 1957 Piper Super Cub, I 5Ohp, glider 
tow hook, disc brakes and silenced exhaust. 4 blade Hoffman 
quiet propeller. Airtrame 7200hrs, engine 725hrs, complete with 
three year C of A to 1994. Some spares £22 500 (no VAT), Tel A. J. 
Hulme 0223 8 12669. 

MINI NIMBUS B excellent condition Pfeifer Irailer, full panel, 
Cambridge LX 1800, Bohli , radio, covers, parachule, barograph. 
Best offer over £14000. Tel Johan Luyckx 32 I I 67 02 61 
(Belgium) between 9am and 5pm. 

PIRAT. Excellent condition. Basic instruments plus 'G' meter. 
Recent wing fittings. Recovered. resprayed. Trailer and 
parachute. £7000. Tel 0724 840157 . 

';' SHARE LS-4 to be based at Nympslield this Spring. Tow out 
gear etc. Tel 0793 790260 (eves). 

CLUBSOARING 
TO 1000 KMS 

~~ 
r 81 
45 Sandiford Road, Holmes Chapel, Cheshire CW4 7BU 

Tel: (0477) 34655 (01033) 5437 3408 
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COURSES 

VALE OF WHITE HORSE 


GLIDING CENTRE 

May to September for a 

holiday course 
Where's it at - the Vale of 

White Horse 
One hundred and ninety 

inc. flying and lunch 
Come and learn with our 

friendly bunch 
Sandhill's near Swindon - so 

don't delay 
Pick up the phone and 

call Lindy today 

Lindy Wirdnam. Tel 0793 783293 

K-7 with basic instruments arid recent C of A £6500 inc I VAT. Tel 
Derbyshire & Lanes GC. 0296 671270 (and ansaphone). 

CAMBRIDGE ground station £90 and BANTAM glider radio £90. 
Both good condition Tel 0203 317060. 

SF-34 high periormance Scheibe glass-fibre two-seater. Superb 
coodiUoo. Basic 'instruments in both cockpits, director, trailer, 12 
months C of A. View Aston Down £18500. Tel 0666 503196. 

ASTIR CS. Good condition, instruments incl. Director, tailwheel. 
12 months C of A, closed trailer, low out k~. £ 12 500. Addilional 
ecuipment available. Tel 0793 512607. 

STD CIRRUS. Very good condition. Airbrake mod. basic 
instruments. etectric varlo & director, radio. parachute. 12 months 
C of A. Aluminium trailer C 13 500. Tel 0453 872740. 

DIAMANT 18. Genuine 40:1 ! Low hrs~aunches. Full panel, new 
C of A. 100hrs since complete overhaul. New metal trailer. 
£10500. Tel 0476 65410. 

WINTER BAROGRAPH 10K. Excellent condition £25Oono. Tel 
Steve Crabb 0455 220699. 

VEGA 15M flapped. Basic panel, no radio, good condition, metal 
trailer £ 14000. Tel 071 431 4010. 

K-7 good condition, low hrs, bubble canopy, basic instrumenls. 
£6500 plus VAT. Also seat style parachute, suitable Chip monk. 
£200. Also Lister diesel standing engine wilh generator. Good 
wor1<ing condition. Offers. Tel 091 3855515. 

LAK-12, 20.5m, glass·fibre/carbon-fibre glider. Factory refur 
bished to highest slandard. 46:1 1./0. Trailer, metric instruments 
etc. Several available. 300-500hrs ffown. C16000 (incl VAn. Tel 
Ballic Sailplanes Umited 0656 467723 (anylime): 0536 65552 
(office hrs): 0538 81777 (eves). 

BLANtK, factory refurbished to highest standard. Superb ctub/ 
syndicate glider, Price (to include trailer and Instrumentation) 
£8,500 ono. Tel Ballic Sailplanes Umited 0656 467723 (anylime); 
0536 65552 (office hrs); 0536 61777 (eves). 

ENSTONE EAGLES 

GLIDING CLUB 


Now open for gliding seven days a week 
throughout the year. New ~embers 

welcome. 

Launch by aerotow or motor tow and soar 
over the beautiful Cotswolds. 

Mid week holiday courses from March to 
October for beginners or solo pilots 

tailored to suit your requirements. 

Delails from: 
TOM MILLER 

ENSTONE EAGLES GUDING CLUB LTD 
Enstona Airfiatd, Church enstone, Oxford.hire 

Tal: (0608} 677461 or 677535 (daytime} 
(0869} 50767 (evenings} 

WASSMER SILENE E-78, glass side by side two-seater. Presen
tly based Northern France. SOOhrs from new. £12000. Tel 0444 
450128 (eves) or 010 33 21 31 0538 (weekends). 

PEGASUS 101 A 
Excellent condition. hard-sealed, lUll instrumentation. per


sonalised cockph. oomple1e rigging aids and bespoke 1rai~r. 


This glider has been fully maintained, irrespective of cost, by 

Zulu Gtasslek. 


F()( sale al C19 750 

or Hull and trailer only £17850 


Contact Bruce Owen 0 71 581 3706 (home) 071 734 4944 (ot/ice) 

ClUB UBELLE 1975, 1200hrs, immaculate condition. full 
instrumentation, closed Irailer. £9600. Tel Belgium 010 32 14 61 
25 67 (Rudy Jennen). 

TliE kiWi with relractable TOP engine. The ideal 15m self
launching motor glider for Clubs or private owners. The Kiwi is 
light, quiet and easy to fly. When not recuired, Ihe TOP engine can 
be removed in less Ihan five minutes. Details tram Steve While. 
Nine Four Aviation. Tel 0494 438688, fax 0494 449549. 

SKYLARK 38, vgc, oxygen, electric varia arid mechanical vario, 
radio, good wooden trailer, £5OOOono.Tel A Carnegie (eves) 0224 
820779. 

ASW 17s - superb condition. Refinished in Schwabalac. E><1en
ded tips. 3 yr old metaJ traiter, rigging aids, basic instruments and 
oxygen. C165ODono. Tel 0626 73077 or 06285 25313. 

K-6eR excellent condition, 12mnths C of A. T&S, electric vario/ 
night director, compass, radio, very good trailer with cover. 
Hangared at Bicester £6500. Tel 0628 29024. 

The "LS" Agent in UK  Sales • Spares • Repairs 

,MARTYN WELLS 
(Wells Design Ltd.) 
Brailes. Banbury. Oxon. 
Home Tel. 060 884 217 
Workshop Tel. 060 885 790 

LS 7 STANDARD CLASS 
(WINNER OF '89 STD CLASS NATIONALS) 

LS 6 151M CLASS 
(WINNER OF '85, '86, '87, '88 15M NATIONALS) 

LS 6 

LS 4 

TIPPED TO 17.5M 
15M/OPEN CLASS 

STANDARD CLASS 

FULL REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE 
FACILITIES FOR ALL GLiDEIRS 
IN OUR PURPOSE BUILT 
WORKSHOP 

K-21 & K-13 two-seaters. Tenders invited. Contact Midtand Gtid
ing Club 058861 206/630. 

BOCIAN TWO-SEATER TRAINING AIRCRAFT. Works recon
ditioned . New canopy. Puchatek. Newall meta!, low wing, T ta~ 
trainer. £ 15000+VAT. K-2 iust overhauled. £5500+ VAT.Tel 0263 
63054. 

GLASFLUGEL 804 22m Open Class with exceptionally large 
cockpit. Instruments, rigging aids & new metal trailer. Vte'W at 
Dunstable. Tel F. Russell 0462 677097 (home) 0462 662124 
(office) fax 0462 461463. 

PlK 30. Sen launching motor glider 1966. 15/17m. 300hrsonly. 
AMF trailer complete outfit. Tel 0793 624553. 

IS-282M. Two-seater motor glider. 'I. share for sale. 120hrs 
engine and airframe. Cruise at 75kt at2 gall/hr. Based al Kirton 
Undsey, S Humberside. £5400. Tel 0522 730764. 

ASW-22. Complete ounit, extensively refinished and sealed, like 
new. Why wait three years for an ASW·22B (costing well over 
£60000 ecuipped to this standard) when you can buy now? Tel 
Keith Millar 0906 56B171 . 

00·300 superb competition 'preparation - immaculate finish. 
Many options and e><1ras available. Must be seen Tel 0734 
753333 (day) 0734 667146 (eves). 

PZl. Mini lum & slip 60mm, 4.5v £250. Aerol W2oo-AS electronic 
vario 60mm. Audio averager D-1Okts. £275. Tel Brian 061 979 
2579. 

UGHTWEIGHT COVERS made up for your glider. Dust covers 
or waterproof. Also canopy covers. Ann Wootf. Tel 0256 
56540. 

ALUMINIUM TRAILER firs! class condition, finings for Astir CS 
£2500. Tel 0823 672377 . 

VENTUS B 15m, 16.6m with wing e><1ensions. Manutacturered 
1960, good condition. Tel Hannuksela (Finland) +356 0 B03 
0310 (eves) or fax +356 0 252 364. 

STD UBELLE 201 B vario Blumenauer, glass-fibre trailer. Write 
Mr Pepos, BP155, 57104 Thionville, France or Fax (33) 62 34 
7034. 

VEGA 15m flapped. Basic instruments plus Cambridge MK2 
vario/llight director/averager, T & S, oxygen, radio and metal 
trailer. £13950. Tel Gary Bleasdale 0273 723252 (home) 0903 
755661 (work). 

KESTREL 19 44: 1 excellent condition complete with GRP trailer, 
instruments. barograph. parachute etc. Superb value for money. 
Tel 061 504 4709. 

K-GeR 1960 1776hrs, 1860starts,overhauled 1968 £5500 

K -6E 1967 2.31 6hrs, 2449 starts, overhauled 1968 £8500 

L-1319752036hrs,5679starts,overhauled 1967 £9000 

Atl include basic instruments and are in very good condition. 

Two trailers lor shipping are available and may be included 

with planes. Prices and options such as parachutes etc 


are negotiable. 

Tet Pakke Pltkanen, (Finland) 


+35882221 909 (office) +35882222 101 (home) 

Fax +358 82 221 427 
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GLIDING AT ABOYNE, 
ABERDEENSHIRE THIS YEAR! 

Try Ihe C IHlrieSlo n HOle!. Ahov nc . Five rninulc.' drive 
from Ihe C luh . LlIl1ily-run H(;leI. excellenl food anu 
cn mfo rtahk i.H:COrll rnodatio ll . Al so sclf-L'alcring 
cottage to ~ kL' r 5 in HOlel g. rounds. We spcl..:ialisc in 

serving food until IO,JOpm da il y. 

Tel: 03398 86475 

WANTED 
ARTIFICIAL HORIZON Bendix J-8 or similar in good working 
order (preferably recently overl1auled). Tel John Higgins 0432 
276488 (after 6pml. 

COMPETITIVE OPI;N GLIDE.R lor Open Class National Cham· 
pionships (with or w~hout co-pilot). Could swop lor LS-6B. Tel 
Bruce Cooper 06285·25313. 

URGENTLY RECUIRED Single-seater glass-ftbre glider (no 
flaps) with trailer to up·date existing fleel. Tel Bill Buchan 024 1 
73566. 

K-18 or K·SE in good condition by two partner syndicate. Tel 
0472697484 or 0909 730591. 

SKYLARK 4, PIRAT or similar. Tel Hilton 0482 657460 (eves). 

K·SCR with covered trailer. Low hours. Pilot weight 2151bs. AfT 
hook. Tel 0404 850055 or 0823 2840921. 

PYE BANTAM glider radio, cheap. Need not be in working order 
but must be complete. Tel 0454 415512 (eves). 

DAMAGED GLASS-FIBRE glider by private buyer. Top price 
paid - would consider complete outfit. Will travel in Europe to 
view. Tel 081 998 1510. 

SITUATIONS VACANT 

INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE 
With or without own K-21. Also ASH-25E, 
and Christian Husky tow plane. Available 
from April onwards - all on ad hoc basis. 

Tel 0362 668924 

MISCELLANEOUS 

COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB 

ALPINE TASK WEEK 
Kempten - Bavaria 

May 5 - May 18 1991 

Details from 
Nick Hackett, Tel 0509 890469 

Ballater, Aberdeenshire AB35 5QJ 
Tel: 03397-55417 'Fax: 03397-55180 

SAILPLANE & GLIDING 

BENELUX OPEN 

CHAMPIONSHIPS 


AUGUST 12 - 17 1991 

Standard Open and 15m. Entry fee £66.00 

Tug start £ 1 0.00, Camping Free. 


Everyone welcome 

Tel 010 32 1481 2567 (Rudy Jennen) 

The Historic Sailplane Group at Dunstable 
are holding a rally for Kaiser/Schleicher 
gliders from May 25-27, Details from the 
London GC, tel 0582 663419. 

UPWARD BOUND TRUST is 30 years old this yearl All lor""" 
stall and pupils meet on the airfield April 27th. Contact Peter 
Chamberlain, 32 Fyne Drive, Linslade, Leighton Buzzal(t , Beds. 
Tel 0525 378901. 

ACCOMMODATION 

FAYENCE 3kms gliding centre. Accommodalion in new holiday 
village. Use of swimming pools, tennis courts, etc. Studio sleeps 
4, house 6. From £80 per week. For details telephone 0489 
572278 (eves). 

SlSTERON La Caboulol. lkm Irom airfield. Small lamily hotel 
B&B 75 FI per person. Evening meal available. Tel Solange 010 
33 92 621281. 

HOUDAY COTTAGE in Talgarth. Convenient, comlortable, 
sleeps up to 8 . Beds made up and waiting lor you! Tel 0532 
665036. 

SERVtCES 

C OF A about to expire? I'll come to you for your annual inspec· 
tion. Metal gliders a speciality. Tel Frome (0373) 813392 or (03731 
812816. 

PENNINGTONS 

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 

For accountancy and taxation services. 

Harvard House. Harmondsworth, Middlesex UB7 OAW. 

Telephone John Gorringe, 


Day 081 759 1967, Evening 081 9483799. 


TUG SERVICES 

HOWARD AVIS AVIATION LTD 


Old Buckingham Alrfletd, Norfolk 
offer 

• A variety of tug aircraft for short or long term hire including 
Pawnees. e A large stock 01 airframe and engine parts lor all 
model Pawnees .• M3 approved premises for competitive 

Pawnee annuals and C of A renewals. 
GallJIM AVIS on (Hangar) 0953860751 (Office) 0953 453946 

Motor glider maintenance 'rom 50 hour check to three 
year C of A 


Please call or wrile to Tim Dews, 49 Bratton ROBd, 

Westbury, Wilts. BA13 3ES. Tel 0373827963 


,I1JJiGl 

TRUST WITTER 

e""~IDr~_"'_3__. ,,,,,,.. e Sillo!ytes· 

~~:!~~:a==!~=~t::t::,~:
Dwmr - It !he I. W.

s... *low PtgH lot )'OIK nHtnt sp«iIHrt mr.r Of trod.l. 

WITTER TOWBARI, Tel: 0244 341166 


GLIDING - OVER ROYAL DEESIDE - SCOTLAND 
The Deeside Gliding Club offers excellent 
facilities for both the novice and the 
experienced. Enjoy the quality thermals 
in the summer, and the traditional 
"Wave" seasons of spring and autumn. 

The hotel proprietor-a gliding 
enthusiast- offers special rates to B.GA 
and overseas club members. 

A wide range of activities and special 
events are available for all the family. 
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AVIATION LIMITED 
For all your Gliding Equipment 

Transceivers ~[3ECI<ER 

The incomparable ~ [3ECI<E~ range, which includes the: 
AR3201 * 57mm panel hole * Only 70 mA on standby 

* Adjustable mic gain
* Integral intercom 
* Over 1 5,000 in 

use, 
worldwide 

- use Dynafoam for 
and protection. All sheets are 

1" thick (for most training gliders) .. ... . . ....... £22.89 inc. VAT 
Y2' thick (for most high performance gliders) .... £19.84 inc. VAT 
2" thick (for motor gliders and tugs) ............ £27.54 inc. VAT 
Postage -Add £2.50 per single sheet - phone for postage 
price on quantity 
Quantity Discounts 
Fire Retardant Dynafoam 
availab'le to order 

An exciting new range for 1991 with the ever 
popular Cloudmaster lenses, including our best 
seller - the "designer" frame Raycroft KENT 

* Black or Gold (specify) 
* UV Protection 

PRESCRIPTIONS 
We now do cleaf lens 
prescriptions as well as 
CLOUDMASTERS  details on 
request 

[ij U-]§!3-hT4U Air 960 
Handheld Transceiver 
'The Affordable Handheld"
* 760 channel* Thumbwheel dialling on TOP of set* CM Approved* Lightweight  290 gms* Supplied with Nicad, Antenna, 

Soft Case and Fast Charger 
FuJI range of accessories stocked 
many are ICOM compatible 
Service in RD's own workshops 

andfor your Variometer system - Cambridge is the choice 

<3_ CAM B RID G E 

A selection from our product range 

CAA Class 1 
Approved 

Don't take chances 
comfort 
16"X 18". 

snav CAV II 
Vario - Nav System with Graphic final glide display 

Vario - Averager - Audio withProgrammable Tasks and Statistics ~'" 
adjustable audio thresholdsVersion 3 Software upgrade available £169+ VAT (.£l94.35) "t;.x,~ 

~'d?' I----------------------------------~--------~
¢' ~ M-NAV 50 - The ever popular Vario Nav System - £998+VAT (£1147.70) 
~ 

Manufactured by: 	 Cambridge Aero Instruments, Warren-Sugarbush Airport ~ 0101-802-496-7755 
RR Box 109A, WARREN, VERMONT 05674, USA Fax: 0101-802-496-6235 

RD AVIATION LTD 	 E & OE 
FREE CATALOGUE - JustUnit 25 

one phone call secures Bankside Industrial Estate 
Kidlington ~ 0865-841441 
Oxon Fax: 0865-842495 

~--' OX51JE 

VISIT OUR SHOP 
Just SOllth East of Oxford Airport 


Only about 10 mins M40 Jet 9 

Always a bargain to be found 




SPRING IS HERE! 

THE TIME ALL GLIDER PILOTS AWAIT WITH 


EAGER ANTI,CIPATION 


ARE YOU PREPARED? 


0 ,10 YOU ORDER A SCHEMPP-HIRTH "SUPERIOR 

SAILPLANE" IN TIME FOR THI,S SEASON? 


ARE ALL YOUR INSTRUME,NTS WORKING 

CORRECTLY? 


IS YOUR TRAILER ROADWORTHY? 


DID YOU GET YOUR 'CHUTE PACKED? 


PREPARATION IS IMPORTAN!T IIF YOU WANT 

MAXIMUM ENJOYMENT/SUCCESS 


We can help with the above probl'ems but the one 

thing you cannot prepare for is accidental dam,age~ 


High quality speedy repa1irs are our forte let our 

highly skiUed team deal with your damaged 


machine no matter what the structure. You can 

rely on us for an excellent repair. 


SOUTHERN SAILPLANES 

(RALPH AND STEPHEN JONES) 

MEM:BUBY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS RG16 7TH 

Tel: 0488 71774 Fax: 0488 72482e 



